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Preface

This book introduce s th e teaching an d learnin g o f geography i n 3–11 settings .
Geography features as a  foundation subject in the National Curriculum for pupils
in Key Stages 1 and 2, whereas the under-5s curriculum is organized into areas of
learning where geography i s not identified explicitly as a subject. However, in early
years settings, children have many experiences an d undertake a range of activities
that develop their understanding o f people and places .

As many early years settings are not within the mainstream education system ,
the contents of the Early Learning Goals are not compulsory in the same way that
National Curriculum Programmes o f Study ar e i n schools . However , the Earl y
Learning Goals set out the desired learning outcomes for children upon completion
of their reception year, and those nurseries which are part of mainstream education,
as well as reception classes, are expected to use these goals to structure their work
with pupils aged 3-5. Therefore , although th e Early Learning Goals have a slightly
different status , the term curriculum is used throughou t th e book to describe the
educational provision for all pupils aged between 3 and 11.

Second, the book addresses teachin g and learning across the Foundation Stage
and Key Stages 1 and 2. In order to avoid the text becoming indigestible, terms such
as school are used for those settings where the whole 3–11 age range is represented.
In those instance s wher e 3-5 setting s are being discussed separately , th e terms
Foundation Stage, nursery or reception ar e used .



Standards Information

This book is aimed at newly qualified an d teacher training students working in the
3-11 age range. It is intended to be of use to those students and teachers who require
non-specialist geography knowledge and those who have a subject specialism in this
area of the curriculum. Students and teachers with geography as a subject specialism
are required to demonstrate that they:

have a secure knowledge of the subject to at least a standard approximating to GCE
Advanced level in those aspects o f the subject taught at Key Stages 1  and 2;
have a detailed knowledge and understanding of the geography National Curriculum
Programmes of Study and level descriptions across the primary age range;
can cope securely with geographical questions which pupils raise;
understand the progression fro m Early Learning Goals to Key Stage 1 , the progression fro m
Key Stage 1  to Key Stage 2 , and fro m Ke y Stage 2 to Key Stage 3;
are aware of, and know how to access, recen t inspection evidence and classroom-relevant
research evidence on teaching primary pupils in geography, and know how to use this to
inform and improve their teaching;
know pupils' most common misconceptions and mistakes in the subject;
have a secure knowledge and understanding o f ways in which information and
communications technology (ICT) can be used effectively i n the teaching of geography; an d
are familiar with geography-specific health and safety requirements and plan lessons to
avoid potential hazards .

As well as demonstrating knowledge and understanding of the subject, students
and teachers also have to demonstrate the ability to:

plan, teach and manage geography;
monitor, assess, record and report on pupils' progress in geography; and
fulfil an y other professional requirements in relation to geography, such as ensuring
equality of opportunity and taking responsibility for their own professional development.

(DfEE, 1998 )

The grid below provides the reader with a quick guide to where particular
information about the Standards can be located.

Standards Chapter s
Knowledge and understanding of geography and the geography curriculum 1 , 2
Planning, teaching and managing geography 3 , 4, 5, 6
Assessing, recordin g and reporting on geography 7
Fulfilling other professional requirements in relation to geography 8 , 9

REFERENCE

DfEE (1 998) Circular 4/98 Teaching: High Status, High Standards. London: DfEE



Introduction

This book is intended as an introduction to geography for newly qualified vii
teachers and teacher training students on 3–11 courses. It seeks to provide
the reader with insights into the nature of the subject and effective ways of
planning, teaching and assessing geography i n primary and foundation
settings. It also considers cross-curricular issues , such as equal opportunities
and specia l educational needs (SEN) , that affec t teachin g and learning in
all subjects . Th e book conclude s with a n exploratio n of the rol e o f a
geography specialis t in co-ordinating geography across a school.

Chapter 1 deals with the nature of geography as a subject as perceived
by children, adults and the academic geography community. It details th e
key concepts that underpin current geographical thinking and concludes
with a rationale fo r including geography i n the education of children aged
3 to 11.

Chapter 2 examines the nature of geography in the Foundation Stage
and in the National Curriculum at Key Stages 1  and 2 and offers suggestion s
on how aspects of the Early Learning Goals can be used to extend children's
awareness o f concepts such as place , location and environmenta l quality.
The chapte r explore s th e fou r aspect s o f geography a s se t ou t i n th e
knowledge, skills and understanding component of the Programmes of Study
and outlines the breadth of study at Key Stages 1  and 2. It concludes with
an overvie w of the links between geography an d th e wider curriculum,
focusing on numeracy, literacy, citizenship and sustainability.

Chapter 3 focuses on planning geography. It considers good practice
at three levels of planning - long, medium and short term - and how teachers
can provide for continuity and progression. It looks at how geography can
feature i n a school's curriculum and the merits of subject- or topic-base d
approaches to teaching the subject.

Chapter 4 deals with organizing and managing geography . I t looks
at ho w teachers ca n organize children , adults, thei r classroom s an d
resources i n order to promote effective learnin g i n geography. I t als o
explores how teachers ca n match learning opportunitie s with pupils '
learning need s throug h differentiation . The chapter conclude s wit h
guidance o n self-evaluation a s a means o f improving practice an d the
quality of one's geography teaching .



Chapter 5 outlines appropriate teaching and learning approaches in early years
and primary geography. It examines imaginative and evidence-based approache s
and outlines some of the strategies practitioners and teachers can use to develop
children's natural geographical competence successfully.

Chapter 6 reviews some of the resources for teaching and learning in geography.
It focuses on the learning environment within the classroom and the use of out-of-
classroom resources for fieldwork, and conclude s with a review of ICT resources
that can be used to improve geographical learning.

Chapter 7  deals with three furthe r element s of good practice: assessment,
recording and reporting . I t describes way s i n which pupils ' achievement s i n
geography ca n be assessed. It then suggests ways i n which teachers can record
their assessments and how they might report on pupils' progress to parents.

Chapter 8 explores how teaching and learning in geography can make a positive
contribution to the provision of equality of opportunity in the classroom. Not only
can the conten t of the geography curriculu m be used to challenge stereotypica l
attitudes and beliefs, but the process of geographical enquiry can be used to ensure
all children have access to a stimulating curriculum. The chapter examines strategies
that teachers can employ in their geography teaching to foster fairness, equity and
social justice in their classrooms.

Chapter 9 considers those pupils for whom special provision has t o be made
because they have special educational needs (SEN) . Such pupils include those with
physical disabilities o r learning difficulties, an d childre n who might be identifie d
as gifted o r talented. The chapter outlines some of the special needs that teacher s
may encounter and suggests how the curriculum can be adapted and delivered to
promote the geographical learning of children with SEN.

Chapter 10 deals with the role of curriculum co-ordinator, one that most teachers
now have t o take o n early in their careers. Th e chapter outlines th e role s an d
responsibilities of geography co-ordinators . I t considers ho w co-ordinators ca n
address some of the problems and challenges they may face when trying to initiate
and manage change in order to develop good practice in geography i n a school.

INTRODUCTION
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The Subject of
Geography

The standards for teachers (DfEE/TTA , 1998 ) insis t that all primary teachers
must have a specialist subject and at least A-level knowledge of that subject
at Key Stage 1  and Key Stage 2. It is important for primary teachers to have
good subjec t knowledge , a  poin t tha t i s reinforce d b y th e Offic e fo r
Standards i n Education (OFSTED ) (Smith , 1997) an d by many geograph y
co-ordinators. The subject-based curriculum has changed the nature of the
primary teacher's role, and the increased emphasis on single-subject planning
(DfEE/QCA, 1999 ) and the growing importance of the subject co-ordinator
reflect this.

Knight (1993) identifie s three types of subject knowledge:

knowledge of the subject ;
content knowledge; and
pedagogical subject knowledge.

Knowledge of the subjec t
Students an d teachers need to know what sort of a subject geography is .
This is the focus of Chapter 1. Is it a ‘pub quiz’ subject in which success i s
measured by the ability to name capital cities, mountain ranges o r differen t
types of agriculture? Is it a knowledge that is mainly a vehicle for enquiry
and developing generic educational skills ? Is striving for social justice th e
primary goal of study?

Content knowledge
Teachers need to have knowledg e o f the ‘subject matter’ of geography :
locations of towns and cities in the UK, how a river system works and wha

ha s influence d the development of a distant localit y that they study with
their class. This content is the knowledge, skills, attitudes and values present
in the geography National Curriculum at Key Stages 1  and 2. Student teachers



can audit their current knowledge against thi s (se e Table 1.1, pp. 16–17) an d se t
targets to develop through peer support, computer-assisted learnin g and focused
reading. Chapter 2 also explains and analyses the present content knowledge in the
National Curriculum and Early Learning Goals.

Pedagogical subject knowledge
The third type of subject knowledge, pedagogical subjec t knowledge, is crucial for
the studen t o r teacher. Thi s is the knowledg e o f how teachers ca n share thei r
understanding of geography with their pupils, and how they recognize their children's
abilities as geographers. Teacher s use this knowledge when they plan strategies for
children to use aerial photographs effectively, o r build on children's local knowledge
to develop their understanding o f settlement concepts. This knowledge is explored
in subsequent chapters .

This chapter i s concerned with the differen t definition s of geography a s a
subject so that student s an d teachers ca n make informed judgements about what
sort o f geographical wor k they plan with their classes; so they can look critically
at resources such as the Qualifications and Curriculum Authority (QCA) Geography
Schemes o f Wor k (DfEE/QCA , 1998) ; an d s o the y ar e abl e t o contribut e t o
the developmen t of geography i n the twenty-firs t century. It investigates ho w
children and adult s view geography, an d how academic geographers defin e thei r
subject, and i t discusses wh y geography ha s a  claim to be taught an d learned in
early years and primary settings.

Children's Views of Geography
Students and teachers are often exhorte d to start ‘where the children are at’ when
beginning a unit of work or lesson. This might mean beginning a lesson by reviewing
the children's existing understandin g of sinking and floating in science, or askin g
‘What do we already know about St Lucia?’ and then categorizin g th e children' s
answers. When asked th e question ‘What is geography?’, childre n often provide
illuminating and sometimes amusing answers. In 1989 Catling posed that question
to Year 4 children when making an inservice training film (BBC, 1991) . These are
two highlights fro m th e children's replies : ‘It’s about countries’ [long pause] .  . .
‘It’s ... kin d of art... like modern art.’

Ten years later, after a  decade of National Curriculum geography, Catling and
Brown asked the same question to another group of Year 6 children. Their answer s
make for surprising reading when matche d against National Curriculum content .
Children thought tha t geography wa s concerned with learning abou t countries ,
locating places around the world and naming some geographical features such a s
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mountains, town s an d rivers . None of them focused o n the loca l environment or
small-scale feature s such as the loca l street o r school grounds. Considering that
these places have been the focu s fo r much National Curriculum geography work,
they raise mor e questions than they answer.

Geography is where you learn about countrys and continents like Europe Asia,
Oceiance, capitals like paris, Mexico city, it is a really good subject, seas,
countrys, towns, villages, rivers, lakes, islands, flags, places, the world basicly
and maps, roads.

(Year 6  pupil in Catling and Brown , 2000, p. 1)

Many writers suc h a s Blyth and Kraus e (1995) , Wiegan d (1993) , Palmer
(1994) an d Matthews (1992 ) have highlighted th e distinction betwee n geography
as a subject and the child as a natural geographer. In The Whole World in Our Hands
(Catling, 1993) , Catling suggests that geographical exploratio n is a natural part of
a child's development and that geographical education in the early years and primary
school should start from that premise rather than seeking to impose a set academic
curriculum on the children. Spencer et al. (1998 ) hav e produce d evidence that
mapping is a ‘cultural universal’ – they foun d tha t childre n as young as 3 from a
variety of cities around the world could read maps and use aerial photographs. Their
tentative conclusions  wer e that spatia l way-findin g was par t of natural huma n
behaviour. Other researchers (Altma n and Low, 1992) have considered the concept
of ‘place attachment’ and suggest that having a good understanding of your local

are, being able to navigate to another location, and being able to make some sense
of the environments you find yourself in are skills that have developed separately
from an y school-based curriculum .

The child as natural geographer

Paul, aged 3, enjoyed the drive from his parents' house to Millhouses Park. He was able to

recognize landmarks on the route such as the shops and the building site. On the way

back from the park his mother stopped to visit a friend and her baby for coffee and cakes.

During the visit Paul played with baby Susan. Each time Paul passes the road where Susan

lives he now exclaims, There’s baby Susan’s house!’

‘A baby learning to crawl is already developing an understanding of physical geography’

(Tina Bruce, 2000).

Adults' Views of Geography
Adults' views of geography or their geographical abilities are occasionally featured
in the media. ‘History is about chaps and geography is about maps’, a phrase adapted

THE SUBJECT OF GEOGRAPHY
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from E . C. Bentley, was th e titl e o f a Guardian  editorial discussin g th e virtues o f
each subject, and maps and the ability to locate places on them are recurring themes
in the popular view of the nature of the subject . Indeed, geography graduate s and
teachers nationwid e are wary of revealing thei r background when asked t o join a
quiz team. Ofte n thre e years spent studying the sense of place in Thomas Hardy' s
novels has ill-prepared them for taxing questions such as ‘Which is the biggest lak e
in the world?’ or ‘What’s the capital of the former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia?’.

Many adults' view s o f geography ar e inevitabl y coloured by their schoo l
experiences. Some people may remember their primary school experiences of ‘people
in other lands ' -  learnin g abou t the exotic costumes o f former colonia l citizens .
Others recount secondary schoo l tests about the meaning of unusual vocabulary :
the oxbow lake, th e drumlin and the nunatak . Fo r others, locationa l knowledg e
looms large in the ability to use an atlas or an Ordnance Survey map or name places
on a world map. What is interesting abou t man y adults ' view s i s that they ofte n
see geography as a subject studied in an educational institution . Ask people what
a scientis t i s and the answer wil l be someone who does science. Ask people what
a geographer i s and the answer may be more confused. Johnston (1997) makes the
point that most geographers ar e employed as higher education teachers rather than
as social scientists in their own right. The next section will explore what geograph y
is like in higher education and how this relates to school and early years geography.

What Is Academic Geography?
In 1998 the Quality Assurance Agency (which has a role similar to that of OFSTED,
but with a focus on higher education) required the academic geography community
to undertake a  benchmarking exercise. I t created a document that could be said to
be a geography ‘National Curriculum’ for undergraduate universit y study . Th e
document stated:

Geography occupies a distinctive place in the world of learning, offering a n
integrated study of the complex reciprocal relationships between human societies
and the physical components of the Earth. The geographer's canvas is coloured
by place, space and time: recognising the great differences an d dynamics in
cultures, political systems, economies , landscapes and environments across the
world, and the links between them.

The discipline is characterised by a breadth of subject matter in which the
traditional division has been between human and physical Geography. In recent
years, however, the third category of ‘environmental geography’ has sometimes
been recognised, encompassing the many courses that deal explicitly with
human–environment relations and sustainable development , and building upon
the role of Geography  i n schools as the main discussion platformfo r
environmental concerns.

TEACHING GEOGRAPHY 3 – 1 1
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(QAA, 2000, p . 2, my emphasis)

Geography in higher education would seem to have a wide range of approaches
to investigate a  vast subject matter. If something i s different in particular places, or
has changed over time, or has an unusual spatial pattern, then today's geographer s
can study it. Trainees who have completed a first degree in geography befor e takin g
a postgraduate certificate of education (PGCE ) may have written essays about th e
geography of  exclusion in  the book s of  Enid Blyton, considered how  the medi a
shape the concept of place in tourism television programmes, and possibly attended
a more traditional fieTld course where they interpreted changing sediment discharge
from a  glacial lake. Th e subject's breadt h an d diversit y ma y be a considerabl e
strength, but i t also makes defining i t very difficult . Some writers now discuss
‘geographies’ rathe r than geography in an attempt to highlight th e differenc e i n
interpretation. Sayin g ‘Geography is what geographers do ’ (Johnston , 1997) i s a
convenient way of illustrating th e way academic geographers hav e define d the
subject, but it does not help the new geography co-ordinator or the well-establishe d
primary geography specialist communicate th e nature o f their subject. I n order to
help them do this, the followin g key concepts common to geography a t al l levels
and age phases are defined .

What geographers study
Environments and landscapes

Geographers study ho w physical processe s create particula r environments . The y
study ho w people have modified environment s an d landscapes . A  more recen t
development is the study of how our experience of the world is socially constructed .

Scarborough, North Yorkshire

Specific geological and coastal processes have created the physical landscape of

Scarborough. Geological processes have led to the development of a prominent headland

and impressive cliffs and wave-cut platforms over millions of years. Coastal processes of

erosion, transport and deposition have constantly been altering the coastline, creating

beaches, cliffs and wave-cut platforms and modifying these features through mass

movement processes such as slumping and mudflows.

People have modified the coastal and headland environments for the past thousand

years. Once the headland was settled, successive settlers modified the environment to

create a landscape used for farming, fishing, residential use and tourism. In the nineteenth

and twentieth centuries people have modified the coastline in an attempt to control the

geological and coastal processes by building breakwaters and sea defences. This type of

intervention is at present being reviewed as stakeholders, such as the local council and

environmental groups, consider the long-term costs of sea defence engineering.

Scarborough is many things to many different people. It has an image that is socially

constructed through people's direct experience, exposure to the media and exposure to
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‘place marketing’ by tourism and commerce departments. Is it a bracing traditional

seaside resort, a twenty-first-century university town, or a place to be left as soon as

possible to live in Manchester, Leeds or London? The film Scarborough Ahoy (Channel 4

Films, 1996) depicts the town as having a vibrant nightlife and a reputation as a popular

place for heterosexual and homosexual romantic liaisons - an image very different from

that of a seaside resort popular with senior citizens. During the past decade human

geographers have also been interested in investigating alternative conceptions of

particular environments, and have broadened their studies to take in some of the concerns

of sociology such as sexuality and everyday life.

The concept of spatial variatio n
Geographers can demonstrate knowledge and understanding of spatial distributions
in physical and human features. They can explain the patterns and changing natur e
of the physical world of earth surface processes, water landforms, climate vegetation
and soils.

The El Nino Southern Oscillation (ENSO)

‘El Nino’ has been blamed for periods of heavy rainfall and droughts in many areas of the

world. It is caused by the interactions between ocean currents and atmospheric circulation

in the Pacific Ocean. Sea surface temperature increases over the equatorial Pacific Ocean

and heavy rainfall events occur in the central Pacific, western South America and

California, with corresponding droughts in Australia and Pacific regions. Geographers have

sought to explain the El Nino event, forecast its frequency and predict its impact on global

weather.

Geographers can recognize and explain how spatia l relations are important
features o f economic , socia l and politica l activity . Spatia l relation s sho w the
connections and relationships between places. The patterns that are created by how
people use the physical landscape for work, recreation and everyday life are a major
focus for human geographers .

The changing structure of urban settlements in the USA and Europe

Joel Garreau's (1991) concept of ‘Edge City’ has been becoming reality in many cities

across Europe and the USA over the past decade. Across nations city centres are declining

unless they have heritage value, and the new growth is on the outskirts. Malls,

hypermarkets, tourist attractions, housing, call centres, e-commerce industries are all

developing on the periphery of the city. Spatial advantages on the edge are increasing and

the task of attracting investment into the central city is becoming more difficult.

The distinctiveness of place
Places are distinctive and physical, economi c and cultural processes creat e thi s

TEACHING GEOGRAPHY 3–11
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distinctiveness. Geographer s investigat e thi s alongsid e th e place-specifi c
characteristics such as the site of a settlement an d the particular advantage s and
disadvantages of its location a t any poin t in time. Everyone can have a  differen t
view of what a particular plac e is like, the phrase 'a place is an environment touched
by feeling' (Clay , 1973 ) gives a clear message about how geographers vie w plac e
as a concept that is experienced by the individual rather than only defined by social
and scientifi c processes.

Park Hill School catchment area, Sheffield

The area around Park Hill Primary School in Sheffield is indeed distinctive. Its site on the

valley side of the River Don above the centre of the city demonstrates the importance of

physical processes in its creation. Changing economic processes led to cramped inner-city

housing being replaced by 1960s concrete high-rise flats known as 'Streets in the Sky'.

They have recently been designated as Grade 2 listed buildings and dominate the

landscape of the city centre. Such areas are good examples of how local, national and

sometimes global processes combine to create distinctive places. Places can also

demonstrate the links between different people, environments and processes that act on a

local and global scale (see Massey, 1 997). Park Hill's distinctive characteristics link

Sheffield to the Balkans in the movements of refugees (many refugees from Kosovo were

housed in the flats in 1999 and many still live on the estate), and reflect the changing

economic history of the steel and cutlery industry in Sheffield in the former jobs of the

senior citizens that dwell there. Different people experience the distinctiveness of Park Hill

as a place in very different ways. To some it is an inexpensive place to live which still

retains a sense of community, but to others it is an eyesore and a symbol for the failings of

post-war modernist architecture and local government social policy.

Bangalore, India

Global economic processes and local factors have combined to make the city of Bangalore

a centre for India's huge information technology (IT) industry. The city has become a focus

for inward investment in IT, with IBM, Cisco Systems and other multinationals locating in

the area. This process highlights the interdependence between places based on the global

economy and illustrates the impact of globalization on places around the world.

Systems
Geographers recogniz e th e linkages between event s in the physica l an d huma n
environments. Th e links betwee n inputs , processe s and outputs in systems is a
focus for geographical enquiry from primar y school (Wiegand , 1993 , pp . 125-32)
to post-doctoral research .

THE SUBJECT OF GEOGRAPHY
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Global warming and the human impact on the atmospheric system

Geographers are able to explain the workings of atmospheric processes as a system with

specific inputs (solar radiation), processes (such as flows of heat and circulation of water

vapour) and outputs (long-wave radiation). The increase of carbon dioxide, methane and

chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) in the atmosphere causes the greenhouse effect, in which the

long-wave radiation is either absorbed by greenhouse gases or re-radiated back to the

earth's surface. The impact of this atmospheric warming is analysed and projected; a 3-

metre sea-level rise at the coast in Bangladesh could flood 29 per cent of the land and

affect 21 per cent of the population. Such a systems approach can be valuable in

modelling people-environment relationships such as changing sea defences, flood

prevention systems in river basins and the impact of people in fragile ecosystems such as

those of the Arctic or the Sahel.

The significance of scale
Geographers study human and physical features and processes at a variety of
temporal and spatial scales. Social geographers will study the movement of people
around a single street and create space-time diagrams showing how differen t
members of a single family interact with the environment. Economic geographers
study the flows of capital around the globe within multinational companies, and
chart the movement of people at local, nationa l and global level in response to
changing economic patterns.

The water cycle in the school grounds

One can study the water cycle in a small section of the school grounds as well as at the

global scale. Start by recording where the inputs to the system arrive. Where does the

precipitation enter the school? How is it transported from the buildings to the ground?

What happens when it reaches different ground surfaces? What throughputs are there;

how does water enter your area of the school and leave - maybe via pipes, culverts or

drains? What areas of water change state and evaporate or melt or freeze? What is driving

this process? Aspects of the water cycle can be observed at this small scale as well as at a

larger scale, for example when investigating the contrasting weather found on the east and

west coasts of the UK, or the northern and southern extremes of Egypt.

An appreciation of chang e
Change is a  central concept in geography and other humanities subjects such as
history. So when is learning about changing places geography and when is it history?
There i s n o simple answer to this question, a s learning about changes in the
geography of Greece or Egypt in past times could be seen as both geography and
history. Thi s highlights the advantages of skilful subjec t integration rather than
potential problems of definition. Foley and Janikoun (1992) advised primary teachers
that geography focuses on 'recent change' and 'changes that may happen in the
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future'; however, the new geography Nationa l Curriculum requires children to learn
about the history behind present-day settlement patterns, and historical geography
is a strong specialism withi n academic geography. Whoeve r 'owns' the concept of
change, i t i s i n th e en d irrelevant , a s th e stud y o f how places , space s an d
environments change is crucial to understanding th e world of today and tomorrow.

The development of UK settlement patterns

The majority of UK settlements were already established by AD 1066. Successive

groups - Roman, Saxon, Celtic and Viking settlers - have influenced the development of

this pattern, as have the agricultural, industrial and information technology revolutions.

Knowledge of these changes allows future developments to be put in context. Awareness

of the past geopolitical history of the Balkans or the Euroland countries can lead to a more

perceptive analysis of the human and economic geographies of such regions.

The nature of difference and inequality
Difference ca n be defined simpl y as the variation foun d in particular geographica l
phenomena across physical spac e or time. It is used in human geography to expres s
the variation i n quality of life or human experienc e from one place to another .

The North-South divide

There are more telephones in the state of New York than in the whole of Africa.

Approximately the same numbers of people suffer from obesity in the Northern parts of

the globe as suffer from malnutrition in the South. Greater Manchester has the highest

number of millionaires in one district and some of the poorest people in another when

statistics are compared against other UK localities. Difference in human circumstances and

difference in perception and construction of those circumstances are key concerns of

twenty-first-century geography. The educational work of development education centres

and charities such as Oxfam, Save the Children and CAFOD has been critical in raising the

general public's and teachers' awareness of such difference.

The concept of globalization

Globalization is a term that rapidly entered the public domain during the 1990s. It can be

defined as 'the conditions and consequences of financial, technological, cultural and

political global interactions that are being put in place by and for national governments

and transnational businesses' (Smart, 1 993).

A common stereotype of globalization is that everything is becoming more

standardized, similar and Americanized. Jargon words such as McDonaldization, Coca-

Colaization and Disneyfication have been created to illustrate this alleged global

convergence. However, detailed investigation (Potter et a/., 1999) reveals that inequality is

being perpetuated through economic and cultural globalization. Only the affluent urban

dwellers, who have access to relatively abundant cultural and economic resources, are
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living a more 'global' and standardized lifestyle. Many people in economically developed

and less economically developed countries are the victims of unequal development which

sees the fortunes of the few prosper at the expense of the many. Such uneven

development is the focus for much development and social geography.
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Doing Geography: Using Geographical
Skills in the Process of Enquiry

The concepts discussed i n the past few pages were not handed down from teache r
to teacher an d geographe r t o geographer. The y have bee n developed throug h
research, through th e questioning of existing dat a an d ideas , and the sharing of
new developments in understanding people , places and environments. Geographers
at all levels have used geographical skills to enquire about the world and its people.
This concept of enquiry will feature widely in this book.

Geographical enquiry can be interpreted in different ways : usin g a  series of
questions t o provide a structure fo r a unit of work in school (fo r example, learnin g
about a distant locality such as Antarctica); the identification of particular enquiry
skills such as using a map; or planning for specific investigations. I t may be focused
on primary data, acquired through fieldwork, or on secondary data. The main focus
of enquiry is on the participants takin g a n active role both individually an d with
others to make sense o f the world around them. There is a range of specific skills
such as  fieldwor k and  using map s and photographs that allow geographers (of
whatever age ) t o create and obtai n evidenc e in order to gain answer s t o their
enquiries.

Enquiry is part of the 'subject knowledge' of geography as defined by the QAA
and QCA . The geographical skills needed to construct an understanding of place or
of local or global patterns, o r to learn about people in local or distant place s ar e
acknowledged a t all levels of geography. These are :

Posing and answering appropriate questions about geographical environments or
phenomena.
Gathering a variety of data to answer these questions.
Using skills such as fieldwork, secondary data analysis, ma p and photograph analysis to
gather these data .
Presenting the results of these enquiries in poster, oral, written, visual or hypertext form s
for a  variety of audiences. Academic geographers may communicate the results of their
enquiries (o r research) to the wider geographical community through journals, books or
conference presentations. Primary children may communicate the results o f their enquiries
to their teachers, parents and members of the wider school community, as well as perhaps
to local planners or environmental organizations.
Evaluating the results of these enquiries. Academic geographers' work is reviewed by their
peers before i t is published and i s commented on after i t appears in print; this is one of the



main ways in which the subject develops. Likewise , nursery and primary children can
evaluate the success of their own enquiries and gain feedback from practitioners and
teachers a s well as other adults .

Enquiry as a day-to-day learnin g approach is less linked to subject knowledge
acquisition. However, geography in the early years and primary school is not based on
transmission o f knowledge bu t is instead base d on questioning and evidence-base d
approaches. Most academic geographers would now assert that the subject matter of
geography i s not fixed and is open to many interpretations; s o questioning existing
views of the subject would be seen as part of today's study of geography a t all levels.

ll

Enquiry example: developing subject knowledge
Primary geography specialis t student s used the enquiry approach to develop their
subject knowledge throug h fieldwork and ICT-base d enquiries . Figure 1. 1 shows
the outline of one of these enquiries.

The students wished to develop their knowledge abou t place; specifically , how
people constructed thei r own sense of place in the Derbyshire village o f Monyash.
Their key question wa s 'What senses of place are associated with Monyash?' One
group focused on the objects or experiences tha t epitomized Monyash a s a place
for loca l peopl e an d themselve s a s visitors . The y decide d t o gather dat a b y
interviewing local people , by visiting Monyas h and investigatin g wha t sens e of
place they themselves formed , and by using a geographic information system (CIS )

•

Enquiry-based teaching as NOT

Poster presentation
+ future questions

Electronic whiteboard
multi-media
presentation

Refining question.
Intro to CIS: route-
to-school exercise

Initial fieldwork
Further fieldwork
Base map creation

School of Education

Figure 1.1 Enquiry-based teaching
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mapping package to display and present the data they recorded. They learned th e
requisite GI S skills b y practising usin g the package to draw a simulated route-to -
school map, and then collected the data in the field. They made video recordings of
their interviews with the local people, took digital images of their own epitomes of
Monyash an d combined this informatio n into a presentation usin g a  variety of
presentation softwar e and a  poster. The y read widely in the literature concernin g
place and rurality and used their findings to inform their conclusions. The students'
evaluations suggeste d that the y had both gained confidenc e i n using an enquiry
approach and developed their subject knowledge i n place and rural geography .

As this above example shows, enquiry-base d learning is an excellent way of
acquiring subject knowledge at any level of geographical study. From nursery children
investigating th e rout e t o th e shops , t o a  Ph D student enquirin g int o recen t
developments i n green tourism , enquiry could be seen t o be the key feature that
links twenty-first-century geography a t all age phases .

Summary
This section has sought to introduce some of the different ways in which geograph y
is defined a t the star t of the twenty-firs t century . Geography exists as a  way of
grouping huma n experience s o f places an d environments an d as a school and
academic discipline. A number of points have been highlighted .

Geography and people's perceptions of it

Children do have an understanding of what geography is. They favour explanations

based on knowledge about countries and global location above local studies and

enquiry-based work. Their definitions of what geography is may be very different from

the statutory geography curriculum.

Adults perceive geography as a school subject with a strong focus on location. The

media often highlight the failings of children and adults in relation to their locational

knowledge.

Academic geography is a wide-ranging subject with many tools for analysis, ranging from

cultural and social theory to geographic information systems (GIS).

The wide range of geographies available makes defining the subject and communicating

it to non-specialists a difficult task.

Enquiry or research-based learning plays a major part in the construction of

geographical knowledge.



Why Learn Geography?
What is our knowledge worth if we know nothing about the world that sustains
us, nothing about natural systems and climate, nothing about other countries an d
cultures?

(Porritt, in DfEE/QCA, 1999 , p . 108 )

What other subject tells us so much about the great issues of the age - globa l
change, natura l and human?

(Goudie, ibid.}

These impassione d quotation s i n the introduction to the geography sectio n o f the
National Curriculu m (2000 ) woul d seem t o rende r this sectio n o f the chapte r
irrelevant. Surely everyone involved in education i n the twenty-first century would
endorse Andrew Goudie's and Si r Jonathon Porritt' s words ? Surel y geography i n
early years settings, schools an d universities mus t b e thriving? However , anyon e
with an y experienc e o f nursery an d primar y education wil l know that in man y
institutions thi s is not the case and that geography ca n still, in the words of Patrick
Wiegand, b e viewed a s a  'Cinderell a subject ' (Wiegand , 1993 , p . 2) . Literacy ,
numeracy and IC T are the priorities for today's child, and geography, alon g wit h
other foundatio n subject s an d science , mus t compet e fo r that child's attention in
the afternoon, after the important business of basic skills has been addressed. Eve n
though geograph y ha s been a compulsory subject for 5- to 14-year-old pupils sinc e
the adven t o f the Nationa l Curriculum (apart fro m th e 'relaxation ' of the primar y
curriculum from 199 9 t o 2000 to focus on literacy and numeracy), many specialis t
primary geography student s stil l report that their schoo l 'i s not doing geography'
during thei r schoo l experience , o r that 'no one wants to be the geography co -
ordinator'. So perhaps a rousing defence of geography i s needed, and a case shoul d
be made fo r the inclusion o f this statutory subject i n the curriculum that children
actually experience. The final section of this chapter makes this case, outlining five
arguments i n support of young children being allowed to learn what they are entitled
to learn: geography a s part of a broad and balanced curriculum.

1 Geograph y offers childre n the means to develop from 'natura l geographers' wh o have made
sense o f the environments around them, to become 'global citizens' who can make sense of
what they experience of the world though first-han d an d mediatized experience. The world
is shrinking: learning geography can help to make sense of the interdependent yet
constantly changin g global scene .

2 Geography' s focus on people as well as places can contribute to education that seeks to
promote a fai r and just society (se e Chapter 8).

3 Geograph y provides opportunities to learn about the big issues tha t will affect lif e in the
twenty-first century. Questions of access to drinking water, globalization, and rising level s
of resource consumption and inequalit y can all be addressed throug h geography, alongside
the opportunity to act to create positive change.

13
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4 Geograph y can help children to 'learn how to learn'. The subject matter is intrinsically
interesting and has the potential to motivate, stimulate and fire children's curiosity and
sense o f awe and wonder, whilst the process of geographical enquiry fits well with research
on how children (and adults) learn.

5 Geograph y provides opportunities for the development of key skills that are used across th e
curriculum and in later life. Yes, geography ca n contribute to learning in literacy and
numeracy, but equally it can contribute to the development of critical thinking and decision -
making, and can use IC T to investigate real-worl d issues. Geography is uniquely placed to
deal with the exponential growth of spatially reference d information (postcodes , digital map
data and photograph data) and continues to develop children's graphicacy skills .

Geography is a broad and wide-ranging subject . This is both its strength and
its weakness at all age phases. On the one hand, the subject integrates a wide range
of academic disciplines , learnin g strategie s and global locations , an d on the othe r
hand i t can be seen as difficul t t o define , fragmented o r a mere compendium of
useful an d not-so-useful fact s to be learned before going a few rounds wit h Chris
Tarrant on Who Wants to be a Millionaire?. However, geography deserves its place
in the early years and primary curriculum for the five reasons stated in the previou s
paragraph. Th e next chapter examines ho w these merits of geography a s a discipline
have been translated into a  curriculum for children in the Foundation Stag e and
those at Key Stages 1 and 2 of the National Curriculum.

Box 1.1 The geography journey

From natural geographers to global citizens

Personal development and citizenship

Education for a fair and just society

Social and emotional development

Learning about twenty-first-century issues

Intellectual development: futures

Learning how to learn

Academic development

Developing key skills

Vocational development
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Reflective Questions
What do you remember as geography fro m your own primary education?
How do you see the subjec t of geography developin g in the twenty-first century?
Is enquiry a learning approach, o r part of the subject matte r of geography?
Are children natural mappers? What evidence have you seen o r read that bears on this
question?
How would you justify geography's plac e on the 3-11 curriculum?

FURTHER READING
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Professional Development Tasks: Specialist
Subject Knowledge

Create a portfolio with evidence of your specialist subject knowledge ability using
the following evidence:

audit data: complete the audit that follows and review it, setting targets for development;
work from schoo l experience files. Keep copies of work that shows evidenc e of your subjec t
knowledge;
materials from schools, unit handouts, photocopies o f key articles concerning subjec t
knowledge or teaching and learning (e.g . fro m Primary Geographer,  academic journals and
texts);
your own notes;
use o f GEOCAL computer-based learning modules;
use o f Acacia Geography Revision CD-ROM or other similar products.

Geography subject knowledge audit
Complete the audit (TUbl e 1.1 on pp. 16-17) and set targets to meet the contents of
column 2. Share the results of the audi t with fello w student s and for m learnin g
groups to gain this knowledge.



Table 1 . 1 An audit of one's subject knowledge

Elements of NC
geography

Good personal Need more subject
understanding to back knowledge
up teaching at KS1
and KS2

Have observed in
school

Physical geography

Major landforms - hills,
valleys, cliffs

Simple geology

River systems

Coastal features and
processes

Weather - measuring

Seasonal weather patterns

Weather conditions around
the world

Human geography

Characteristics of
urban settlements

Characteristics of rural
settlements

Land use in the above

Concept of
settlement hierarchy

Reasons for settlement
location

Functions of settlements

Issues arising from land use

Environmental geography

Impact of people on the
built environment

Impact of people on the
landscape

Sustainable development

How people manage their
environment

Environmental quality

Children's perception of
the environment

Geographical skills

Use of

1 : 1 250/1:2500 maps

1:10,000 maps

16
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Elements of NC
geography

Good personal
understanding to back
up teaching at KS1
and KS2

Need more subject
knowledge

Have observed in
school

1:25,000 maps

1:50,000 maps

Other maps and plans

Electronic mapping/using
CIS

Using 3D models to
develop mapwork

Aerial photographs

Satellite images

Confidence in using
enquiry approach

Using an atlas

Using a compass

Fieldwork

Organizing a visit

Using the school
catchment area

Using the school grounds

Investigating a river/coast

Planning a land use survey

Use of ICT in geography

Word processing

Desktop publishing

Spreadsheets

Databases

Drawing/painting

Mapping packages

Roamer

CD-ROMs

Email

Internet

Contrasting localities

A locality in Europe

A locality in an economically
developing country

17
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Geography in the
Foundation Stage and
Key Stages 1 and 2

This chapter examines two particular geographies: th e geography laid down
by the Secretary of State as the statutory entitlement fo r school children in
the National Curriculum; and the geography implici t in the Early Learning
Goals. These two geographies are closely related, but do differ. Prio r to the
introduction of the National Curriculum, primary children would rarely have
learned geography as a  single subject . However, from 200 0 onward s i t is
suggested tha t children aged fro m 5 to 11 will learn geography as a single
subject, linked to other subjects where appropriate (DfEE/QCA , 1999) . The
Early Learning Goals are not subject based, but rather are focused on areas
of experience.

The chapter begins by offering suggestions o n how aspects of the Early
Learning Goals can be used t o develop children's emerging awareness of
the concept s of location, place, geographical patterns and processes , an d
understanding of issues involving the environment and sustainability, based
on their own experiences. Children in the Foundation Stage ar e alread y
geographers, s o it is highly appropriat e that the y should be experiencing
activities that develop their natural geographic abilities. The chapter continues
by outlining the current nature of the geography curriculum at Key Stages
1 and 2.  It  begins with the process of  geography and  introduce s the fou r
aspects of the geography curriculum that are or can be present in children's
learning fro m Yea r 1  to Year 9  in the Nationa l Curriculum Programme of
Study. Example s are given o f how these fou r aspect s ar e develope d in
children's classroom work and fieldwork . Th e chapter then outlines th e
breadth o f study i n the geography curriculum , again offerin g example s of
how teachers have developed children's understanding of local and distan t
places and environments . Finally the chapter considers geography i n the
context of the whole curriculum, particularly in relation to literacy, numeracy,
citizenship and sustainability .
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Geography in the Foundation Stage
Children aged between 3 and 5 are currently working towards the Early Learning
Goals in the Foundation Stage. The Early Learning Goals are structured around six
broad areas of experience rathe r than the narrower subjec t boundaries t o be found
in the educatio n o f children aged fro m 5  to 14 . As a result, no subject named
geography exist s in the Foundation curriculum . This does no t mean that youn g
children are not expected to have any geographical experience s in their early years
education; rather it means that geographical learning takes place through play, first-
hand experience an d adult intervention i n a more holistic and integrated manner ,
in keeping with current thinking on how young children learn.

The six areas of experience are shown below. Geography has been most keenly
associated with 'Knowledge and Understanding of the World', but equally children
as 'young geographers' ca n use their geographical skill s to further their learning in
any of the six areas .

have a developing respect for their own culture and the cultures of other people,

celebrating and acknowledging differences;

gain knowledge and understanding of their own culture and community; talk freely

about their home and community;

Personal, social and emotional development

Children should be able to:
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The Early Learning Goals
Personal, social and emotional development;
Communication, language an d literacy;
Mathematical development;
Knowledge and  Understanding  of  the  World;
Physical development; and
Creative development.

The geography in the Early Learning Goals (DfEE/QCA, 2000) i s based on the 'chil d
as young geographer' approach. Geography is seen as a way of classifying learning
experiences about people and places rather than as a discrete subject area. Content and
teaching and learning are closely linked and the guidance provided to early year s
practitioners stresses the progression in what children can already do between the ages
of 3 and 5 and then what the practitioner needs to do to develop children's existin g
skills to meet the Goals. Opportunities exist to develop geographical learning in each
of the areas of experience. The lists below show these opportunities. Study them and
see if you can identify some of the key geographical concepts discussed in Chapter 1 .



respond to significant experiences, showing a range of feelings; talk about similarities

and differences in their experiences and the reasons for these;

undertake problem-solving;

identify issues, find solutions, think about issues from the viewpoint of others; and

select and use resources independently.

Mathematical development

Children should be able to:

• use positional language; and

• describe a simple journey.

Knowledge and understanding of the world

GEOGRAPHY IN THE FOUNDATION STAGE AND KEY STAGES 1 AND 2

Children should be able to:

imagine and recreate experiences in play;

question why things happen and give explanations;

build up their vocabulary; and

use books and ICT for information.

Communication, language and literacy
21

Children should be able to:

use a range of information sources (books, CD-ROMs, photographs, maps, artefacts,

visits, visitors);

ask questions;

develop and use appropriate vocabulary;

have real experiences (of weather, buildings that surround them);

work on a large scale (construction, mapping, sand play);

make models of buildings seen;

carry out close observation;

become familiar with their surroundings and the natural world (sensory trails, visits to

shops, looking at pictures, videos);

visit or use photographs to identify features in their local area (library, mosque, station);

talk about observations, findings, ask questions and speculate on reasons;

investigate, using a range of techniques and senses:

record their findings (via drawing, writing, a model, photography)

look closely at similarities and differences, patterns and change, e.g. seasonal patterns;

observe and talk about the use of ICT in the environment on local walks (traffic lights,

street lights, telephones);

use ICT (for communication, finding out);

create their own environments in play;

develop an awareness of features of the environment through visits;

notice differences between features;



listen to stones about other environments;

investigate the environment (interview local people, examine maps and photographs,

make visits);

create simple maps and plans, paintings, drawings and models of observations of the

local area and imaginary landscapes;

design practical and attractive environments;

express opinions on built and natural environments and listen to others' points of view;

and

learn about other cultures through books, stories, artefacts, visitors, visits.

Physical development
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Children should:

develop spatial awareness and positional vocabulary.

Creative development

Asking geographical questions, using geographical
skills
Early years practitioner s can introduce geographical vocabulary such as 'park' ,
'town', 'village' , 'house' , 'flat ' an d 'temple ' to enable children to talk about what
they observe and ask questions about their surroundings. Practitioners can provide
opportunities for children to find out about the environment by interviewing local
people, examining photographs and simpl e maps, and involvin g the children in
fieldwork concerning the local built and natural environment.

Children should:

explore their environment, learning through all the senses;

explore shape, form and space in two or three dimensions (e.g. by constructing models);

undertake role-play, e.g. going on an imaginary journey; and

develop an appreciation of the natural world and responsibility to care for it.

The statements above highlight the opportunities for young children to develop
the following key geographical abilities through skilfu l plannin g by practitioners.
The curriculum guidance and research evidence are clear: young children can develop
as geographers, and the following teaching activities can help them develop.



Developing a sense of place
Practitioners can arouse interest in features of the environment around the nursery
and immediate local area and use stories that help children make sense of different
environments. Children can identify the places they have been to on holiday and
use play maps and 'small world' equipment to create their own environments.

23
Exploring space: the concept of location

The early years setting has innumerable opportunities to develop children's spatial
awareness. Practitioners ca n develop their directional language, hel p them create
and work out routes around play equipment and in the immediate local area, and
provide resources to make paintings, drawings and model s of observations o f the
local area and imaginary landscapes .

Valuing the environment
The Early Learning Goals encourage practitioners to plan activities to enable children
to find ou t about thei r environmen t and talk about those feature s they like and
dislike. Practitioners are asked in the Goals to encourage children to express opinion s
on natural and built environments and give opportunities for children to hear differen t
points of view on the quality of the environment . They are asked t o encourag e
the use of words that help children to express opinions , such as 'busy' , 'quiet' ,
'noisy', 'attractive', 'ugly', 'litter', 'pollution'. Finally, practitioners are asked to give
opportunities to design practical , attractive environments , such as taking car e of
flowerbeds or organizing equipment outside.

(Based on QCA/DflEE , 2000a, pp. 96-7 )

Thus it is clear that opportunities for geographical learnin g are alive and well
in the guidance for the Foundation Stage. Old ideas (base d on a misinterpretation
of th e wor k of Jean Piaget , an d curriculu m guidance written i n the 1970s ) of
geography bein g someho w too har d fo r young childre n appear t o have bee n
superseded. Mor e and mor e evidence from practitioner s and researcher s (e.g .
Scoffham, 1998 ; Bowles, 2000) is now showing how well young children can develop
as 'natural geographers' give n the right support.

Geography in the National Curriculum
Geography provokes and answers question s about the natural and human
worlds, using different scale s of enquiry to view them from differen t perspectives .
It develops knowledge of places and environments throughout the world, an

GEOGRAPHY IN THE FOUNDATION STAGE AND KEY STAGES 1 AND 2



understanding of maps, an d a range of investigative and problem-solving skill s
both inside and outside the classroom. As such, it prepares pupil s fo r adult lif e
and employment .

Geography i s a focus for understanding and resolving issues about the
environment an d sustainable development. It is also an important link between
the natural and social sciences. As pupils stud y geography, they encounter
different societie s and cultures. This helps them realise how nations rely on each
other. It can inspire the m to think about their own place i n the world, thei r values,
and their rights and responsibilities to other people an d the environment .

(DfEE/QCA, 1999 , p . 108 )

This statement attempts to define the geography experienced by 5- to 14-year-ol d
pupils. This geography is again a questioning subject that acknowledges the natural
and human influences in the world. It uses enquiry and geographical skills to investigate
these worlds. The key concepts of place, spatial awareness and environment are again
central to this vision of school geography in the twenty-first century. The present
geography National Curriculum is divided into two related sections: knowledge, skills
and understanding in geography and breadth of study in geography.

Knowledge, skill s an d understanding relate s t o the geographical concept s
children must learn using geographical enquiry and skills. Collectively this body of
knowledge, skill s an d understanding i s known as the fou r aspects  of geography
(DfEE/QCA, 1998) :

geographical enquiry and skills;
knowledge and understanding of places;
knowledge and understanding of patterns and processes; and
knowledge and understanding of environmental change and sustainable development;

The breadth of study specifies the localities and themes through which pupils
should be taught the four aspects, and specifies at what scale and at what location s
children should learn about the key ideas of geography. I t also states that children
should learn some of this geography a t first hand by engaging i n fieldwork.

The Programme of Study is a statutory document ; what has bee n discusse d
above is the legal entitlement curriculum that children must learn in Years 1 to 6.
At present teachers i n primary schools can use this document to build a scheme of
work that suits their location, catchmen t area , schoo l community and teachin g
strengths. The curriculum planning involved in this enterprise is discussed in Chapter
3. However , schemes o f work published by the Qualification s and Curriculum
Authority (DfEE/QCA , 1998 ) an d update d i n 2000 o n the DfE E Standard s an d
Effectiveness Uni t Web site (www.standards.dfee.gov.uk/schemes ) hav e provided
teaching units which give non-statutory exemplar s of how the Programme of Study
can be implemented. These have become increasingly popular with primary teachers,
although th e exemplars do need to be viewed with a critical eye when customizing
them to any specifi c schoo l situation. Th e following two subsections outlin e the
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four aspects of geography, and give examples of how the breadth o f study can be
covered at Key Stages 1 and 2, using examples from this non-statutory guidance .

Developing the four aspects of geography
Ggla Geographica l enquir y

In undertaking geographical enquiry, pupils should be taught to:

Key Stage 1

a ask geographical questions;

b observe and record;

c express their own views about people, places and environments; and

d communicate in different ways.

Key Stage 2

a ask geographical questions;

b collect and record evidence;

c analyse evidence and draw conclusions;

d identify and explain different views that people including themselves, hold about

topical geographical issues; and

e communicate in ways appropriate to the task and audience.

(DfEEQCA, 2000, pp. 110-12)
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Geographical enquir y was introduced i n Chapter 1 as a key method of building
on any learner's existing geographica l knowledge , value s an d skills as well as an
effective learning strategy to access the subject of geography. Th e Programme of Study
breaks enquiry into four or five stages, which can be illustrated b y the model below

Stage 1
a Awareness raising

b Generating enabling questions - key and subsidiary questions

Stage 2
Collecting and recording information

Stage 3
Processing the gathered information

Stage 4
Drawing conclusions from the processed data

Stage 5
Sharing the learning and effective outcomes

Stage 6
Evaluation by all concerned

(Dinkele, 1998, p. 155)
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These stages should b e applied to a stimulating geographica l issu e that the
children will be interested in; they are not just a way of collecting data to turn into
charts or written work for a wall display. The question (s) need to be interesting to
the children (as well as the teacher) and there needs to be a recognized audience
for th e results o f the enquiry.

Asking geographical questions

At its simplest, geographical enquiry involves asking questions and finding answers,
as illustrated in Figure 2.1. Effective enquiry depends initially on the quality of the
questions. Choic e of questions can be guided by the following exemplar or 'key'
questions (afte r Storm, 1989):

What/where is it?
What's it like?
Why is it like it is?
How is it connected to other places?
How and why is it changing?
What would it be like to be there?
How is it similar to/different fro m anothe r place?

These questions can be applied to all the places and themes prescribed for study.
They can be adapted fo r Foundation, Key Stage 1  and Ke y Stage 2  study. Each
question focuses on a different aspect of what is being investigated. Th e questions
encourage different types of thinking, investigatio n and use of language. They are
the basis for any geographical enquiry, whether it is based on questioning an artefact
or picture for 20 minutes, or designing a half-term unit of work enquiring into coasts
and the processes associated wit h them. Enquiry is taught, no t just caught (se e
Chapter 5), and needs to be modelled carefully by the teacher.

Generating enquiry questions for use in an enquiry-based unit of work

Gunmeet Kapoor used the enquiry approach effectively with her Year 5 class at Abbey

Lane Primary School, Sheffield. She decided to adapt the QCA 'Water' unit of work to

her school situation. In the first lesson of the unit of work, after recapping their existing

knowledge of the water cycle gained from science lessons, she asked the class to think of

questions that they would like to answer based on the movement of water around the

school grounds. She gave the class some exemplar questions, then collected the class's

questions on the Post-it Notes they had written them on. With the help of some

members of the class she grouped the questions into categories and displayed them on

the wall. These questions then formed the basis for the first part of the 'Water' unit of

work.
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Figure 2.1 Enquiry questions based on a visit to the River Wye, Derbyshire

Gglb Geographica l skills

Key Stage 1

In developing geographical skills, pupils should be taught to:

a use geographical vocabulary;

b use fieldwork skills;

c use globes, maps and plans at a variety of scales;

d use secondary sources of information; and

e make maps and plans.

Key Stage 2

a use appropriate geographical vocabulary;

b use appropriate fieldwork techniques and instruments;

c use atlases and globes, and maps and plans at a range of scales;

d use secondary sources of information, including aerial photographs;

e draw plans and maps at a range of scales;

f use ICT to help in geographical enquiries; and

g develop decision-making skills.

Geographical skills are the tools employed in the enquiry process to gain the best
understanding of the subject of the enquiry and communicate that understanding in the
best possible way. For many non-geographers, geographical skill s simpl y equate to
mapwork! If the children are asked to draw their route to school or make a map of the
classroom, the n geography can be ticked off for another year. (Thi s is only a sligh t
exaggeration.)
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Figure 2.2 Children explain the need for maps of different scales

Teachers and student s have to convince their colleagues tha t children need to
widen their geographical vocabulary and that they should be confident i n drawing a
field sketch or be able, with instruction, to use a digital thermometer. They have to
convince their colleagues that the children need focused teacher intervention to succeed
in drawing maps and interpreting photographs and that they should use ICT .

Vocabulary

Geography is a well-established subjec t with it s own specialist vocabulary . Many
geographical term s are also used in everyday speech and could be considered part of
everyday language use d to describe location (near , far) or name familiar feature s in
the landscape (town , river, motorway). Many other words in the vocabulary o f any
geographer have more than on e meaning (transport is a verb as wel l as a noun) or
sound the same as another word (sauce and source) . Research by Flatten (1995 )
suggests that much of the geographical vocabular y used by children at Key Stage 1
can be and i s misunderstood. Box 2.1 shows suggested vocabulary developing from
everyday languag e abou t th e loca l are a t o mor e specialized vocabulary suc h a s
'settlement', 'scale (see also Figure 2.2)' and 'land use'.



Box 2.1 Geographical vocabulary used by children at Key Stage 1
and upper Key Stage 2

KS1 vocabulary - local area

Traffic, survey, busy, quiet, street, parking, yellow lines, pedestrian crossing, council

offices, address, near, far, travel, journey, routes, attractive, buildings, offices,

church, shop, houses, flats, garage, playground, park

Upper KS2 vocabulary - local area

Environment, volume, pedestrian precinct, diversion, benefits, shopkeepers,

deliveries, senior citizens, survey, points of view, planning, issues, decisions, hamlet,

village, town, city, settlement, north, south, east, west, route, scale, distance,

direction, key, symbol, services, factory, transport, land use, repair, damage,

pollution, slopes, valleys, streams, soil

(Based on DfEE/QCA, 1999, Vocabulary for Geography units)
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Maps, plans, globes and aerial photographs
Geography develops graphicacy . Graphicacy is part o f visual literacy an d allows
children to express their spatial awareness and environmental cognition . Crucia l
in interpreting this section o f the Programme of Study is the realization that these
forms of spatial communication shoul d b e used to answer geographical question s
and interpre t geographica l themes. Being able to draw a map or find a  place on
the globe, and locate you r house on an aeria l photograp h o f the schoo l locality ,

Figure 2.3 Designing a key for a local area map
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are skills that should be learned as part of a unit of work that develops children' s
understanding of place, patterns and processes , and environmenta l change and
sustainable development . Key Stage 1  children can be introduced to the concept
of plan views and representing a 3D world in two dimensions by modelling sections
of the classroom. Key Stage 2 children can map the land use of the local area, as
in Figure 2.3, or locate particular types of feature (forest, buildings) on an aeria l
photograph of the distant locality they are studying. The development of children's
map skills and their use o f ICT is discussed in more detail i n Chapter 5.

Decision-making skill s

Children at Key Stages 1  and 2  make critical decisions all the time. Who should I
stand next to in the dinner queue? Who should I sit next to on the bus? The current
programme of study emphasizes tha t children's decision-makin g skill s should b e
developed at Key Stage 2.

Gg2 Knowledg e and understanding o f places

Key Stage!

Pupils should be taught to:

a identify and describe what places are like;

b identify and describe where places are;

c recognize how places have become the way they are and how they are changing;

d recognize how places compare with other places; and

e recognize how places are linked to other places in the world.

Key Stage 2

Pupils should be taught:

a to identify and describe what places are like;

b the location of places and environments they study and other significant places

and environments;

c to describe where places are;

d to explain why places are as they are;

e to identify how and why places change and how they may change in the future;

f to describe and explain how and why places are similar to and different from

other places in the same country and elsewhere in the world; and

g to recognize how places fit within a wider geographical context and are

interdependent.

Place is a key geographical concept. Each place is distinctive and is experienced
by different people in different ways. Likewise, places are interconnected, whether
by telecommunications, movement of people or historical factors. Pupils are asked
to identify , recognize , describe an d explai n the natur e o f places, how they ar e
changing and how they are connected. The Programme of Study explores the holistic
concept of place based on the geographical questions. I t asks:
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What is this place like?
Where is this place?
Why is it like that?
How is it changing? How might it change in the future ?
Why is it similar to or different fro m plac e x?
How is it linked to place y?
What factors make i t interdependent with place z?

Study of chosen localities (the local area (see Figure 2.4), a contrasting location
in the UK or overseas) i s the focus for learning how geographers interpret places
and the focus for learning about the localities themselves using these place questions.
This section of the current geography curriculum develops children's understandin g
of location and thei r ability to observe and describe physical and human features
in a locality (the school is built on a hillside, the river flows through farmland then
into the town) and thei r ability to recognize change. Childre n learn the skill s of
comparison, of identifying similarities and differences between places (most people
in our locality work in the city, most people in Grasmere work in tourism or farming).
There is a progression from Ke y Stage 1  children identifying links between places
(such as the movement of people between them) and Key Stage 2 children beginning
to understand the concept of interdependence between places.
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Figure 2.4 A focus on local place features
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Gg3 Pattern s an d processes

32

Key Stage 1

Pupils should be taught to:

a make observations about where things are located and about other features in

the environment; and

b recognize changes in physical and human features.

Key Stage 2

a recognize and explain patterns made by individual physical and human features

in the environment; and

b recognize some physical processes and explain how these cause changes in

places and environments.

Places are distinctive. But not every place is different i n a different way. The
geography of people and environments is not completely random. Patterns of physical
and human features are visible: mountain ranges , coasta l cities , roads, rai l and
canals in a valley. Children need to be able to analyse what they see and what others
have seen in as near to an objective way as possible. This is the aspect of geography
that is closest to science. Bu t what d o they need to do? Use of their observatio n
skills is the first step; the second is first to recognize changes in any patterns, then
to try to explain these changes (se e Figure 2.5).

Teachers need to give children experiences that allow them to observe patterns
then attemp t to explain them. Children need to know that being a 'geographical
detective' is a key part of geography. Whe n they look at the surroundin g area of
their school, or study a photo of children playing next to the River Amazon, or see
a video of how the coast i s changing near Whitby, they need to be able to analyse
the scene. What things are similar to their experience? What is different? Why might
this be? Wha t other informatio n do they nee d to explain wha t the y see ? The
Programme of Study specifically focuses on explaining physical processes a t Key
Stage 2 . Children must be given opportunities to observe physical processes suc h
as erosion and deposition, evaporation and condensation, mass movement and the
impact of rainfall on different surfaces. Not all of this can be observed as it happens,
but much of it can be modelled in the sand tray or school grounds.
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Figure 2.5 Writing up a river processes enquiry experiment

Box 2.2 What are patterns and processes?

What is a pattern?

In geography the way that physical and human features are arranged in a

landscape or environment is referred to as a pattern. Examples include the way

that streets are arranged in a town; the layout of fields and hedgerows in a rural

landscape; the arrangement of a river and its tributaries; the way in which

temperatures and rainfall totals vary across the UK. These all form patterns.

What is a process?

A process is a series of human or physical events which cause a change in a place

or environment. Examples include deposition of material by rivers; deforestation;

suburbanization of villages.

(SCAA, 1997 )
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Gg4 Environmenta l change and sustainable developmen t

Key Stage 1

Pupils should be taught to:

a recognize changes in the environment; and

b recognize how the environment may be improved and sustained.

Key Stage 2

a recognize how people can improve the environment or damage it, and how

decisions about places and environments affect the future quality of people's

lives; and

b recognize how and why people may seek to manage environments sustainably,

and identify opportunities for their own involvement.

Environmental change in the geography Programme of Study is change cause d
by people. The Programme of Study asks teachers t o teach children how they can
recognize these human changes. The changes may be positive (reclaimin g of derelict
land) or destructive (e.g . vandalism; see Figure 2.6, or pollution of a river; see Figure
2.7).

Geographical issues almost invariabl y aris e throug h th e interaction o f the
environment, developmen t and society . Th e development of human societ y ha s
depended on the exploitation o f natural resource s wit h it s consequent impact on
the environment (althoug h mos t resources ar e not freely availabl e t o everyone).
Thus environmental and development issues are often inextricably linked. Examples
range fro m the local - which often reflec t what is happening on a global scale - to
the global. A n example o f the forme r would be plans fo r a bypass throug h gree n
belt land. Tourism is an exampl e of the latter. Th e past fe w years have see n th e
development of so-called 'ecotourism ' i n an attempt to benefit the tourist, the tour
operators and the local community without damaging the environment.

Sustainable development was implici t in the 199 5 National Curriculum but ha s
been emphasized explicitly in the 2000 version. In 1992 at the Earth Summit in Rio
de Janeiro, 180 of the world's leaders signed up to Agenda 21, a blueprint for sustainable
development. Local Agenda 21 is the process of developing local strategies for sustainable
development. It is often define d as 'development which meets the needs of the present
without compromising the ability of future generation s to meet their own needs '
(Brundtland Commission, 1987) .

QCA suggests that sustainable development i s about:

the interaction and interdependence of society, economy and environment;
the needs of both present and futur e generations; and
the local and global implications of lifestyle choices.

Education for sustainable developmen t involves learning about issues an d acquiring
the knowledge, understanding, values and skill s to enable participation in working
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Figure 2.7 Researching river pollution
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towards global equity and justice and solutions to local, national and global issues. It
is seen as cross-curricular although i t features most prominently in the geography
curriculum. An energy policy in a primary school and the use of traditional methods
of irrigation in Egypt (appropriate technology) are examples of sustainable development.

Learning about sustainable development at Key Stage 2

36 ,_
Sara Graham accompanied a Year 5 class to the Earth Centre at Conisbrough. The Earth

Centre education staff had planned activities so that the children would learn about

sustainable development through the 'Water and the Landscape' theme. The children

learned about the water cycle through hands-on activities: how water is used, how it can

be recycled and how it can be conserved.

Breadth of study
The previous subsection outlined the process of geography, and what children must
learn through enquiry when doing geography in school in Key Stages 1 and 2. The
children will progress in their understanding of the four aspects of geography fro m
the ages of 5 to 11. This section explain s the content of geography - specifically ,
the topics that the children must learn, with information about the scale and context
in which these topic s should b e investigated. I t begins by outlining the current
requirements at Key Stages 1  and 2, highlighting the breadth of study requirements.

Geography at Key Stage 1

During KS1 pupils investigate thei r local area and a  contrasting area in the U K or
abroad, finding out about the environment in both areas and the people who live
there. They also begin to learn about the wider world. They carry out geograph-
ical enquiry inside and outside the classroom. In doing this they ask geographica l
questions about people , places and environments, and use geographical skill s and
resources suc h as maps and photographs .

(DffiE/QCA, 1999 , p. I l l)

Key Stage 1 breadth of study

During the Key Stage, pupils should be taught the KSU (knowledge, skills and

understanding) through the study of two localities:

a the locality of the school;

b a locality either in the United Kingdom or overseas that has physical and/or

human features that contrast with those in the locality of the school.

In the study of their localities, pupils should:

a study at a local scale; and

b carry out fieldwork investigations outside the classroom.
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The breadth of the Key Stage 1  geography curriculum entitles children to learn
geography throug h th e stud y o f tw o localities . Thi s i s i n keepin g wit h th e
understanding that primary geography i s about real people in real places and tha t
young children learn geography best through focusing on real places at an appropriate
scale. But what scale is this? What is a locality at Key Stage 1?

The locality of the school is its immediate vicinity, including the school buildings
and grounds and the surrounding area within easy access (DfEE/QCA , 1999 , p. 111).
This is an appropriate scale at which children can enquire, ask geographical questions
and do some of this enquiry learning through fieldwork outside the classroom.

The second locality can be either a contrasting locality in the UK or a locality
overseas. It s size should ideally be similar to the area denned as the locality of the
school. So what is a contrasting locality? The teacher must select a locality that has
a physical or human geography that is different fro m that of the school locality. If
the teacher is working in an urban school, he or she may choose a village locality
in the UK or overseas .

Choosing the second locality

Many urban Sheffield schools have chosen a rural village in the Peak District as their Key

Stage 1 contrasting locality. Teachers at Park Hill School have chosen the village of Edale, a

small village which sits at the foot of Kinder Scout and has a population of around 250.

The human and physical features at each location are certainly contrasting, and the Year 2

children go to Edale on a day field visit to investigate what is similar in the two localities

and what is different.

Both localities shoul d be studied at a local scale - tha t is , focusing on what
children and their parents do within a small area. This can be seen as fitting in with
how young children learn, and building on their pre-existing experiences of places.
However, it has been criticized as encouraging children to think that all settlements
in India are like Chembakoli, or all rural villages have the same characteristics a s
Godstone or Stanton-on-the-Peak, or even that all towns are like Croydon (although
some might agree...), depending on what locality pack was chosen to support the
unit of work. To begin to counteract this problem, teachers can also develop children's
location knowledge of other places through using continuous study units such as
'Where in the world is Barnaby Bear?'

Geography at Key Stage 2

During Key Stage 2 pupils investigate a variety o f people, places and
environments at different  scales  in the United  Kingdom and abroad,  and start to
make links between different places  in the world.  They find out how people affect
the environment and how they  are affected b y it . They carry out geographical
enquiry inside and outside the classroom. In doing this they ask geographical
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questions, and use geographical skills and resources such as maps, atlases, aerial
photographs and ICT .

(DffcE/QCA, 1999 , p. 112, my emphasis)

Geography in Years 3-6 als o involves the study of two localities. One of these
must be in the UK (as at Key Stage 1 , it can be the school's locality, but at this more
advanced stage it should instead match the size of the pupil catchment area). The

zo other should be in a country that is less economically developed (a country of 'the
South' or what used to be called 'the Third World' - most countries in Africa, Asia
and South and Central America, including the Caribbean). Again pupils should use
enquiry and thei r developing geographical skill s to learn about the other thre e
aspects of geography through the study of these localities .

However, in addition to the two localities, junior school pupils should also be
taught thre e geographical themes. Geographical themes have been present in the
1990 and 1995 geography curricula and were an introduction to thematic study of
physical, human and environmenta l geography. The geographical themes in the
present curriculum are as follows.

Water and its effects on landscapes an d people

An introduction to physical geography. Children will learn about the crucial issues
of water supply and demand and will focus on either rivers or coasts to explore the
patterns and processes (suc h as erosion and deposition) involved.

How settlements differ and change

An introduction to human geography. Children will learn how and why villages,
towns and cities are differen t an d are constantly changing, as well as focusing
on an issue arising fro m change s i n land use (suc h as the impact of building a
new leisure centre).

An environmental issue

An introduction to people-environment issues, environmental change and sustainabl e
environmental management. Children will learn about an environmental issue caused
by a change in an environment and learn about attempts to manage this issue in a
sustainable manner (for example , learning about drought and attempts to manage
drought, such as by reducing water consumption and use).

Study of these theme s ca n be carried out as par t of the stud y o f the two
localities, but, as the Orders require junior school pupils to study at regional and
national scale s as well as local , a  curriculum must be designed t o reflect this .
Junior school pupil s must also learn geography b y studying a  range o f places
and environments in the European Union and the wider world, as well as in the
UK. This demands careful curriculu m planning (se e Chapter 3), an d th e QCA
non-statutory unit s of work give examples of how this may be done, as well as,
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more importantly , fleshin g ou t the bare bone s o f the curren t 'slimmed-down '
Programme of Study fo r Key Stage 2. A selection fro m th e Ke y Stage 2 units of
work i s given below .

Unit 14 Investigatin g river s

In this unit the children are asked to select a river and produce a project folder about
it using ICT. This allows the teacher to guide the children towards river s in Europe
(the Rhine, the Rhone) and rivers in other locations of the UK (the Severn, the Trent,
the Thames) or anywhere in the world (th e Nile, the Mississippi, the Amazon) and
so provides experience of the 'water and the landscape' theme at a national scal e
from man y global locations, includin g the European Union.

Unit 15 Th e mountain environment

In this unit the class is divided into groups and each group investigates a mountain
environment using the geographical questions . This allows groups to cover locations
in the Lak e District , Himalayas o r the Alp s a t a  regiona l scale , an d focu s o n
similarities and differences in upland settlement as well as an environmental issue
such as tourism.
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Key Stage 2 breadth of study

During the Key Stage, pupils should be taught the KSU (knowledge, skills and

understanding) through the study of two localities and three themes.

Localities:

a a locality in the UK; and

b a locality in a country that is less economically developed.

Themes:

c water and its effects on landscapes and people, including the physical features of

rivers or coasts and the processes of erosion, and deposition that affect them;

d how settlements differ and change, including why they differ in size and character,

and an issue arising from changes in land use; and

e an environmental issue, caused by change in an environment, and attempts to

manage the environment sustainably.

In the study of their localities, pupils should:

a study at a range of scales - local, regional and national;

b study at a range of places and environments in different parts of the world,

including the UK and the EU; and

c carry out fieldwork investigations outside the classroom.
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Locational knowledge: examples of significant places
and environments
Locational knowledge has been an area of controversy in the new curriculum. Should
children know where places are in geography or should they know how to find out?
Is it important to be able to locate cities and rivers in the UK or is this an outdate d
view of geography? I s the curriculum about learning how to learn or knowing what
to learn? Geography as a school subject gained some perhaps much-needed publicity
over the summer of 1999 as these questions were debated on radio and television,

Revenge of the progressives

As David Blunkett relaxed in his flat in Sheffield o n a sunny bank holiday
morning, he was startled to hear an officia l fro m Britain' s most powerfu l
educational quango declare on national radio that schoolchildren need not know
exactly where Paris was. Here was Tony Millns, the public face of the
Qualifications and Curriculu m Authority, the body responsible for deciding what
the nation's children are taught, apparently down-grading a basic geographical
principle: the knowledge of maps and the location of capital cities.

(Sunday Times,  16 May 1999, cited by Rawling, 2000, p . 214)

The outcome of this debate was that 'the maps' available at http://www.nc.uk.net,
are indeed part of the new National Curriculum. By the end of Key Stage 2, children
need to know the location of the key features and environments shown in Table 2.1
p. 42). The inclusion of 'the maps' indicate s tha t National Curriculum geography
still has a strong element of place knowledge in it, and that the National Curriculum
is still content focused, although the processes of enquiry needed to learn this content
have been made more explicit.

Geography and Its Contribution to the
Whole Curriculum

The new National Curriculum now has a distinct rationale. It claims to be flexible and
responsive to the needs of individual children, to their special educational needs, and
to local school strengths. Literacy, numeracy and ICT are emphasized as important, and
the document stresses the importance of developing these areas through each subject

The introductio n t o th e curren t Nationa l Curriculu m (DfEE/QCA , 1999 ,
pp. 10-13 ) suggest s that key skills should b e embedded in each subject . The
following section suggests how geography contributes to the wider aims of primary
education by showing examples of how geography contributes to literacy, numeracy
(see Figure 2.8, citizenship and education for sustainability. Geography's contribution
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Use the results below to draw your
river profiles. Yo u need to use a
new sheet of graph paper for each
profile.

When you finish, answer the
questions on the question sheet.

Profile 1
Distance from
start
0
25
50
75
100
125
150
175
200
225
250
275
300
325
350
375
400
425
450
475
490

Depth (in cm)

0
15
27
34
24
29
28
34
35
40
41
50
39
39
61
54
34
25
10
5
2

Profile!
Distance from
start
0
25
5
75
100
125
150
175
200
225
250
275
300
325
350
375
400
425
450
475
500
525
550
575
600

Depth (in cm)

0
5
10
12
14
15
20
32
48
44
42
43
44
28
25
20
20
18
16
14
0
12
12
5
0
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Label the axes:
Depth of water.
Distance across the river channel.

Add these titles to your profiles:
A River Profile of the River Porter at * location with steep banks.

A River Profile of the River Porter at a location with gentle banks.

Figure 2.8 Using numeracy skills in presenting fieldwork data

to the developin g of children's thinking skills and IC T use wil l be discussed in
Chapter 5  when we discuss teaching and learning approaches.

Geography supporting literacy and numeracy
Geography lessons shoul d aim to develop children's geographical knowledge , under-
standing an d skills . Geography, however, ca n also provid e a real-world context ,
particularly for the development and practice of literacy and numeracy skills. It should
be noted that although th e literacy hour can provide a context for geography, i t has
little potential for developing children's geographical skills . Table 2.2 (see p. 43) show s
some links between geography and literacy and Table 2.3 some links between geography
and numeracy.

GEOGRAPHY IN THE FOUNDATION STAGE AND KEY STAGES 1 AND 2



Table 2. Places and environments children should be able to locate by the end of Key Stage 2
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British Isles
The two largest islands of the British Isles

The two countries of the British Isles

Parts of the United Kingdom
Capital cities

The largest mountain areas in Wales, Scotland and
England

The three longest rivers in the United Kingdom

The seas around the United Kingdom

Europe
The two countries of the British Isles and their capital
cities

The three countries in the EU with the highest
populations and their capital cities
The three countries in the European Union with the
largest areas and their capital cities
The largest mountain range in Europe

The longest river in the European countries identified
above
The two largest seas around Europe

The world
The continents

The largest city in each continent

The six countries with the highest populations

The six countries with the largest areas
Areas of family origin of the main minority ethnic
groups in the United Kingdom

The three largest mountain ranges in the world
(on the basis of height and geographical extent)

The three longest rivers in the world
The largest desert in the world

The oceans
Two canals linking seas and/or oceans
Main lines of latitude and meridian of longitude

Significant places and environments
Great Britain, Ireland

The United Kingdom, the Republic of Ireland
England, Scotland, Wales, Northern Ireland
London, Dublin, Edinburgh, Cardiff, Belfast

The Cambrian Mountains, the Grampian Mountains, the
Lake District, the Pennines

River Severn, River Thames, River Trent

The English Channel, the Irish Sea, the North Sea

Significant places and environments

The United Kingdom, the Republic of Ireland;
London, Dublin

France, Germany, Italy; Paris, Berlin, Rome

France, Spain, Sweden; Paris, Madrid, Stockholm

The Alps

River Rhine

The Mediterranean Sea, the North Sea

Significant places and environments
Africa, Asia, Europe, North America, Oceania, South
America, Antarctica

Lagos, Tokyo, Paris, New York, Sydney, Sao Paulo

Brazil, China, India, Indonesia, Russia, the USA
Australia, Brazil, Canada, China, Russia, the USA

Bangladesh, the Caribbean, India, Pakistan, the Republic of
Ireland
The Andes, the Himalayas, the Rocky Mountains

River Amazon, River Mississippi, River Nile
The Sahara
The Arctic, Atlantic, Indian and Pacific Oceans
The Panama Canal, the Suez Canal
The poles, the equator, the tropics, the prime meridian

Task.- cover the right-hand column of the above table and try to name the places and environments described on the

left-hand side. How did you do?

TEACHING GEOGRAPHY 3-1



Table 2.2 Some geography-literacy links

Literacy Examples of geographical activities

Speaking and Debate about the use of a derelict piece of land

listening Assembly presentation on fieldwork

Interviewing for a shopping survey

Role play in a travel agent's

Describing the weather

Reading Fiction or poems to develop a sense of place

Newspaper article on a local issue

Information on the World Wide Web or CD-ROMs

Using reference books to find information on a locality

Research skills: evaluating the usefulness of different resources, e.g. holiday brochures

Writing Poster campaigning on walking to school

Captions or speech bubbles for photographs

Diary of a child's life in another locality

Description of a human or physical feature

Letter to the local council suggesting improvements to a local park

List of what to take on holiday

Poem following coastal fieldwork

Questionnaire on shopping habits

Geographical enquiry will also extend children's vocabulary (nouns - physical and human

features; verbs and adverbs - e.g. when describing processes; prepositions - location)
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Table 2.3 Some geography-numeracy links

Collect and record data Present data Interpret data

Traffic survey - tally chart Pictogram of different types of
vehicles

Measuring temperature - chart Graph to show temperature over

two weeks

Measuring river channel width and Cross-section linked to map

depth at several sites - table

Preferred holiday destination - Tally chart

questionnaire

Land use survey - map Graph to show different land uses

Why are there so many lorries on
the road?

How is the temperature related to

the wind direction?

What affects the shape of a river

channel?

Why do we prefer certain places?

What is the main land use?

TEACHING GEOGRAPHY 3-1
TEACHING GEOGRAPHY 3-1TEACHING GEOGRAPHY 3-1
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Geography and the 'new agenda': citizenship and
sustainability
One of the ne w features of the curren t geography curriculu m is the explici t focus on
citizenship, education fo r sustainability an d the recognition tha t attitudes an d values
about people, places and institutions are an important component of a child's education .
Those teachers wh o have been involved i n development education (TIDEC , 2000) an d
environmental education (see Palmer, 1994) have always seen a strong values dimension
in their work, but the introduction of this 'new agenda' has not been without controversy.
When the draft new curriculum was released and viewed by the media, some commentators
derided the changes a s substantially alterin g the nature of geography -  'map s out and
politics in' would summarize this viewpoint. Whilst any discussion o f values could lead
to controversial issues being debated, this is no bad thing for children or for the continued
health of geography as a subject. Children are interested i n child labour (wh o sewed th e
footballs for the World Cup?), global warming and animal rights. They deserve the chance
to become informed contributors to debates that will affect thei r futures .

Box 2.3 Some geography-citizenship links

Education for citizenship is seen as having three distinct but interconnected strands that will

prepare young people for adult life: social and moral responsibility, community involvement

and political literacy. Geography provides opportunities for children to acquire skills,

understanding and attitudes that will contribute to their development as global citizens.

• using an enquiry-based, participatory approach which involves critical thinking;

• developing ideas about fairness and the nature of responsibilities;

• recognizing their own values and attitudes;

• sharing opinions, discussing and analysing relevant issues;

• recognizing other people's perspectives;

• working in groups;

• developing a sense of place and sense of community;

• carrying out fieldwork in the community (a survey on the effects of environmental change

on different people; proposing changes to improve the local park);

• learning how decisions are made at a local scale (role-playing a public meeting; writing to

the local council about parking issues);

• identifying how local and global events and issues are connected and interact;

• identifying similarities and differences between people and places, on a local to global

scale, valuing diversity and developing positive attitudes (linking with children nationally

and internationally by email);

• inviting members of the local community into school;

• investigating how people use local facilities; and

• understanding events in the news, locally and globally.

Students and teachers should not avoid addressing controversial issues in their teaching

but they need to think through their approach carefully. Children need to be aware of

different perspectives on an issue; teachers need to avoid indoctrination.

TEACHING GEOGRAPHY 3-'



Box 2.4 Some geography-sustainability links
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The next chapter focuses on how teachers can interpret this statutory and non-
statutory guidance to plan the geography curriculum i n early years and primar y
settings. It considers long-term planning, medium-term planning and lesson planning
in geography.

Reflective Questions
Is the geography show n in the National Curriculum different fro m th e geography you
studied in order to qualify as a teacher or start a specialist geography course?
Should children learn about distant places in the Foundation Stage and Key Stage 1?
What similarities does the geography curriculum have with the science curriculum at Key
Stages 1 and 2?
What similarities does the geography curriculum have with the history curriculum at Key
Stages 1 and 2?

GEOGRAPHY IN THE FOUNDATION STAGE AND KEY STAGES 1 AND 2

Geography provides opportunities for children to investigate relevant environmental and

development issues. As with citizenship, this involves looking at issues at various scales

from the local to the global and identifying how they are connected and interact. This agai

necessitates a practical approach and the use and development of skills such as enquiry

and critical thinking. Geography promotes environmental awareness and responsibility

whilst at the same time making children aware that solutions to environmental issues are

not always easy to find and agree on. Children can address sustainability through activities

such as:

learning about physical processes;

learning about the needs of society;

investigating the impact of traffic and how it can be managed more effectively;

investigating how a derelict piece of land might be used to be of benefit to the

community; and

investigating the impact of tourism on a locality and how it could be managed more

sustainably.
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Planning
Geography

Knowledge of what geography i s as a subject and what content is included
in the Nationa l Curriculum and Earl y Learning Goals is not sufficien t t o
develop as a  successful teache r o f geography. Knight' s third categor y of
subject knowledge is still needed to translate an understanding of the nature
of geography and the content of the 3-11 curriculum into effective and exciting
learning experiences. This is the focus of the next three chapters .

Good teaching is characterized by sound subject knowledge, thoroug h
preparation and clear , detailed planning . Goo d planning is fundamental to
effective teachin g and purposeful learning, and takes place on three levels :
long-term acros s th e Foundatio n Stag e an d Ke y Stages; medium-term
planning of units of work; and short-ter m planning of lessons or activities.
Geography has a distinctive contributio n to make to children's learning, a s
do all the foundatio n subjects. Consequently , teachers' planning for the
subject should be as rigorous as for the core subjects. At each level, planning
needs to be structured an d systemati c an d no t only fulfi l th e requirements
of the National Curriculum (2000) or the Early Learning Goals but also reflect
an individual school's overall aims, objectives and policies . Differen t view s
exist a s to how a geography curriculu m should be planned and where the
emphasis shoul d b e place d (Chapte r 2) , an d teacher s nee d t o mak e
professional judgements abou t how to work within th e current context in
order to develop a worthwhile curriculum for their pupils.

This chapter is aimed at trainee and newly qualified teacher s wit h a
specialist interes t i n geography a s well as experienced teachers ne w to the
role of geography co-ordinator . It describes what is generally acknowledged
as good practice in the three levels of planning and differen t ways in which
geography migh t feature in a school's curriculum. Examples of planning are
given fo r the Foundatio n Stage an d Ke y Stages 1  and 2 . The chapter also
suggests how progression and continuity can be incorporated into planning.



Long-Term Planning

la

b

c

d

2a

b

Programme of Yl Y1 Y1
Study requirements Local area on the farm improve

Key Stage 1 school
grounds

Ask geographical questions • •

Observe and record • • •

Express own views • • •

Communicate in different ways • • •

Use geographical vocabulary • • •

Fieldwork skills • • •

Y1/2 Y2
Barnaby Bangladesh

Bear
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Long-term planning involves all the teaching staf f in the development and approval
of Foundation or Key Stage plans . Long-ter m planning for the Foundatio n Stag e
should provide for a range of experiences which will enable children to work towards
the Early Learning Goals. At Key Stages 1  and 2, planning needs to meet the statutory
requirements of the National Curriculum (2000) in terms of knowledge, skills and
understanding within the programme of study for geography as well as incorporating
the appropriate breadth of study. The geography co-ordinato r can ensure that this
coverage is achieved by completing a matrix, listing the National Curriculum (2000)
or Early Learning Goals requirements and then indicating where these are covered
within different units of work (Table 3.1). This should identify whether the differen t
aspects of geography are adequately catered for: for example, are skills, such as the
interpretation of photographs, revisited on a regular basis to ensure continuity and
progression? I s fieldwork a prominen t feature? I s sufficient time allocate d t o
developing children's knowledge and understanding of other places? Completing a
matrix for Key Stage 2  units would also be useful t o indicate that th e breadth of
study requirements are being met - i n other words that children are studying at a
range of scales acros s the Key Stage.

The breadth of study requirements for Key Stage 2

local scale (a small area such as a village or small town);

regional scale (a larger area such as a stretch of coast);

national scale (a country);

United Kingdom;

European Union;

elsewhere in the world;

fieldwork.

Table 3 1 Section from a matrix indicating coverage of the Key Stage 1 Programme of Study
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However, long-term planning which will result in effective teaching and learnin g
needs to go beyond mere coverage of the geography Programm e of Study or Early
Learning Goals. Any guidance for curriculum planning must be adapted t o reflec t
a school' s particula r circumstances: it s location, the interest s o f the children, the
expertise of the teaching staf f an d the resources available . Ha s the school built up
a wealth o f resources and contacts o n a particular locality? Does a stream within
the schoo l grounds lend itself to enquiry work for different yea r groups? (Thi s is
not to suggest that school s shoul d no t acquire new resources o r make new links,
or that teachers shoul d not extend their knowledge and skills! )

When developing long-term plans, schools need to consider a number of points.

Points to discover when developing long-term plans for teaching
geography

49

How much time is available for teaching geography or developing knowledge and

understanding of the world, and when does it occur?

What opportunities are provided by the local physical, economic, social and

environmental context?

What opportunities are offered by the school buildings and grounds7

What links exist within the local community, and with other places in the UK as well as

overseas?

What approaches to teaching and learning can resources (human as well as physical)

support?

What is the staff's level of subject knowledge, expertise and interest?

To what extent can geography contribute to other aspects of the curriculum, such as

citizenship or the development of literacy and numeracy?

How can planning reflect the school's aims, objectives and policies, for example on equal

opportunities?

What are the needs, abilities, interests and achievements of the children? What sorts of

experiences do they have?

How do children learn? How do they acquire knowledge and skills and develop

understanding in geography7

A school ma y use unit s o f work fro m th e QC A scheme (QCA/DfEE , 1998,
2000), either in their entirety or as a source of ideas. Teacher s need to view these
critically to ensure that the units take the above points into consideration and tha t
they are relevant and appropriate. Is there, for instance, a more pressing local issue
than traffi c o n the loca l high stree t (Uni t 12 ) but which could follow a  similar
structure for enquiry? Does the uni t provide further opportunitie s for developing
key skills such as the use of ICT other than those which have been identified ?

Other published schemes shoul d also b e scrutinized carefully. The y may be
useful as  a  source of ideas but  ofte n fai l to  create a 'sense of place'. Nor do the
accompanying worksheets always provide for differentiation .

A long-term plan outlines the geographical content to be covered and how that

PLANNING GEOGRAPHY



will be organized; i n other words :

when geography is taught to each year group and how often ;
in what depth it is taught;
whether it is taught separately or linked with other subjects;
whether it is organized and taught as a distinct and cohesive unit of work ('blocked' units
of work) or as 'continuing ' work (SCAA, 1995);
the focus and broad content of each unit, which should be manageable and coherent; and
links with other subjects or aspects o f the curriculum.

From a long-term pla n it should be clear that:

Children have a worthwhile and recurring experience of geography which includes work
outside the classroom.
There is progression both within and between different stages in terms of knowledge,
understanding and skills .
There is continuity within and between different stages .
There is a mixture of place- and theme-focused units and a balance between human,
physical and environmental aspects of geography.
Places, themes and skills are integrated in each geography unit.

Skills, themes and places have been identified as encapsulating the nature of school
geography an d are often referred to as the geographical 'cube ' (DES , 1990). These
three elements are seen as of equal importance and as interactive with each other .
In particular, skill s should be taught with reference to places and thematic studies.
A further dimension, attitudes and values, could be added as these are increasingl y
a concern both o f geographical educatio n an d fo r the reflective teacher (Halocha ,
1998). Skills, places and themes will usually b e present within individual units of
work although th e focus may be on either a theme, place (s) or an issue.

Long-term planning also need s t o ensure tha t adequate attentio n i s paid to
the fou r aspects of geography:

geographical enquiry and skills ;
knowledge and understanding of places, both local and beyond children's direct experience;
knowledge and understanding o f patterns and processes; an d
knowledge and understanding of environmental change and sustainable development.

These should be developed through the localities and themes set out in 'Breadth
of study' (DfEE/QCA , 1999) .

The four aspects of geography

A Year 5 unit of work on water and its effects on the landscape focuses on rivers (theme).

The class uses and develops the following skills in the classroom and in the field: enquiry

skills, such as asking questions about a contrasting river; collecting and analysing data about

a local stream; using appropriate vocabulary for features and processes; using atlases and

maps; drawing maps; and using photographs and ICT. They investigate features and

processes associated with a local stream, look at the stream in its wider context and then

TEACHING GEOGRAPHY 3-11
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make comparisons with a European river (place). The investigation includes water pollution

and the efforts being made to improve water quality, and so as well as integrating skills,

places and a theme, the unit also incorporates the four aspects of geography.

Progression
Progression ha s been defined as 'the careful and deliberate sequencing of learning
so that children can build their current learning o n previous experience an d als o
prepare for future learning' (Chambers and Donert, 1996, p . 27). It focuses on how
children's learning advance s i n terms of the acquisition o f knowledge and skill s
and the development of understanding, value s and attitudes .

Teachers need to plan for progression in two ways. First, the content and sequence
of learning activities should be structured through long- and medium-term planning.
The notion of a 'spiral curriculum' is useful her e (Bruner, 1966) : children revisit key
elements of the curriculum throughout their school experience, each time at a higher
level of understanding or refinement. Second, teachers need to use their assessment s
of individual children's learning to match new tasks to their capabilities in order to
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Continuity focuses on the teacher's or school's provision and the children's experience.
It shoul d b e eviden t i n long-ter m plannin g throug h significan t feature s o f
geographical educatio n occurrin g on a regular basis:

content, for example an emphasis on the study of real places; considering values an d
attitudes; a mix of both local and global material;
types of learning activity, for example fieldwork; the integration of ICT; learning through
play;
common assumptions about the nature of the subject , fo r example that geography is active
and enquiry based;
geographical skills such as using secondary sources and drawing maps and plans; and
the use of certain resources such as maps, photographs and ICT .

Continuity

Planning for Continuity and Progression
Continuity and progression ar e often talked about i n the same breath but they are
different features of planning and the presence of one does not necessarily indicat e
the presenc e o f the other . Fo r instance, childre n may undertake fieldwor k on a
regular basis but develo p little i n the way of geographical skill s unless thes e are
specifically taught and practised . O n the other hand, fieldwork may appear rarel y
on long-term planning, providing children with little continuity of experience.



Table 3.2 Progression in the four aspects of geography from Early Learning Goals to Key Stage 3
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Enquiry and skills

• Talk abo
observations
• Record observatio
in different ways
• Ask questions
• Gain information
from primary and
secondary sources
• Use positional
language
• Express opinions

• Make observations
• Express views
• Use resources
provided and own
observations to
respond to questions

• Describe features
• Express views
• Select information
from sources
provided

• Use information
provided to ask and
respond to questions
• Begin to use
appropriate
geographical
vocabulary

• Describe features and
make comparisons
• Use skills and sourc
of evidence to
respond to a range
of geographical
questions

• Begin to us
appropriate
vocabulary to
communicate findings

Knowledge and
understanding

of places

• Make focused visits
to local environment
• Talk about where they
live and their
environment
• Notice differences
between features of
local environment
• Find out about
other cultures

• Recognize and make
observations about
human and physical
features of localities

• Describe physical
and human features
of places
• Recognize features
that give places their
character
• Show awareness of
places beyond own
locality

• Show awareness that
different places may
have both similar
and different
characteristics

• Offer reasons for
some of their
observations and

judgements about
places
• Describe a
compare human and
physical features of
different localities

Knowledge and
understanding
of patterns and
processes

• Look closely at
patterns and change
• Ask questions about
why things happen

• Recognize and make
observations about
human and physical
features

• Describe physical
and human features
• Begin to use
appropriate
vocabulary

• Describe and
compare human and
physical features of
different localities
• Offer explanations for
location of some of
these features

Knowledge and
understanding of
environmental
change and sustainable
development

• Express opinions on
natural and built
environments
• Listen to others' views
on environmental
quality
• Design new
environments

• Express views on
features of the
environment of a
locality

• Express views on
features of the
environment of a
locality and recognize
how people affect the
environment

• Compare physical
and human features
of different localities
• Offer reasons for
some of their
observations and
judgements about
places
• Recognize how
people seek to
improve and sustain
environments
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Enquiry and skills Knowledge and
understanding of
places

Knowledge and
understanding
of patterns and
processes

Knowledge and
understanding of
environmental change and
sustainable development

Describe patterns and
processes
Explain own and others'
views
Suggest suitable
questions
Use primary and
secondary sources
of evidence
Use a range of skills
(from KS2/3) in
investigations
Communicate findings
using appropriate
vocabulary

Appreciate tne
importance of location
in understanding places
Show understanding of
how physical and
human processes can
change the features of a
place and how changes
can affect the lives and
activities of people living
there

Begin to recognize and
describe geographical
patterns and to
appreciate the
importance of location
Recognize and describe
physical and human
processes
Show understanding of
how processes can
change features of
places and affect
people's lives

Understand how people
can both improve and
damage the
environment
Explain views of self and
others about an
environmental change
Show understanding of
how processes can
change features of
places

Describe geographical
patterns and processes
Explain own views
Begin to suggest
relevant questions and
issues
Select and use
appropriate skills and
ways of presenting
information (from KS2/3)
Select sources of
evidence and
information, suggest
plausible conclusions,
present findings
graphically and in
writing

Describe how processes
can lead to similarities
and differences between
places and people's
lives
Recognize links
and relationships
making places
interdependent

Describe and begin to
explain geographical
patterns and processes
Draw on knowledge and
understanding to
investigate themes and
to reach plausible
conclusions

Suggest explanations for
how human activities
cause changes to the
environment and
people's different views
Recognize how people
try to manage
environments sustainably

Suggest relevant
questions and issues
and appropriate
sequences of
investigation
Select a range of skills
and sources of evidence
and use effectively in
investigations
Present findings in a
coherent way and reach
conclusions consistent
with evidence

Appreciate many links
and relationships
making places
interdependent
Recognize that
processes interact to
produce distinctive
characteristics of places
Describe how processes
operating at different
scales lead to changes
in places

Describe and explain a
range of processes and
recognize that processes
interact to produce
distinctive
characteristics of places
Describe how processes
operating at different
scales create patterns
and lead to changes in
places

Recognize how
conflicting demands on
the environment may
arise
Describe and compare
different approaches to
managing environments
Appreciate that different
values and attitudes
result in different
approaches with
different effects on
people and places

Show knowledge, understanding and skills in studies of a wide range of places and environments at
various scales, from local to global, and in different parts of the world
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Providing for progression in children's use of maps and photographs

• the scale of the maps/photographs: from large to small scale;

• the type of the maps/photographs: from picture maps to Ordnance Survey maps; from

postcards or ground-level photographs to oblique and vertical aerial photographs;

• the places represented: from plans of the school grounds and photographs of features

in the local area to maps and photographs of unfamiliar places;

• the detail and complexity of the maps/photographs;

• enquiry: asking children geographical questions and then encouraging them to

formulate their own; and

• the type of activities: from observing, naming and describing features to interpreting

photographs and maps (for example, identifying patterns).

TEACHING GEOGRAPHY 3-"
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enable them to make progress. Progression in the fou r aspects of geography can be
identified within the Early Learning Goals (ELGs) and level descriptions in the National
Curriculum of 2000 (Table 3.2). Teachers can find these useful for identifying the next
stage for individuals or groups of children. QCA/DfEE (2000) and SCAA (1997) provide
examples of children's activities and work which demonstrate achievement across the
'stepping stones' of the Early Learning Goals and a t differen t level s in the Nationa l
Curriculum. More specifically, Fole y and Janikoun (1996 ) suggest how children fro m
Reception to Year 6 progress through the differen t element s involved in drawing and
using maps (e.g. as in Table 3.3).

Progression in geography involves:
an increasing breadth of geographical knowledg e - fo r example where places are, what
they are like;
an increasing depth of geographical understanding - fo r example, describing geographic^
features, explaining physical processes ;
an increase in the scale of places investigated, startin g fro m the school grounds and the
local area;
an increasing complexity i n what is studied - fo r example, from daily weather
observations t o microclimate investigations ;
the use of more abstract ideas such as interdependence;
an increasing understanding of social, political and environmental issues involving
different attitudes and values, from an enquiry into litter in the playground at Key Stage
to an investigation int o the impact of tourism in Kenya at Key Stage 2; and
the development and use of geographical skills , especially in mapwork and enquiry,
whether in the classroom or in the field.
The following list, for example, summarizes how teachers can provide for progression in
children's use of maps and photographs .



Table 3.3 The development of map skills: location

Level Skill

ELGs/level 1 Follow directions: e.g. up and down, left and right, behind, in front of

Level 1/2 Follow directions: north, south, east, west

Level 3 Use letter/number coordinates and four compass points

Level 4 Use four-figure coordinates to locate features on a map; use eight compass points

Level 5 Use six-figure grid references to locate features on OS maps; latitude and longitude on 55
atlas maps

Medium-term Planning

PLANNING GEOGRAPHY

Medium-term planning, usually for half a term, is done by class teachers, supporte d
by subject co-ordinators and year group or Key Stage co-ordinators . I n a nurser y
setting, al l the teaching team will usually b e involved at some point. As well as
demonstrating continuity and progression i n the context of long-term planning, a
unit of work should have carefully planned coverage of a number of features.

Planning a unit of work

A unit of work should feature:

at least two of the four aspects of geography, for example enquiry and skills and

knowledge and understanding of places;

integration of skills with places and thematic work;

integration of geographical enquiry, encouraging children to ask and answer questions

and using key questions to plan;

a logical progression in the enquiry questions and tasks children undertake, for example

acquiring knowledge about a place before investigating any issues there;

progression in at least one of skills, knowledge or understanding;

fieldwork wherever possible, integrated with classwork;

clear learning objectives (knowledge/understanding/skills), derived from the geography

Programme of Study or Early Learning Goals and linked to assessment criteria;

contexts within which the Early Learning Goals will be covered, such as role-play or an

outdoor area;

lessons where children are taught particular skills, such as those involved in enquiry;

variety in the modes of assessment, approaches to teaching and learning, organization,

activities and resources;

opportunities for supporting literacy, numeracy and ICT;

opportunities for differentiation other than by outcome; and

links with other subjects or cross-curricular elements.

Above all, a unit of work should be interesting, motivating and relevant to children's
lives.



Blocked and continuing units of work
Ideally, children' s experienc e o f geograph y shoul d b e continuous , recurrin g
throughout their nursery and primary school life. This experience can be provided
in several differen t ways. Geography can be taught through blocked units within a
specific amount of time such as half a term. These units will focus on a distinct and
cohesive bod y of knowledge, understanding an d skills . The y may stand alon e or
link with other units of work or aspects of the curriculum. It may be more effective
for certai n unit s o f work , suc h a s a n enquir y wit h younge r children , t o b e
concentrated int o a relatively shor t period of time, whereas othe r units, suc h as a
locality study at Key Stage 2 , can be taught o n a weekly basis over half a term.

However, teaching geography solel y in blocked units may mean that children
have little contact with the subject at certain times. Thus it is useful for schools and
individual teachers to plan for geography to be taught other than through discret e
units o f work. Continuin g work i s particularly valuabl e wher e aspect s o f th e
curriculum, whether skills , knowledg e o r understanding, requir e time for their
systematic an d gradual acquisition , practice and consolidatio n (SCAA , 1995) .
Children in the Foundation Stage , fo r example, ma y regularly observ e an d record
the weather ove r a period of time. This will develop their geographical vocabular y
and their ability to recognize geographical patterns .

Various strategies for developing and reinforcing children's geographical skill s
and knowledge when geography i s not the main focus of attention can also be used.
These may not appear in planning documents but it is worth considering the potential
of the following contexts and activities.

Developing and reinforcing children's geographical skills

56

Any or all of the following can be used:

children's interests, such as major sporting events;

children's holiday locations and souvenirs;

children's family connections;

postcards, stamps, paper money and coins;

children's fiction, poems and non-fiction set in different places;

geographical contexts for work in literacy and numeracy;

jigsaw puzzles of Britain, Europe and the world;

using compass points and directional vocabulary, for example in PE lessons; and

events in the news, whether local or further afield, or evidence of physical processes at

work such as an earthquake, a tsunami, a volcano erupting, or tales of human endeavour

such as a trek to the North Pole.

Use of the last of these may need care to avoid children gaining the impression that
life in less economically developed countries is dominated by disaster .

Units 5 (Barnaby Bear), 16 (What's in the news?) and 24 (Passport to the world)
(QCA/DfEE, 2000 ) sugges t similar ways i n which children can develop knowledge
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about places, their location and how they are connected, throughout Key Stages 1  and
2. Through this work they will also practise skills such as using secondary sources .

57

Subject- or topic-based approaches
Students or newly qualified teachers may encounter a bewildering variety of methods
of curriculum planning as school s and nurserie s attempt to combine their own aims
and priorities with effective coverage of the National Curriculum (2000) or Early Learning
Goals and the demands of the national literac y and numeracy strategies. All lessons
may focus on separate subject s with few or no links being made between subjects. At
the other extreme, all subjects may be integrated in so-called 'topi c work'.

The merits and limitations of both these approaches have been a source of debate
for many years. Integrated topic work has been criticized as undemanding and failing
to provide for progression, with subjects losing their identity and characteristics within
it. Subjects are seen as 'some of the most powerful tools for making sense of the world
which human beings have ever devised' (Alexande r etal, 1992 , p. 17 ) and  OFSTE D
has note d that geography rarely flourishes in integrated topics unless i t is the subject
receiving mos t attention (Smith , 1997). O n the other hand , those in favour of topic
work would argue that a well-planned, carefully structured, integrated approach reflects
the holistic way in which children view the world and allows them to construct their
own meanings (Knight , 1993). Furthermore, the National Curriculum (2000) identifie s
elements, such as sustainable development and citizenship, which are cross-curricular
rather than fitting neatly into subject 'boxes'.

There are, however, sound reasons for linking a limited number of subjects or
aspects of the curriculum, rather than adopting the all-embracing type of topic work
(SCAA, 1995) . The benefits of linking subjects should be seen in terms of providing
relevance an d curriculum coherence, but at a pragmatic level i t is an effectiv e us e
of time. It would be educationally vali d to link geography wit h other subjects if:

they contained commo n or complementary knowledge , understandin g and/o r skill s - for
example, work on water in science could link with physical processes (weather and climate,
rivers or coasts) i n geography;
the skills acquired i n one subject o r aspect of the curriculum could be applied o r
consolidated in the context of another - fo r example, scal e and distance, coordinates and
grid reference s i n maths and geography; or
work i n one subject coul d provide a useful stimulus for work in another - fo r example, a
topic on St Lucia in geography could provide th e context for investigating music from th e
Caribbean and vice versa.

Table 3. 4 demonstrate s ho w Earl y Learnin g Goal s fo r 'Knowledg e an d
Understanding of the World' have been translated int o work for a reception class. The
unit seeks to develop children's enquiry skills such as asking questions , observatio n
and using differen t source s of information. I t also has links with the English, history
and geography Programmes of Study in the National Curriculum (2000).
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Table 3.4 Example unit of work for a reception class: 'Where we live now and then'

learning objective activity

58

Find out about where they live

Use appropriate vocabulary

Use and draw maps

Distinguish between past and present

Notice similarities and differences

Identify change in the environment

Express opinions about the environment

Suggest how the environment can be improved

Go on short, focused walks in the local area; identify
features

Talk about the route; use and draw a simple map

Identify and talk about/label local features in
photographs

Sort old/new photographs/pictures of the local area

Compare houses they have seen, paint pictures

Talk about old photographs and pictures of the local
area; identify how it has changed

Ask older relatives about how it used to be

Talk about what is happening on a building site

Talk about what they like and dislike about the park

Draw pictures of what they would like the park to
be like

Note: The main areas of learning covered are 'Know/edge and Understanding of the World' and 'Language and literacy'.

Figure 3.1 illustrates how one school plans its geography curriculum, using blocked
and continuing units and making links with units of work in other subjects.

Y1

Y2

Yl/2

Y3

Y4

Y3/4

Y4

Y5

Y6

Y5/6

Autumn Spring Summer

Where we live
(history, science)

Local
enquiry

On the farm
(science)

Holidays

Tocuaro
(art)

Where in the world is Barnaby Bear?

Water -
Mayh'eld
(science)

Settlement
(history)

Local land
use issue

Egypt
(history, DT)

Passport to the world

Improving
the

environment

Rivers
(history)

Antarctica

Rainforests
(science)

Whitby -
residential

Tudors -
mapwork

Our twin town

What's in the news?

Figure 3.1 A school's long-term planning for geography
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The most effective geography curriculum is most probably one that is planned
flexibly an d combines teaching through separat e subject s and teaching throug h
topics, exploiting the advantages of both approaches . Children' s learning ca n be
kept focused b y restricting th e number s of subjects o r aspects o f the curriculum
which are linked and avoiding contrived or artificial links. Whichever approach is
taken, geography' s basi c concept s an d skill s mus t b e clearl y identifie d an d
incorporated int o activities. Indeed , it has been suggested that making children  59
aware of the nature of a subject and its skills and knowledge (metacognition ) can
lead to higher levels of achievement (Knight , 1993) . Careful planning should als o
ensure that children are able to progress fro m one level of knowledge, understandin g
and skil l to the next .

Supporting other elements of the curriculum
It could be argued tha t teachers ar e increasingl y require d to adopt th e rol e of
technicians who deliver a prescribed curriculum and assess and stratify pupil s by
reference to standard norm s (Halocha , 1998). Geography has a  distinctive rol e to
play in this curriculum but it also contributes to the wider aims of primary education,
and teachers nee d to identify where this is possible when planning units of work.

In the first place, it provides a wealth of opportunities to contribute to children's
social, moral, spiritual and cultural development, personal, social and health education
(PSHE) and citizenship. It can, for example, bring a European and global dimension
to their understanding of the world as well as enrich and reinforce cross-curricular
elements of the curriculum such as education for sustainable development .

Second, geography provide s opportunities for developing a  range o f skills
which are common to several subjects , suc h as creative thinkin g or the enquiry
skills involved in observing, recording and interpreting data required in science and
history. Although lessons in geography should aim to develop children's knowledge,
understanding and skills in the subject, they can also provide real-world contexts,
particularly for the development and practice of skills involved in numeracy, literac y
and ICT . These features of the geography curriculu m have been considered in more
detail in Chapter 2. As has already been indicated (p. 57), teachers may also be able
to make valid links between subjects. The study of a contrasting locality, for example,
might be enhanced by making links with history, art, music, design and technology,
religious education or dance, where appropriate.

Incorporating variety in units of work
Children learn in different way s an d hav e differen t strengths . Teachers need to
motivate pupils and maintain their interest. Consequently, it is important that teachers
plan to use different approaches to teaching and learning, such as fieldwork, drama,
ICT, creative work and learning through play, within a unit of work. Ways in which
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this can be done are considered in more detail in Chapter 5. For the same reasons ,
and to enable al l children to demonstrate wha t they have learned , teacher s also
need to involve them in a range of activities within a unit of work, such as:

following a map

using a CD-ROM atlas

interpreting photographs

structured play

making a model

reading a reference book

designing a poster

undertaking a traffic survey

assessing environmental quality

searching the World Wide Web

interpreting weather data

drawing a map

carrying out a land use survey

orienteering

role play

sketching

producing a booklet

writing a newspaper article

measuring temperature

discussing a local issue

emailing other children

taking photographs

Furthermore, teachers need to incorporate lessons, within the context o f the
unit, where children are taught, develop and practise particular skills such as using
four-figure gri d references or enquiry skills. Otherwise , children are likely to be
merely 'doing' geography, increasing their geographical knowledge but making little
progress i n their geographical skill s and understanding.

Tables 3.5 and 3.6 illustrate features of good practice in planning units of work
that have been mentioned. The first unit is an enquiry based on Unit 2 in the QCA
scheme (QCA/DfEE , 1998) . It would be most effective if it were taught over a fairly
short period of time. The second uni t of work involves childre n in investigating a
contrasting locality outside th e UK. This could extend ove r half a term and links
with topics in art and/or music. By using a computer to create templates for planning
documents suc h as these , teacher s wil l find it relatively straightforward to make
any adjustment s t o plannin g tha t ma y be necessar y followin g teachin g an d
assessment of children's learning. QCA units of work can also be adapted on screen.
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Table 3.5 Unit of work for Year 2: 'How can we make our local area safer?'

Learning objectives Assessment Activity and organization Special resources Links

Is our school on a busy
road?

Know how to carry out a
traffic survey and
analyse data

[1b, d, 2b, 4a)
Compare the features
and atmosphere of their
road with school road

(la, c, 2b. 3d)

Is parking a problem?

Identify when and where
parking is a problem

(Id, 2b,e, 4a)

How is parking
controlled?

Recognize how parking
is controlled

( la. d, 2a, b, 5b)

How could the area be
made safer?

Identify a variety of
solutions

(la, 5b)

Use evidence to present
a case

(Id, 5b)

Can carry out a traffic
survey and analyse data

(mode: tally, graph with
comments)

Can compare features
and atmosphere of their
road with school road
(mode: table/written/wp
task)

Can children identify
when and where parking
is a problem? (mode:
annotated map)

Can children recognize
how parking is
controlled? (mode:
sketch)

Children can identify a
variety of solutions
(mode: poster)

Children can use evidence
to present a case (mode:
letter)

Carry out simple traffic
survey on road outside
school; graph and analyse
results (pairs)

Lower ability: complete
table

Higher ability: give reasons
for preferring one road to
another

Carry out survey at
different times of day, map
results

Visit road outside school,
sketch/photograph ways to
control parking on map,
incorporate photos into
map

Use photographs,
brochures, ref. books etc.
to identify ways of making
an area safe (group work)

Using data collected,
write/wp letter to transport
dept of local council with
suggestions for new safety
feature

Lower ability: use writing
frame

Clipboards,
graphing software

Word processing
software

ICT, numeracy

Literacy, ICT^ j

Base maps, local
studies software

ICT

Digital camera,

local studies

base map

Ref. material

writing frames

word processing
templates

ICT

Sustainable
development

Literacy,

ICT,
citizenship
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Table 3.6 Unit of work for Year 4: 'St Lucia'

Learning objectives Assessment Activity and organization Special resources Links

Where is St Lucia?

Locate St Lucia

(2c, ci, 3b, c, g, 4a)

Can locate Caribbean, St
Lucia and major features
(mode: worksheet, map)

Use atlases/satellite images
to complete worksheet and
annotate blank map

Atlases, satellite
images, blank maps

What are St Lucia and
Castries like?

Search WWW for Can devise and answer
information on St Lucia questions on St Lucia
( la, 2a, f, 3a) (mode: word processing)

What is it like for children
to live in Castries?

Know about children's
lives in Castries

( la, e, 2f, 3a, d)

Can produce diary of
child from Castries (mode:
written work)

Raise questions (class);
learn to use Ask Jeeves;
answer questions (ability
pairs); contribute to St
Lucia fact file

Watch Pen Pals video;
email children in Castries
with questions about their
life; write illustrated diary
of child from Castries

Access to Internet ICT, music

Email, Pen Pals
video

Literacy, ICT

Why is the island like it is?

Recognize impact of
weather on St Lucia

(1c , 3c, 4a, b)

Can identify patterns in
rainfall and temp, data
and relate to physical
environment (mode:
conclusions from graph)

Draw graphs of
temperature and rainfall,
identify patterns, relate to
vegetation, tourism, etc.

St Lucia pack
graphing software

Numeracy,
ICT

How does tourism affect
St Lucia?

Know why tourists come
to St Lucia

(2d, 3d)

Identify benefits and
drawbacks of tourism

(1e, 5a)

Can produce poster to
identify tourist attractions
(mode: poster)

Can identify benefits and
drawbacks of tourism
(mode: role play)

Use travel brochures to
identify tourist attractions
and produce tourist poster

Discussion about impact of
tourism; role play - groups
take roles in debate over
new development

Travel brochures

Role cards Sustainable
development

How does Castries
compare with here?

Identify similarities and Can identify similarities
differences between and differences (mode:
Castries and own letter/table)
locality (le, 3f)

Write/word-process letter
as a tourist comparing St
Lucia with own locality
Lower ability: complete
table

St Lucia pack, wp
software

ICT, literacy
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Short-term Planning
Short-term planning for the Foundation Stage an d Ke y Stages 1  and 2  is done
by class teacher s o r by members of the nurser y team. This level of planning,
whether fo r a  lesso n o r a n activity , shoul d b e sufficientl y detaile d t o
indicate clearl y wha t i s bein g taught , ho w i t i s bein g taugh t an d ho w th e
children ar e expecte d t o learn . I t i s importan t that plannin g i s adjuste d i n
the ligh t o f teaching an d assessmen t o f children's learning . When planning
lessons o r activities, teacher s mus t make a number of decisions. The learning
objective wil l hav e bee n identifie d i n medium-ter m planning : doe s i t
involve knowledg e o r a  skil l t o be acquired , a concep t to be grasped o r a n
issue t o be investigated? I s i t more concerned with th e children' s abilit y t o
engage i n th e enquir y process ? Teacher s wil l nee d t o decid e o n th e
most effectiv e approac h whic h wil l enabl e childre n t o lear n an d demon -
strate wha t the y hav e learned , a s wel l a s usin g th e availabl e tim e an d
resources efficiently .

Planning a lesson or activity

A good lesson plan has the following features:

a clear, specific, relatively small-scale learning objective, derived from the Programme of

Study or Early Learning Goals, which can be assessed, stating what the children will be

able to do, know or understand at the end of the session;

what will be assessed (linked to the learning objective) and how;

key teaching points/questions/action and how the children are expected to respond;

the incorporation of ICT if appropriate;

details of how the children will be organized;

stimulating tasks and resources matched to children's experience and ability and

informed by assessment;

provision for differentiation, if appropriate;

precise details of resources such as the name of a video or the scale of a map;

opportunities for feedback; and

clear progression from the introduction to the conclusion.

Introduction
This section should include:

telling the children what they are going to learn-,
recapping or recalling previous experience;
key teaching points o r key questions, ne w vocabulary t o be introduced;
how the children will respond .
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The first few minutes of a lesson ar e crucial and it is well worth the beginning
teacher spendin g tim e o n thinkin g ho w h e o r sh e i s goin g t o gai n th e
children's attention an d interes t the m in what i s to follow. This will often involv e
something visual : a map , a  picture or an artefact , o r reference to a display .
An alternativ e i s a  brie f anecdot e (tru e o r fictitious! ) t o introduc e th e
lesson's content .

64 A t some poin t durin g th e introduction , th e childre n nee d t o be told th e
purpose of the lesson in order to help them learn more effectively. This also means
that they can reflect on their learning a t the end of the session. It is advisable to
write down key teaching point s and any new vocabulary, otherwis e teacher s can
be sidetracked o r interrupted unnecessarily .

Beginning teachers have a tendency to try to pack too much into an introduction.
They need to ensure that they do not talk too much or for too long; that time is lef t
for children to ask questions ; that time is left for them to clarify points and ensur e
that the children are clear about what they have to do.

\r
This section shoul d include:

• th e task/s on which the children are engaged;
• ho w the children are organized;
• differentiatio n i f other than by outcome - for example by resources, by task, or by support;
• ho w the teacher and children will interact; and
• th e nature of adult intervention, if any.

It is important for teachers t o consider their role and the for m that any adul t
support or intervention might take during this period of a lesson. Is it to work with
a particula r grou p or to monitor each group , decidin g who needs mor e input or
encouragement, o r extending by appropriate questioning? I f this is relayed to the
children, it will encourage them to work more independently.

Extension
This section shoul d onl y include geographical task s which more able children, or
those who finish early, will complete in order to extend their learning. Thes e could
include using differen t referenc e sources o r applying a skill in a different context .
The task should not involve drawing a picture or colouring in!
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Conclusion

Sufficient tim e should be left at the end of a lesson no t only for resources to be put
away but also for reviewing and consolidating the children's learning. This can be
achieved by, for example:

playing a game;
children sharing and discussing thei r learning;
the work being connected to future activities ; o r
a similar question being asked i n a different context .

Figures 3.2 and 3.3 give examples of lesson activit y plans drawn fro m th e
units of work detailed in Tables 3.5 and 3.6. I n the lesson i n Figure 3.2 there is a
strong link with literacy; Figure 3.3 is an example of a lesson where children are
being taught a  particular skill.

Reflective Questions
How do long-term plans for geography reflec t the school' s particular circumstances, such a s
its location?
Do long-term plans provide adequate coverage of the fou r aspects a s well as balance in
integrating skills , places and themes ?
How do you adap t QC A or published schemes ?
How do you make the most of geography's potential to support other areas of the
curriculum?
How do you incorporate the development of geographical skills and knowledge in the
curriculum when it is not timetabled?
Do you plan to use a range of approaches to teaching and learning, ways of organizing
pupils, resources and activities within units of work?
How do you plan for children to make progress in some way during a unit of work?
Is your short-term planning clear and concise while providing sufficient informatio n on
what you are teaching and how the children are learning?
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Subject Geography: Making our road safer Class Y2 Date Time 1 hour

Learning objective

Children will be able to present a case to improve the environment (1 d, 5b)

Other purposes: letter writing

Assessment

Criterion: Can children use evidence to present a case?

Method/mode: marking letter

Resources

Templates, writing frames (hard copy and templates on computer)

Teaching points/questions/actio n Children's activities

Introduction
• Ask children about survey results an
ways of making roads safe

• Discuss what would be appropriate in our ro

• Explain how decisions about local environme
are made

• Ask/tell children about features of a lett

• Stress need to use evidence to support cas

• Ask more able children for appropriate
persuasive language they could use

• Recall previous work

• Make suggestions with reasons

• Suggest writing to local council

Development

• CCA (Child Care Assistant) to work with less able group

or

Use template to produce letter

Less able - use writing frame

In pairs, word-process letter using
template/writing frame

More able include scanned photographs

Extension Produce map/diagram to accompany letter

Plenary/conclusion
• Ask whether children have made sensible suggestions

• Ask whether letters are effective

Selected children read out letters

Respond with reasons

Children identify use of evidence, etc.

Figure 3.2 Lesson plan for Year 2
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Subject Geography: What is St Lucia like? Class Y4 Date Time 20 mins (intro)

Learning objective
Children will know how to search WWW for information on St Lucia ( la, 2f, 3, 6b)
Other purposes: co-operative working

Assessment
Criterion: Can children search WWW for information on St Lucia?
Method/mode: observation of printout

Resources
OHP, OHTs, ref. sources, computer with access to Internet and factfile set up, list of children in ability pairs

Teaching points/questions/action Children's activities

Introduction
Ask children to suggest what they'd like to find out
about St Lucia, write questions on board
Recap on different sources of information (ref. books,
video, photographs, maps etc)
Teach how to use Ask Jeeves - use OHTs of computer
screen - keep questions simple
Recap on how to cut and paste into another file

Suggest appropriate questions

Make suggestions

Suggest appropriate questions from those
on board

Development
Identify one question for each pair of children
(differentiate between simple questions which
need one-word answer and those where children
will need to read)
Read through list of instructions (OHT) with
children and put up by computer
Put up list of paired children by computer
Check how each pair is working

Work in pairs (ability) to find answer to
question
Cut and paste question and answer into
St Lucia factfile
Tell next pair it's their turn

Extension Edit and print out factfile

Plenary/conclusion
Ask children what they have learned
Ask if there were any problems using Ask Jeeves
Outline next session - using factfile and other
resources to find out about children's lives
on St Lucia

Respond to questions

Figure 3.3 Lesson plan for Year 4
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Organizing and
Managing Geography

Children in a primary class or nursery are usually taught by one teacher or
a smal l group of adults, an d thus these adult s are responsible fo r helping
children to reach their ful l potential . Organizin g and managin g children' s
learning effectively plays an important part in this process. The Early Learning
Goals provide clear guidelines a s to how young children should be taught,
whereas th e National Curriculum (2000 ) dictate s th e content o f teaching
but not the process. Children also learn in different ways and have differen t
needs. Consequently , teachers have to decide when it is appropriate to use
particular teaching and learning strategies to ensure tha t geography i s
accessible and of interest to all children.

Beginning teachers tend to focus on the content of lessons and 'getting
through it ' rathe r than on what the children are learning and how this is
organized. The previous chapter focused on planning to enable children to
learn and mak e progress. Thi s chapter explores differen t way s i n which
children can be organized in order for them to learn. It then considers how
teachers can  provide for differentiation to  enable all  children to achiev e
success. Other aspects of classroom management are also covered, including
organizing othe r adults, organizing resources and producing a classroom
environment which enhances children's geographical learning . The chapter
concludes by considering how practitioners can assess the effectiveness of
their teaching through self-evaluation .

Organizing the Children
The way in which teachers organiz e children for an activity is determined
by the nature of the task being undertaken and the type of learning which
is anticipated. Childre n may work as a  whole class, i n groups, i n pairs or
on an individual basis. Although practicalities , such as the availability of
resources, may need to be taken into consideration, effective teachers choose



the mos t appropriate form o f organization for the task i n hand. In general terms,
the benefits of these differen t form s are as follows:

Ways of working and their benefits

individually: for developing children's ability to work independently and autonomously;

in groups: for developing language and social skills; as a means by which children can

support, challenge and extend their learning together;

whole class: for direct teaching (exposition and questioning); for introducing new work,

recalling and recapping on previous learning; for summarizing, reviewing and

consolidating learning; for giving instructions.

Most geography lessons in primary settings will begin and end with the teacher
engaging with the whole class. In between, children will work either individuall y
or collaboratively. Effective teachers aim to achieve a balance between these differen t
forms o f organization i n their teaching a s each has it s strengths an d limitations .
For instance, a focus on individual work means that similar points will have to be
repeated and children may make less progress, lacking the stimulus of other children
and having limited contact with the teacher. Children may have to work in groups
on different tasks because of the availability of resources: this takes careful planning
and again point s may be repeated. On the other hand, whole-class teaching tends
to be directed at the middle ability range and there may be children who will be
bored with the pace or unable to follow what is happening. Beginning teachers need
to develop good exposition skills, a feeling for appropriate pace and timing, and the
ability to involve all members of the class through both directed questioning and
body language suc h as constantly scannin g the children or walking to differen t
parts of the room.

Within geography lessons, i t would be appropriate to use particular forms of
class organization as shown in Table 4.1.

Table 4.1 Suitability of different forms of class organization according to activity being undertaken

Form of organization Activity

Individual Drawing a map, reading a reference book, using a digital camera, writing a
poem about the weather, drawing a graph

In pairs Searching the World Wide Web, measuring and recording the weather, carrying
out a survey, using Roamer, using a map

In groups River fieldwork (measuring and recording), interpreting photographs, role play,
producing a report on an enquiry, watching a demonstration of river processes

Whole class A debate, listening to a story, watching a video
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Several forms of organization may also be employed within one lesson, as the
following example demonstrates .

Use of different forms of classroom organization within a lesson

A Year 3 class suggested a number of questions about the lives of children who live in Lima

which they would like to answer. Their teacher wrote the questions on the whiteboard.

They then watched relevant parts of a video. The teacher asked the children to work in

groups to answer the questions and choose one child to record the answers. He also asked

them to think individually whether there was anything else which they had learned from

the video. During the plenary session, each group read out their answers to see if

everyone agreed and then the children shared any further observations they had made.

Group work
Teachers find it valuable to work with small groups of children as this can provide
opportunities to:

use higher-order questioning extendin g an able group analysing dat a fro m a
questionnaire;

provide further inpu t enabling  a less able group to complete a task by
introducing and explaining additiona l resources ;

engage children in discussion encouragin g a mixed group to discuss how they intend
to plan an enquiry and what each child will be
responsible for.

Teachers can group children by age, ability , friendship or interest, o r place
them in mixed ability groups. Each method has advantages an d drawbacks. Grouping
by age in mixed year classes is usually no t very useful as the groups wil l contain
children with different levels of ability, interests and needs. Grouping by ability can
be appropriate fo r specific differentiated tasks ; for extending more able children ;
for giving closer attention to those requiring additional help; or for teaching a group
which has reached a particular stage. However, the groups are often determined on
the basis of the children's level of literacy and numeracy, whereas it is more important
to consider the task on which the children are engaged. Fo r example, there may
well be children whose spatial awareness bear s little relation to their ability to read
and write . Constantly grouping by ability can lead to children being labelled or
developing a sense of inferiority or superiority.

Friendship groups are popular and so can be motivating, but they can also be
divisive, isolating children or reinforcing stereotypes. Teachers can plan for children
to wor k i n interes t group s fo r certai n activitie s an d thu s capitaliz e o n thei r
enthusiasm. Fo r instance, children could be grouped when investigating a  locality
according to their interest s -  whethe r the approach is 'encyclopedic', focusing on
stamps, flag s an d currency , or on children's school and leisure activities . Mixe d
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ability groups can be useful where different roles can be assigned to each child, for
example in order to produce a report on an enquiry.  They can provide role models
for less able children, although teachers should ensure that more able children work
to their potential an d are not exploited as surrogate teachers .

The benefits of children working as a group are well documented (Bennett and
Dunne, 1992) . By discussing a n issue , for example, children may extend thei r
understanding acros s thei r 'zon e of proximal development' in a way which they
would have been unable to do alone an d thereby 'scaffold ' eac h other's learnin g
(Vygotsky, 1978). It is sometimes claimed that children are engaged in group work
when in fact they are working in a group as individuals rather than as a group. Co-
operative group work, however, does not happen automatically and children need
to be taught certain social skills from an early age to enable them to work effectively
with others. These skills can include listening carefully to others, taking turns, and
deciding on roles for each member of the group.

Routines
Like any othe r lesson, geograph y lesson s will run mor e smoothly if  classroo m
routines ar e clear to children. What are the procedures for getting out and puttin g
away different resources? Wha t do they do with finished work? Can they rub out?
What do they do if they 'get stuck'? It is a good idea to work out these routines and
procedures with the children: ownership means they are more likely to be followed.
However, in order to make routines work, teachers nee d to be clear, consistent and,
if necessary, persistent and insistent. I t is also useful if children are aware of certain
expectations, fo r instance tha t they should alway s loo k and think carefully, take
care with presentation, chec k completed work and try to work independently and
autonomously. Ther e wil l alway s b e som e childre n wh o as k question s fo r
reassurance. Teacher s should try to pre-empt such questions and thus help to build
up a child's confidence .

A pupil with low self-esteem

For a variety of reasons, Carly's self-esteem was at a low ebb. She was constantly bringing

her work to show her teacher and asking 'Is it right?' (it invariably was). In a geography

lesson the class was using maps of the area to describe features of the physical and

human landscape along the course of a river they were studying. Carly's teacher made

sure that she knew exactly what she had to do before starting the task. He also asked her

to bring her work to show him when she had written about one feature. He subsequently

praised her for her efforts and said that he would come and see what she'd done in a few

minutes, by which time he expected her to have written about a further two features. He

returned to see what Carly was doing throughout the lesson, praising her work, making his

expectations clear and extending the intervals at which he visited her table.
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Differentiation
Nurseries and school s hav e a  responsibilit y t o provide a  broad and balance d
curriculum for all pupils. The National Curriculum (2000) and Early Learning Goals
provide a starting point for planning a relevant and interesting geography curriculum.
However, children learn in different ways, at different rates and have different levels
of attainment , interes t an d confidence . Thus , th e curriculu m also need s t o 7 3

accommodate differences between children and match learning opportunities with
individual learning needs. Differentiation involve s providing all children with work
at an appropriate level which enables them not only to participate but also to learn,
demonstrate what they know, understand o r can do, and make progress .

Teachers tend to focus o n differentiation in the core subjects. However , it is
an essential elemen t in effective teachin g a s i t provides all children with access to
the curriculum and with opportunities to fulfil their potential. It is also perhaps one
of the hardest aspect s of teaching to 'get right', particularly for beginning teacher s
with little knowledge of the childre n in their class , an d i t is far easier t o identif y
differences between children than to work out what to do about them. Also, teachers
aim to use their time efficiently, ye t teaching a class as a whole may be ineffectiv e
since i t mean s tha t th e individua l need s o f particula r childre n ar e ignored .
Nevertheless, differentiation i s not about creating individual programmes for every
child in a class. This is not only impractical and unworkable but also undesirable .
It may isolate the children and they will not be able to reap the benefits from working
in a group.

Hart (1992 ) suggests that teachers shoul d focu s on the difficulties tha t aris e
from the curriculum rather than those related to pupils. There are a number of steps
teachers ca n take a t the medium-term planning stage to ensure that children are
able to achieve and make progress .

Steps to take at the medium-term planning stage

Incorporate a variety of teaching and learning strategies such as organizing the children

in different ways; using different approaches to teaching and learning; involving the

children in different types of activity.

Plan to use a range of different resources - for example, videos rather than textbooks

may appeal to some children.

Identify different methods for assessment to enable children to demonstrate their

learning.

Enabling all children to achieve can also b e helped by the following features
of good practice.
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Enabling children to achieve

Give clear instructions, explanations and expectations.

Identify clear learning objectives which are shared with children.

Sequence questions towards the learning objective.

Recap on previous knowledge.

Ensure that learning is consolidated.

Provide resources that are easily accessible.

Use an appropriate level of language.

Balance teacher exposition with independent and collaborative work.

Have high expectations of attainment and involvement.

Value the children's responses [and not just the correct answer).

Give positive, quality feedback, written or oral, promptly and with points for

improvement.

Produce displays which encourage learning and reflect high expectations.

Promote a supportive classroom atmosphere which focuses on positive discipline and

praise.

Experienced teachers often differentiat e thei r lessons without consciously
acknowledging that they are doing so. However, actually planning for differentiation
ensures that all children should be able to participate. Within individual geography
lessons there are various ways in which children's needs can be catered for. Some
of these will need planning; others are standard features of experienced teachers'
practice. Both apply to fieldwork as well as to classroom-based work.

Outcome
Differentiation b y outcome i s probably the mos t common form o f differentiation
where children use the same resources and have a common task which is sufficiently
open-ended fo r them all to achieve success at their own level. Activities need to be
accessible t o all children and shoul d no t be dependent upon knowledge o r skills
that only some of them possess. Differentiation b y outcome can be overused and ,
to ensure i t is effective, teacher s nee d to make their expectations clea r to ensure
that the task is sufficiently challenging fo r all children.

Differentiation by outcome

A Year 4 class designs posters to entice tourists to St Lucia. They have access to a range of

resources which they have used in previous activities. This particular task is useful as an

assessment exercise: it identifies the information children have gleaned from the resources

and their understanding of the nature of tourism.
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Differentiation by task can be achieved i n various ways. Children may be engaged
on different tasks with the same objective; alternatively, a  task can be open-ended
or more structured an d clearly sequenced fo r less confident children. Teachers need
to be aware that they ma y over- o r underestimate wha t children may be able to

Differentiation by task

A class of Year 3 children produce plans of the classroom, working in ability pairs. The

work is planned at three levels, from arranging pre-cut shapes on a piece of paper to

taking and using measurements of the room and furniture.

Recording
Recording is closely linked to differentiation by task. There are many different ways
in which children can record their geographical knowledg e an d understandin g
(sketches, graphs , map s and plans , tape , video, photographs, tally , chart ) othe r
than in written form, thus ensuring that they are not restricted by any lack of ability
to write properly.

Recording of results and observations

A Year 6 class is undertaking an enquiry into a local environmental issue. The children are

able to choose an appropriate method of recording their observations, such as annotated

maps or sketches, digital photographs (to which they will later add text) or notes to be

written up.

Organization
A teacher may plan for children with similar needs or abilities to work on a particular
task. He or she may also pair children, a less able with a more able child, although
this needs to be done with care, with the teacher's expectation s of each child being
made clear, to avoid the more able taking control.

Feedback and target-setting fo r future learning
Most teachers differentiate the feedback, whether oral or written, they give children
and the targets they set. A child who has low self-esteem, for example, will be highly
praised; a more able child will be set questions to extend his or her thinking .
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Stepped tasks/extension
Children can be given a series o f increasingly demandin g tasks to enable them to
work at their own pace and own level. Teachers need to ensure that children do not
see this as a form of competition; or that more able, less motivated children linger
unduly on the less demanding tasks. Stepped tasks could cause difficulties i n that
children may not have a common starting point for a subsequent geography lesson.
The solution to this is to have core tasks achievable by all children, with extensio n
activities fo r those wh o are capabl e of taking thei r learning furthe r i n the time
available.

Stepped tasks

Year 1 children use a sketch of the school grounds produced by their teacher to recognize

and record geographical features. A series of stepped tasks is planned as follows:

recognize and colour in three features;

identify three named features;

add three extra features;

add directions;

add estimates of distances and size.

Questioning
Most experienced teachers automatically use questioning as a form of differentiation.
Beginning teachers ma y need to consider more carefully wha t typ e of questions ,
whether ora l or written, are appropriat e for particular children and i n particular
circumstances.

Differentiated questioning

A class of Year 1 children is engaged on tasks following fieldwork in the school grounds.

Their teacher asks each (mixed ability) group appropriately differentiated questions,

ranging from questions involving factual recall to ones which require higher-order thinking.

For example:

What did we see on the ground around the school gates?

What kind of litter was there?

Where do you think it had come from?

If you were the school caretaker, how do you think you would feel?

Support
In providing for differentiation by support, teachers plan to work with particular
children, either individuals o r groups, becaus e they have identified a specific need.
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T
extra suppor t to enable them to extend their thinking; o r an adult helper might be
assigned to help a child who appears to lack motivation.

Providing support for children who need it

A Year 5 class is using atlases to answer questions. Their teacher has identified a group of _„
children who have had difficulties in the literacy hour in using reference books. He plans to

work with this group until he is satisfied that they are confident about using an atlas.

Intervention
Differentiation b y intervention, unlike differentiation by support, i s not planned
but i s part of everyday teaching. I t makes a n importan t contribution to effectiv e
teaching as it involves not only being aware of children's individual needs but also
being able to make quick yet accurate decisions about their level of understanding
or particular problem and responding appropriately to enable them to progress. The
ability to do it develops with experience.

Appropriate intervention

Emma, a Year 1 child, is having difficulty drawing a plan view of a model she has made.

The teacher puts the model on an overhead projector to make the outline clearer.

sources and materials
Resources can be provided which, for example, make different demands on children's
ability t o rea d referenc e books , newspaper s o r maps . Worksheet s ma y b e
differentiated t o give more scope for initiative.

Providing appropriate resources

Year 5 children are working in pairs on the computer to access information about the

weather and climate of St Lucia. Some pairs are provided with a short list of bookmarked

Web sites to enable them to locate information with appropriate 'readability'.

Worksheets/Activity Sheets
OFSTED inspector s sometime s commen t on th e excessiv e us e o f commercial
worksheets, ofte n a s a  means o f keeping children occupied, with little thought
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having bee n given to what might be learned through thei r completion. However,
worksheets o r activity sheet s produced by class teachers ca n be a useful tool for
teaching and learning. They can be used to promote discussion, help foster researc h
skills and support practical activities as well as being useful for assessment purposes .
Good worksheets can take time to prepare, so it is worth ensuring that they are well
designed and promote children's active, enquiry-based learning in geography. Using

78 IC T to produce worksheets means that they can be of high quality, include scanned
photographs or maps if appropriate, and thus be attractive and motivating for children
to use. I t is also relatively straightforward to produce differentiated work .

When childre n ar e engage d o n fieldwork , i t i s importan t tha t the y ar e
encouraged t o observe closely , use their senses and talk about what they can see .
However, there are times when worksheets are useful as a way both of stimulating
enquiry and o f providing a structure fo r recording. The principles underlying th e
devising o f good worksheets ar e simila r whether they are to be used i n or out of
the classroom.

Worksheets

Good worksheets should:

be well laid out and clear;

be motivating to use, perhaps with some graphics included;

be easy to understand, with straightforward vocabulary;

not be overloaded with text;

have a clear purpose;

be open-ended or graded to provide for differentiation;

provide for independent and collaborative working; and

ask questions such as how?, why? and which? that promote higher-order thinking as well

as questions which require a factual response;

They should no t involve colouring in unless thi s i s related to a mapping task. In
addition, worksheets fo r use during fieldwork should:
include question s which involv e thinking rather than simply doing ;
require differen t type s of response, such as drawing , decidin g o r estimating;
not contain too many directions; and
encourage children to use their senses where appropriate and safe .

The following is an excerpt from a worksheet which begins with a simple cloze
procedure that childre n can answer throug h th e use o f secondary sources . Th e
subsequent question s ar e open-ended to allow for a range of responses.
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St Lucia is one of the

The climate is

islands. It is located in the sea, to the east of

Where are bananas grown on St Lucia?

Could we grow bananas in the UK?

How do bananas reach the UK from St Lucia?

Would you like to work on a banana plantation? 79

The next example engages children in problem-solving and involves them working
collaboratively.

Imagine that you are hotel developers and you want to build a new hotel on St Lucia.

In your group, decide on a good location for the hotel and mark it on the map.

Why do you think this would be a good location?

Do you think that anyone would object to your new hotel?

Why?

How could you convince them that it would be a good idea?

Organizing Other Adults
Most teachers sometimes work with other adults in the classroom. These may include
special needs teachers, language support teachers, student s and ancillaries as well
as parent helpers and other volunteers. Indeed , it would be unusual to find a school
which did not encourage the involvement of parents and other adult helpers in the
classroom. They can help make the most effective use of equipment and materials ,
perhaps utilizing a particular skill such as cartography; foste r a sense of security
by providing more support; and ac t as role models, for example by displaying an
enthusiasm fo r geography. Fo r parents, involvemen t in the classroom develop s
home-school links and can contribute to their understanding of geography in 3-1 1
settings.

Parental involvement

The class teacher displays a poster outside the classroom explaining what the children

will be learning in next term's geography topic on a contrasting locality. Parents are asked

if they would like to be involved, particularly in the field trip, and whether they have any

resources which could be used. They are subsequently invited to a school assembly on
the topic.
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Organizing and managing possibly older and more experienced adults can be a
daunting task for beginning teachers. This is particularly true for those working in the
Foundation Stage. Nursery nurses often have roles and responsibilities very similar to
those of qualified teachers yet do not attract the same level of pay or status.

It is important that the rol e of each staf f membe r is made clear i n order to
establish good working relationships. I n the case of voluntary helpers, most school s

30 hav e policie s to follow which will cover issues such a s volunteers ' suitabilit y fo r
work with children and the need to maintain confidentiality. There are also a number
of steps teachers can take in order to make the most effective use of adult assistance.

Using adult assistance effectively

Make the classroom a welcoming place.

Find out about the role of support staff and procedures for briefing them.

Discover the interests and abilities of potential helpers.

Find out if they can help on a regular basis; this will provide more continuity for the

children and perhaps more satisfaction for the helper.

Avoid assigning helpers on a stereotypical basis (women helping with cooking samosas

while men assist children in using a CD-ROM on India).

Involve helpers in planning activities: they need to be clear about what the children

should be learning and how they are to go about this.

Make sure that roles, responsibilities and procedures, for example for discipline, are

clear, to the children as well as to the adults involved.

Organizing the Learning Environment
An environment which is stimulating and accessible, and contains high-quality resources,
is likely to support and encourage children's learning in geography. Initially teachers
need to take children's safety into account when organizing the classroom. In addition,
particular activities, such as making and tasting food from differen t places, will need to
take the school's healt h an d safety requirements into account. Children should also
understand and observe nursery or school rules and conventions and be encouraged to
take responsibility for their own actions. The way in which the available space and
furniture are arranged should not cause major disruption or hinder teachers' observing
and monitoring of the children's learning. Where possible, use should be made of the
'outdoor classroom', for example when using a model to demonstrate river processes .

Many of the points considered in this chapter apply equally to the organizatio n
of fieldwork. However, because i t involves mor e complex planning, organizatio n
and management , particularl y to ensure children' s safety , fieldwork is considered
at length i n Chapter 5.
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Organizing Information and
Communications Technology

Teachers are required to integrate IC T into their teaching whenever it is appropriate
and possible. Geography provide s a  range of contexts for incorporating ICT , but
some forethought and planning is required in order to make the most effective us e
of what, apart from adults, i s the most expensive resource in the classroom. School s

Selecting and using a  range o f up-to-date, appropriat e resources whic h suppor t
active, investigativ e learning i s essential to good geography and these will be
considered in more depth in Chapter 6. Their organization also requires some thought
and attention t o detail, particularl y where they are shared wit h colleagues . Th e

Q 4geography co-ordinato r has a  responsibility for resources, bu t class and nurser y
teachers will still need to:

identify resource s which may need to be booked or borrowed, such as artefacts fro m othe r
places, in medium-term planning;
ensure that there are sufficient resource s for the task in hand - fo r example, is there a class
set of atlases?;
check that resources they intend to use are durable - for  example, that maps and
photographs hav e been laminated;
check that resources they intend to use have been well maintained: dog-eare d photographs
and crackly videos are not motivating;
ensure that children know how the school or class library system works:  can they find a
book on life in a particular country, or on rivers, or on pollution? (books to support
geography are usually foun d i n more than one place); and
check that resources i n the classroom or base are clearly labelled (usin g pictures if
appropriate) and easily accessible s o that children know where to find them and where to
return them .

Making resources easily accessible will enable children to make choices when
selecting appropriat e equipment or materials a s well as encourag e them to take
responsibility for keeping the classroom tidy. Again, establishing routines , say for
getting out and clearing away painting materials, i s important.

Organizing resources  effectively

A member of the nursery staff had produced 1 : 1 plans of equipment that children used in

the sand and water. These had been laminated and stuck on a low shelf next to the sand

and water trays. When the children had finished with a particular item, they were taught to

replace it on the shelf, matching the object with its plan.
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vary greatly i n the hardware and software that are available, although mos t base s
and classroom s hav e a t least one computer and som e school s hav e dedicate d
computer suites. They may also have othe r hardware suc h as digita l and video
cameras and programmable floor turtles, which can be used in a geographical context .

New teachers wil l need to ascertain wha t resource s are available and wher e
they ar e stored , th e systems for booking out equipment and the procedure to be

82 followe d when there is a problem such as a faulty machine. They should also find
out whether a  computer is permanently accessible before planning units o f work,
as this will have implication s for incorporating its use i n geography lessons. The
next stage is to decide when the use o f ICT would be appropriate in terms of both
more effective teaching and assisting children's learning. For example, do children
gain anythin g fro m usin g an interactiv e CD-RO M atlas or could the computer be
put to better use? I n this cas e i t might be that childre n with reading difficultie s
would benefit from hearing the text read out, whereas other children would develop
their research skill s better through th e use of a conventional atlas.

Once these decisions have been made, checking the following points will help
to ensure tha t ICT is used safely and efficiently.

Safe and efficient use of ICT

Before school starts, check that hardware (including the printer) is functioning correctly

and that software is working.

Vlake sure that any batteries are fully charged, there is sufficient paper and that ink

:artridges are not likely to run out.

\vo\d trailing cables.

Keep hardware away from water, paint, food and drink.
Dosition the computer so as to have an overview of the activity.

Position the screen to avoid reflections from windows and lighting.

Position the monitor so that the screen does not distract other children.

Maintain the volume of any sound at an acceptable level.

Make sure children are sitting at an appropriate height.

Reinforce children's awareness of precautions to be taken, such as when handling

software.

Understand specialist terms in order to give precise explanations to children.

Provide a record sheet for children to tick when they have completed the task (they

should then inform the next pair).

When planning tasks involving the use of a computer, teachers need to know the
level of the children's skills: for example, do they know how to search a CD-ROM for
information or will this have to be taught? Can they teach their peers? They can then
decide how best to introduce the activity, for example by preparing instruction cards
that enable children to work independently. Whole-class teaching will need supporting
with appropriate visual aids such as an overhead transparency or key instructions on
the computer screen, using a large television as the computer monitor.
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Planning th e siz e an d compositio n o f working groups als o need s som e
consideration. Ideally, children should wor k in twos or threes a s this stimulate s
collaboration and discussion. Again children will work more effectively i f they have
been taught group work skills-, they can then, for example, decide on who is going
to operate the keyboard or the mouse or read the screen. Children could be in single-
or mixed-sex groups , ability or mixed ability, friendship group s o r paired with a
child o f a simila r personalit y (whic h can generate livel y discussion) . What is
important is that one child, through eithe r personality or experience, does no t
dominate the activity. In certain situations, individual work may be appropriate, for
example to reinforce a particular skill or for a child with special educational needs.

It is essential that teachers spen d time with groups usin g ICT , intervenin g
when appropriate , asking question s an d stimulatin g discussion . Adul t helpers
need their role explaining carefully. It may not be possible for all children to have
access to particular softwar e o r tasks during on e uni t o f work. I t is therefore
important to keep records of who has don e what to ensure that over the year all
members o f the clas s gain experienc e of, for example, using a CD-RO M in a
geographical context .

Display
There is no doubt that assemblin g an d maintainin g attractive an d worthwhile
displays takes a considerable amount of time and effort . Som e teachers see m to
possess a natural flai r for it, whereas i t takes others som e time to develop the
requisite skills. However , display can be seen a s an integra l part of the teachin g
and learning process and geography provides a wealth of opportunities for creating
displays.

Displays

Displays can:

celebrate children's achievements and enhance their self-image;

provide an attractive, lively and stimulating environment;

exemplify and set standards;

inform staff, parents and other visitors about children's experiences and work;

provide opportunities for children to interact, for example by posing questions, inviting

participation in a quiz or setting a problem-solving activity;

provide a resource for teachers to refer to and for children to use during lessons;

demonstrate an enquiry-based approach to geography, either as a stimulus or as a

summary;

consolidate and reinforce learning, such as the learning of new vocabulary; and

act as a stimulus for future learning.

ORGANIZING AND MANAGING GEOGRAPHY
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Displays should reflect th e variety and breadth of the geography curriculum,
including evidence of practical activities as well as written work, and materia l which
reflects both the use of skills and acquisition of knowledge and understanding. Teachers
need to ensure that the work displayed reflects th e genuine efforts o f all children to
avoid som e being overlooked whilst others receive disproportionate recognition.
Involving children in some of the decision-making about which resources and work to

84 displa y and how to do so can help to ensure that displays are used and referred to .
Teachers should aim to use a range of techniques: displays can be 2D and 3D,

on vertical an d flat surfaces, hang from th e ceiling, encourage observatio n o r be
more interactive. They can be the starting point of a topic, stimulating interes t and
curiosity, or summarize what has been learned. Displays can also take the form of
a role-play are a suc h a s a travel agent's or an environment such a s a rainforest .
Children's wor k ca n b e mixe d wit h commercia l materia l suc h a s map s an d
photographs, a s wel l as artefacts . Beginnin g teachers wil l find i t useful to make
annotated sketche s o r take photographs o f displays whic h they feel  ar e effective ,
to inform their future practice .

Teachers' displays may be subject to outside influences such as the availability
and quality of resources as well as their own confidence and expertise. Many schools
have guidelines about display, for example about mounting and colours for backing
paper and sometimes , unfortunately , abou t displayin g wor k with errors . I t is,
however, the quality of a display which demonstrates tha t children's work is valued,
and high quality can be achieved i f teachers prepare displays carefully .

Preparing a display

• Plan ahead, identifying opportunities for incorporating display when completin

medium-term planning.

• Gather resource

• Save children's wor

• Choose an appropriate colour scheme for where the display is, say, in a dark corner, 

which reflects the content of the work, such as blues and silver for work on water.

• Put up backing paper evenly and carefull

• Either single- or double-mount children's work (named

• Use a commercial border or produce one using a computer or photocopie

• Use a variety of text (computer, stencils and handwriting which conforms to scho

guidelines) for titles and captions.

• Think about the height of displays (can children read them?

• Remember that less is more: spaces between items are as important as those which ar

occupied.

• Include an explanation of the task for the benefit of parents, staff and any other visitor

• Encourage interaction through questions and labe

• Loosely pin up, then staple each corner; use drawing pins only to hold heavier articles 

place.

• Maintain displays in good conditio
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Figure 4.1 demonstrates several features of good practice. It focuses on enquiry,
encourages interactio n with the display and incorporates maps, photographs an d
artefacts. Children can also listen to a tape of music or rainforest sounds on a small
cassette player. Commercia l material can be used initiall y as a stimulus and the n
replaced with or supplemented by children's work as the unit of work progresses.

Would you like to live there? What is the climate like?

What is life like on St Lucia?

How are tourists affecting St Lucia?Is school like ours?

Life on
St Lucia

What might you hear? Where is St Lucia?

^Jy-^What is grown?

Figure 4.1 Display on St Lucia

Self-evaluation of Geography Teaching
The previous two chapters have focused on planning and organizing for effectiv e
teaching and worthwhile learning in geography. However, the processes of monitoring
and evaluating, reflecting upon and refining one's practice are essential fo r improving
teaching and consequently benefiting children's learning. Monitoring is basically a
descriptive activity - in other words, recording what takes place, such as what the
pupils did, what the teacher di d and how resources were used. Evaluation, o n the
other hand, can be summative, at the en d o f the uni t of work or, more usefully ,
ongoing and formative. It involves teachers considering not only individual lessons
but als o their approac h to education an d ho w that migh t be reflected i n their
geography teaching. I t need not be a solitary experience: teachers a t any level can
benefit fro m working together, observing each other's practic e in order to analys e
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and develop their practice. Parents, visitors and non-teaching staff can also be asked
for thei r opinions and idea s o r feedback if appropriate.

Beginning teachers may need guiding in the skills of effective practice and will
be involved in trial and error and problem-solving as they develop. As they become
more competent, in other words clearer about what they want children to learn and
how they think they should go about helping them learn it, and successful in getting
children to listen an d d o as they are told, their confidence will grow. Although
becoming a teacher involves achieving a number of standards - a 'technician' model
- thi s and a 'reflective practitioner ' model do not have to be mutually exclusive. If
teachers reflec t intelligentl y o n thei r practice , they ca n become more flexible,
independent and creative in the long term, for example involving children in more
open-ended enquiries. The quality of children's learning should also be improved
as a result of the bank of effective teaching idea s which has been built up and the
insights whic h have been gained fro m children' s responses .

Numerous aspects o f practice can be evaluated. A t individual lesson level , a
focus migh t b e identifie d before th e lesson . Alternatively , a  sessio n ma y go
outstandingly well or be a near-disaster, i n both cases it is worth reflecting afterwards
why this was so. Teachers need to remember that the enjoyment children gain fro m
a lesson i s important, but this does not necessarily equat e with learning, and they
need to adopt a more critical attitude. A further skil l is to identify criteria that indicate
success and then, if necessary, decide what to do differently next time. For example,
if most of the children remained on task for most of the time, this could indicate a
high leve l of interest an d motivation . The following questions indicate areas o n
which teachers might choose to focus.

Teachers' self-evaluation

• Did I plan in sufficient detail and anticipate any problems

• Was I enthusiastic and were the children interested in what I had to say and motivate

to complete the task?

• Did I involve the children in enquiry, encouraging them to ask as well as answ

questions?

• Did I represent geography so the children could understand it and were my vocabular

and the task pitched at an appropriate level?

• Was the lesson well structured and paced and was adequate time allocated to eac

part?

• Did I choose an effective approach to achieve the learning objectiv

• Did I group the children appropriatel

• Did I cater for the more as well as the less able

• Did I have sufficient resources and were these used well

• Did I make best use of adult suppor

• Did I integrate ICT successfully

• Did I reward children for their efforts

• Was the lesson too demanding on my abilities or energy

TEACHING GEOGRAPHY 3-'
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While being a reflective practitioner is one way in which teachers can improve
their ability to teach geography, i t is equally important to make use of other source s
of information. OFSTED inspection reports provide details o n geography teachin g
at both national and individual school level. National findings can indicate common
strengths and weaknesses. Report s on individual schools can provide more detailed
examples of good practice.

Teachers can also use the results o f research int o teaching an d learning to 87

improve their practice in geography. These may be accessed i n summaries of research
such as those in publications edite d by Scoffham (1998 ) an d Bowles (2000) an d
briefer account s in , fo r example, th e Times  Educational Supplement,  Primary
Geographer, Child  Education and Junior'Education a s well as in academic journals.
The research ma y be specifi c to geography, fo r example concerning how children
learn about physical features or about distant localities , o r use and draw maps; or
it might focu s on a  mor e general aspec t o f education whic h ca n be applied to
geography, suc h as developing children's enquiry skills, teaching IC T successfully,
effective questionin g or developing group work skills .

Two final points are worth making. In the first place, foundation and primary
practice has been influenced by a range of people and events. Some of these influences
have become accepted as unquestionable characteristics o f practice rather than a s
being features ope n to scrutiny and question (Cleg g and Billington , 1994) . It is
important that teachers do not see 'good practice' as a set of rules for teaching and
learning that cannot be challenged; good practice should always b e the subjec t of
debate. All teaching is underpinned by a personal theory of how children learn and,
as Alexande r (1992 ) pointed out, i f the practic e is introduced from a  sense of
obligation rather than conviction, then it is likely to have adverse effects on children.

Second, reflective teachers shoul d b e aware o f ways i n which educationa l
processes ar e influence d b y and contribut e to wider social force s (Pollard , 1997).
They should ac t as responsible professional s an d be open-minded an d willing to
consider differen t evidenc e an d arguments . The y nee d t o develo p thei r ow n
philosophy of education by searching for answers to questions such as those listed
below. This will have implications for their geography teaching. Practitioners may,
for example , see geography a s a major vehicle for raising children's awareness of
inequality and for  developing their sense of  environmental responsibility.

What is my philosophy of education?

• What is the purpose of state primary education

• To what extent should it contribute to the creation of wealth by preparing pupils f

economic production?

• To what extent should it contribute to achieving social justice and individual rights

• What can be achieved through education

• How do I think children learn
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Reflective Questions
• Ho w do you plan to balance whole-class, grou p and individual teaching
• Ho w do you group children in different way s and for different purposes
• Ho w do you teach children the skills necessar y fo r successful group work
• Ho w do you provide for differentiation in a variety of way
88 • Are you critical in your use of c
• Ar e your worksheets wel l produced and do they encourage active learning
• Are your resources organized in a way that makes them readily accessi?

• How do you plan to use space beyond the classroom
• Ho w do you involve other adults in your geography teachin g effectively
• Ho w do you group children for ICT
• D o you measure children's time on the computer by time or task
• Ho w do children know what their role is
• Ho w do children learn to use the software
• Ho w do you avoid a queue of children asking the following questions durin g a geograph
lesson: 'What do I do?' 'What do 1 do next?' 'Where is . . .?' 'How do you spell...?'
'Can I . . . ?' 'Is this right?'
• Ca n you identify what makes a  particular geography displa y effectiv
• D o you evaluate you r teaching on a regular basis and also use research and the opinions o
others to improve your practice?
• I n what ways does your geography teachin g reflec t your personal philosophy of education
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Learning and Teaching
Approaches in
Geography

The apocryphal tale of the 'exper t who couldn't teach' has a  resonance with
many teachers, and som e have gone so far as to suggest that knowledge of
learning and teaching approaches is all that i s needed. This chapter does not
take thi s position , bu t argue s fo r a  successfu l balanc e betwee n subjec t
knowledge, planning skills and knowledge of teaching and learning approaches.
It examines some of the approaches that can be used in teaching geography,
and illustrates these with examples from the Foundation Stage and Key Stages
1 and 2. The chapter makes reference to some of the ideas concerning children's
cognitive development which inform a great deal of current practice in 3-5 an d
primary settings. I t outlines effective learning approaches, discusses effectiv e
organization in the geography classroom, and summarizes suitable teachin g
strategies that allow the development of the fou r aspects of geography.

Effective Learning Approaches
The Early Learning Goals guidance (QCA/DfEE, 2000) gives practitioners very
good advice about effective learnin g approaches, which can be applied to all
learning i n 3-11 settings . Whether curren t curriculu m organization an d
assessment deman d allow this effective learning to occur is another question,
one which was discussed i n Chapter 2.

According to QCA, effective learning involves a  number of aspects.

Effective learning involves

• Children learn effectively by using stimulating resources that they can explore

at their own pace. If resources are organized and located effectively, then

teachers and practitioners can work alongside the children and interact

appropriately. In such situations children can also learn from one another.

• Children should be active learners who use all their senses to learn. They bring

prior understanding of concepts and ideas from previous learning experiences.



• Children need time to explore ideas and experiences, and there may not be a line

progression from learning objective to learning outcome.

• Children need to feel secure and have confidence in themselves and their teachers i

order to learn effectively. They need to trust their teachers in order to take risks in their

learning or try to solve problems.

• Children learn in different ways and at different rate

• Children make links from unstructured play to the acquisition of concepts such a

location.

• Children learn a great deal from creative and imaginative play. They use new an

complex vocabulary within that play.

Teachers are effective when they

• Work in partnership with parent

• Plan enjoyable but challenging activitie

• Model a range of positive behaviou

• Use language that is rich and use correct gramma

• Use conversation and carefully framed question

• Teach skills and knowledge directly

• Allow children to teach each othe

• Intervene with and support children in a way that helps them to develop positiv

attitudes to learning.

• Plan the indoor and outdoor environment to provide a positive context for learning an

teaching.

• Make skilful and well-planned observations of childre

• Assess children through planned and spontaneous activitie

• Work with parents in this proces

• Identify the next step in children's learning to plan how to help the children mak

progress.

• Use assessment to evaluate the quality of provision and your own training need

These checklists are a useful aide-memoire for reflection on your own teaching
and learning style. Review the checklists an d consider the following questions:

1 Ho w often do you communicate with parents about their children's geographical abilities?
2 Ho w do you ensure that children have the opportunity to learn from on e another in

geography?
3 Ho w have you used play to develop children's understanding of geographical concepts?
4 Ho w have you approached formal and informa l assessment of their geographical learning?

Effective Organization of Learning
This section gives examples o f when teacher s an d student s can use whole-clas s
teaching, group work and individual learning in their repertoire of geography learnin g
activities an d lessons.
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Whole-class teaching

92

Whole-class teaching has grow n in importance over the past few years, no t leas t
because of the introduction of the literacy and numeracy hour in primary education.
It has a  place in effective organizatio n o f geographical learning in the following
situations:

Introduction and plenary sessions at Key Stages 1 and 2
It is effective to teach the class together when you are beginning a geography lesson ,
especially if it is at the star t of a unit of work. Often i t will have been a week (or
longer) sinc e th e las t geograph y lesson . Whole-clas s teachin g gives you th e
opportunity to revise the concept s and skill s tha t were learned in the previous
session, introduce new concepts through questioning, as well as getting the children
to generate their own questions (perhaps with you acting as scribe at the whiteboard).
Whole-class plenary sessions giv e you the opportunity to show that you value the
children's work, and allow you to set up situations where the children are learning
from each other - especially if during the session the y have worked on a particular
product such as a map or writing frame. Plenary sessions allo w you to recap on the
key ideas i n the lesson an d give you the chance to informally assess children' s
progress. Man y teachers and students often find that the time for effective plenar y
sessions disappears as the main body of the lesson drift s o n or breaktime looms.
This is a shame, as much learning can be reinforced in this session.

Handling discussion s and asking questions in introductory an d plenary sessions

Be clear about what you want the children to learn, and plan for the questions and
prompts that you will use to start the discussion :

• recal l questions, som e of which may be 'closed', requiring one-word answer s and playin
t o the strengths of those with good memories;
•  reasoning questions , likely to be 'open-ended' in nature, offering childre n the chance odemonstrat
e understandin g an d thinking skills as well as creating opportunitie s for them to
express a  point of view or opinion, and make use of geographical evidence in doing this;
• speculativ e questions , requiring the children to move beyond the evidence and start t
employ their structural imaginatio n (se e p. 96) (e.g . Why is the character o f the street
changing?);
• persona l response questions that dra w on pupils' feelings and introduce the notion o
empathy in geography (se e p. 96) (e.g . What does i t feel like to be in this place?).

Think of definitions, explanations, clarification s and exempla r material that you
might need .

Receive pupil contributions in a positive manner and be sensitive to the feedback
from the children (including non-verbal feedback). Use this to gauge any possible
mismatch between content an d capabilities a s well as the pace and timing of the
discussion t o avoid over-dwelling.
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Aim to be inclusive of all children, not just those sitting at the front and centre
of your position.

Use of audio-visual resource s
Television, video and slides generally deman d that the whole class has the same
experience at the same time, often in a room other than your classroom. Preparatio n
is the key to effective learnin g in these situations . Prepar e the children for what
they are going to watch and se t expectations abou t what they shoul d do whilst
watching it . Giving them some key questions which you will be asking after th e
programme is a usefu l prompt . 'Sharing the learning objective ' wit h them may
impress your tutor or a visiting OFSTED inspector - but make sure it is in language
the children can understand. Knowin g your children and their ability to navigat e
from th e classroo m t o the televisio n roo m without incurrin g the wrath o f the
headteacher or harming others in the class i s important; often a n excitin g geo-
graphical experience can be marred by the need to discipline particular children.

Demonstrations: direct instruction
Marjory was introducing her Year 6 children to the magnetic compass in preparation
for an orienteering activity in the school grounds. They would be following a compass
trail to decipher a 'secret code' to reveal a message about the next activity. Marjory had
borrowed an extra-large demonstration compass and used this with the whole class to
show them how to set a bearing and walk on this bearing. After th e whole-clas s
demonstration Marjory worked with a group of less able children to reinforce her whole-
class work.

Although the children in this example could be said to be passive durin g the
demonstration, Marjory's use of a striking artefact (a three foot by two foot compass
complete with movable needle) held their attention and made small group practice
more familiar after the whole-class demonstration . Demonstration does have a place
in early years and primary settings, as long as it is followed up with active learning
experiences pitched at the right levels for the children.

Learning in groups
Enquiry and problem-solving

Much learning theory suggests that most people learn well if they can discuss what
they are learning with their peers and collaborate to come to a shared understanding
or solution to a problem. Children working in groups to solve a  problem or work
through a section of a geographical enquiry may come up with learning approaches
and actual answers to the enquiry question that would not have been possible had
the same individuals been working alone.
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T
for granted in early years settings but is subject to wide variations in primary schools.
Some childre n becom e very confiden t i n grou p wor k i n science , desig n an d
technology, an d geography a t an earl y stage owing to the learning ethos in the
school; others in different schools (o r even individual classes) d o not get the chance
to succeed in effective group work.

Learning in pairs
Exchange an d evaluation o f products

Year 5 children in a Barnsley school working with Catherine Hopkins drew up a checklist
of what they valued in their school environment. They then shared the results of this
list with a partner and justified thei r choices. There are many examples in primary
geography o f effective learnin g occurring in pairs - ofte n base d on exchange and
evaluation of a geographical product. Children can exchange their views on a particular
place, comment on a photograph or artefact together, set each other routes to follo w
on a play-mat or 1:10,000 Ordnance Survey map, as well as setting each other problems
using the Roamer or swapping enquiry questions at the start of a unit of work.

Individual learning
Analytical writin g - 'Why is that place like that? '

It is a general criticism (Hackett , 2000) tha t primary children's writing skills have
not developed as well as thei r reading, speakin g an d listening. Plannin g time for
drafting an d writing answers t o higher-order question s t o do with the impac t of
geographical processes , o r why a place may change i n the near future, is essential,
as is considering the use of a geographical writin g (o r thinking) fram e (se e Figure
5. 1 , p. 97). Th e final stages of geographical writin g are often bes t completed b y
individual pupils as this gives them time to reflect on what they have learned (o r failed
to learn) i n their group or class.

Effective Learning Activities
This sectio n discusse s som e effectiv e learnin g activitie s that enhance children' s
geographical learning. Many are not geography specific, but are simply good early years
and primary practice. They can all be seen as active learning and build on the key
learning concepts discussed at the beginning of the chapter. The section starts with a
general discussion of evidence-based learning and creative and imaginative approaches,
then offers specifi c activities to enhance geographical learning with children aged 3-11 .
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Evidence-based learning in geography
The use of geographical evidenc e in all its forms i s a vital part of the geograph y
curriculum. Evidence-based approaches to the teaching of geography involve the
introduction o f maps, images , informatio n and object s representing differen t
localities or themes as a way of extending children's geographical knowledge and
skills. The geography curriculu m encourages th e understanding o f artefacts,
systems an d environment s fro m differen t place s an d cultures . No t only is th e
introduction of such materials into the classroom highly motivating for children,
it also fits well with theories of how children's learning can be enhanced through
first-hand experiences , particularly , thoug h b y n o mean s exclusively , wit h
younger pupils.

Good practice in helping the youngest children to formulate some early ideas
about place, geographical patterns and the environment is informed by the same
principles of good practic e that infor m al l learning i n nursery and reception
settings. Children benefit from time to explore and manipulate their environment.
High levels of high-quality interaction between children and adults make a major
contribution to learning. Althoug h ther e i s no subject called geography i n the
Early Learning Goals, there are many opportunities for early years practitioners
to introduce to children ideas about geography through the use of evidence. Early
years practitioners work from th e familia r i n using evidence-based approache s
by focusing upon the home, the famil y and th e locality . They help children by
modelling observation an d examinatio n technique s and b y introducing and
reinforcing descriptive language .

Helping very young children gain geographical experience

Children at Collegiate Crescent Nursery gained useful geographical experiences by

planning a visit to the shops on nearby Ecclesall Road. They used geographical evidence

such as photographs of the possible route to the shops and shopping lists made by other

children who had visited the shops. The end purpose was to visit the shops to buy the

ingredients for an afternoon snack and then cook it; this led to numeracy work when

paying for the goods, as well as widening their understanding of their locality through a

purposeful walk to the main road.

Creative and imaginative approaches to geography
The idea of introducing creative and imaginative approaches into the teaching of
geography fit s well with current understandings o f how children learn. Bruner's
suggestion that there is a social dimension to cognitive development, whereby a
child's learning is influenced and affected b y experiences that involve interaction
with others , offer s suppor t fo r play , whil e hi s argument s i n favou r o f th e
importance of language an d communicatio n lend weight t o the us e o f story .

LEARNING AND TEACHING APPROACHES IN GEC
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Ultimately i t coul d b e sai d tha t al l approaches t o teaching and learnin g i n
geography are evidence based. It is hard to envisage how children could engage
effectively i n creative an d imaginativ e approache s t o geography withou t access
to some evidence with which to inform thei r work.

However, i t is perhaps a  mistake t o see the relationshi p between evidence -
based and imaginative approaches as hierarchical with non-permeable boundaries
between the two. The impossibility of visiting all the localities studie d mean s that
understanding distan t localitie s requires acts of imaginative reconstruction, albei t
based o n evidence, in order to make sense of the world. The use o f creativity an d
imagination i n geography can take a number of forms and requires children to make
use of their cognitive, emotional and communication abilities.

When trying to establish what imagination and creativity in geography might
involve it is useful t o draw on the work of Campbell and Littl e (1989) , who outline
three aspects to the use o f imagination in the related humanities subject of history.
Structural imagination draws on children's cognitive abilities and involves 'fillin g
in the gaps', an d creating generalizations abou t the places in order to highlight th e
significance of events, to see things as a whole and thus to make greater sense of the
world. Examples of geographical generalizations could include being able to imagine
what commo n features any village migh t have afte r learnin g about severa l rea l
examples. Structural imagination must, however, be tempered with caution, particularly
over the application of generalizations t o people in distant places . Just because one
family in Lima lives in a shanty town it does not follow that all the citizens of Lima
have a similar lifestyle.

Ornamental imagination draws on children's communication skills as they
seek to set the scene, flesh out geographical detail s about children's lives in other
places, an d organize a  narrative o r create an image . A  creative account o f what
it might be like to go to school in Mumbai, India, based on stimuli from a television
programme, would use ornamenta l imagination .

The third aspect, empathy, introduces the idea that feelings as well as thought
can impel behaviour. The notion of empathy is open to criticism from those who regard
the purpose of geography as being to give an objective explanation of spatial patterns.
It is certainly the case that caution needs to be exercised when putting oneself into
someone else's shoes . It is never possible truly to understand how and why children
aged 1 0 in Indonesia are at work simply by imagining what it would be like to work
in a sweatshop. Tha t said, there is no shortage o f evidence of the power of emotions
to motivate behaviour and learning (Hyson , 1994).  Memory and learning can be
enhanced in creative and imaginative approaches to geography that heighten children's
interest and enjoyment,  an d can offe r childre n opportunities to experiment with and
try out feelings and behaviours in an attempt to make sense of them. Through story
and play children can begin to reinforce their understanding of the actions and behaviour
of real people in real places.
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Effective Teaching and Learning Strategies
in Geography

1. Enquiry

2. Using, making and interpreting maps

3. Usin g photographs
4. Using visitors

5. Using ICT

6. Using fieldwork

7. Using play and role-play

8. Using physical modelling

9. Using stories
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1. Enquir y
There is mounting evidence that the stages of geographical enquir y are taught, not
caught (Roberts , 1996; Martin, 1999; QCA , 2000) , so it is important to scaffold th e
development of children's enquiry skills. The phrase 'childre n should be taught to'
gives teachers muc h direction, and the QCA Key Stage 1  and Key Stage 2  Schemes
of Work are all enquiry based with key questions focusin g the learning objectives .

Good learning activities tha t develop children's abilit y to become independent
enquirers include the following learning activities .

THe rewJts of the profiles were Siwted m two places in flie River
Potter. Profilt 1 is torn ass «e«;.pK»fite '2 is, the otter.

l.Out of the 2  areas studied, which profile shows the
area with the steepest rivet-banks? Explai n your
answer. ;:N '••,""'•:'>

2.Which are a has the mos t uneven riverbed? Ho w do
you know? Wha t was one reason for thi s unevenness?

3 .In which profile can you find the deepest section of
water? Wha t was the depth of the water at this
point? Ho w does the rive r profile tell you this?

4. Explain why profile 2  seefns to sho w n o depth of
water at one point i n the channel .

Figure 5.1 A geographical writing frame
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Learning activities

• Always frame your learning objective for any lesson as a question.

• Choose key questions that are open and require the use of a range of geographical skills

to investigate the other three aspects of geography (e.g. Where is this place? How is it

connected to other places?).

• Use resources such as photographs, artefacts, video evidence or maps to stimulate

questions from the children. Make a display of the questions they ask and use the

questions to evaluate what they have learned at the end of the enquiry.

• Model enquiry by taking your children through each stage before asking them to choose

enquiry questions. Decide on which geographical skills to use and what mode of

reporting to use.

• Make sure there is a progression in the types of geographical skills you ask the children

to use (e.g. from measuring distance in non-standard units to measuring in metres and

centimetres).

• Ensure a progression from enquiries with a simple 'answer' to those with a range of

interpretations.

• Use a writing frame, prompt sheet or set of oral teacher questions to scaffold the

children's analysis of the data they have collected.

• Ensure that there is an audience for the finished enquiry work.

2. Using , making and interpreting maps
Children are natural mappers (Blades and Spencer, 1998). This, however, does not
absolve practitioners and teachers fro m the responsibility of nurturing this natural
skill. Research into children's mapping abilities suggests that children as young as
3 can use an aerial photograph as a map, and that children aged 5 who have been
taught effectively perfor m a s well as children aged 8  who have not been taught.
Other findings are that gender has been an issue since the 1980s (Matthews, 1992),
and tha t orienteerin g i s a  ver y effectiv e wa y o f introducin g an d developin g
map reading skill s (Boardman , 1989). Wiegan d (1991 , 1993 ) ha s analyse d th e
extra difficultie s pose d by using atlas maps and fro m thi s has designe d atlase s
suitable fo r Key Stage 1  and Ke y Stage 2 children, as well as investigatin g ho w
children collaborate using electronic maps (Wiegand , 2000).

Effective learnin g involves using maps, atlases and globes fo r way-finding,
location and in the context of enquiries by:

• creatin g play maps of the classroom, school/nursery or locality and using them for
navigational games and developing directional language;
• Ke y Stage 1 children locating the most littered areas on a teacher-prepared map of the
school grounds as part of an enquiry into school environmental quality;
• Ke y Stage 2 children designing a sustainable development trail around their locality.

Children can be helped t o learn ho w to interpre t maps, atlases and globe s b y
developing their understanding of:
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Perspective: viewing an object or landscape in plan view
• B y drawing around three-dimensional shapes t o produce a plan-view drawing .
• B y viewing model landscapes fro m above and drawing the resultant pla n view.

Symbols: using lines, points or areas of colour to represent features on the ground
as print on a map by:

• Ke y Stage 1  and foundation children making up their own picture symbols .
• Ke y Stage 2 children using iconic symbols based on Ordnance Survey symbols .

Location: wher e an objec t or person i s located usin g language, a landmark o r a
grid system
'The wheel-toys ar e always kept next to the fence at the bottom of the play area'.
Using an alpha-numeric grid, then four-figure gri d system, the n latitude and longitude
coordinates on an atlas map.

Direction: showin g whic h way to go using language and compass direction s by :

describing 'Rosie's Walk ' using directional language ;
using compass directions to explain what the land use is like in the four quadrants of a village.

Scale and distance: measuring how Jar o n a map and knowing how much land is
shown o n a map:
By using a piece of string to measure relative distance .
By using linear scales to measure distance .
By plotting shapes (triangles , polygons) a t differen t scale s o n squared paper.

Understanding atlas conventions:
By using the index.
By using the key .
By checking the scale . (Afte r Wiegand, 1993 )

Children ca n be helped to develop locational knowledge by focusing on

Events in the news - a volcano erupting, a sporting event, a drought: these are real and often
dramatic, and consequently resources (newspapers , video clips of the news, the World Wide
Web) are readily available. However , the news is often of disasters. It can paint a negativ e
picture, particularly of countries in the South, without indicating that lack of equality
(poverty, lack of access to health care and clean water, etc.) often compounds the problem.
You need to point out that every country has certain problems and that these may be
comparatively short-lived.
Holidays. Avoid the assumption that most children go on package holidays to Spain or Florida.
They don't! Holidays or day trips can provide real experience to talk about and children may
bring back postcards and other souvenirs. You may feel that this might be divisive with older
children (one-upmanship) , in which case you could talk about your holiday.
Origins of goods such as food and clothing: an excellent way to develop children's locational
knowledge. Make sure that the children do not gain the impression that some countries exis t
solely for the convenience of Western consumers (although in the case of certain cash crops
this is true to some extent).
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Figure 5.2 Using a simple mapping package

3. Usin g photographs
Geography is a visual subject . BBC24 and other news stations bring images fro m
around the UK and around the world to anyone with a television se t or Internet
connection. Children are used to analysing pictures and photographs in art, English
and history as well as geography. They are asked to create pictures, drawings and
photographs in a variety of subjects as well as use them for a variety of purposes.
However, i t is important to remember that pictures, drawings and photographs in
geography will be used as sources of evidence for the distinctiveness o f a place and
its people, illustrate geographical features or show spatial patterns.

Children's learning and photos
Research don e ove r th e pas t decad e show s tha t childre n ca n rea d obliqu e
photographs more easily than vertical aerial photographs, that children as young
as 3  ca n successfull y navigat e aroun d a  vertica l photograp h o f a  familia r
environment (Blade s an d Spencer , 1990) , an d tha t th e wa y childre n rea d
photographs develop s with age (Mackintosh, 1998). Children up to the age of 14
also seem to respond best to photographs that contain people rather than 'blan k
landscapes' (Jones , 1998). This research evidence can helpfully inform teachin g
and learning activities in the followin g ways. Childre n need to be taught t o see,
read and interpret photographs (Mackintosh , 1998).
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Teaching them to see photographs involves:

Sorting/selecting: e.g. physical/human features, coastal/inland, children's daily lives,

evidence of weather/climate; which ones could or could not have been taken in the UK?

why?

Similarities and differences: encourage children to identify similarities with people in

unfamiliar localities, emphasizing common needs such as food and shelter.

Sequencing: e.g. the banana trade in St Lucia - from plantation to dockside.

Captioning: matching captions with photos; writing captions, e.g. for a tourist brochure.

Labelling: e.g. annotate a black-and-white photocopy.

Describing: describe a photo for a partner to draw.

"eaching them to read photographs involves:

Where is it? Children search for clues (e.g. housing, clothing, vegetation, physical

landscape) as to where a place might be and what it might be like.

Questioning: write questions around a photo stuck on a large piece of paper.

Likes, dislikes, surprises.

Speech/thought bubbles.

eaching them to interprett photographs involves:

Issues: what is happening? Why? What/whom does it affect? How can it be solved?

Linking: children describe orally or write a letter to a person in the photograph,
describing their own locality.

Cropping: draw or describe the rest of the photo.

Story writing/drama: what is happening in the photo? What might happen next?

4. Usin g visitors
The use o f factual accounts and persona l geographies throug h the introduction of
people who can talk about their experiences of how things are in a distant place (or
give a different view on how things are done in a local one) can be very stimulating
for children. To get the maximum educational benefit from using human sources of
evidence in this way, visitors t o the class nee d to be briefed an d the children too
need to be prepared. They should alread y know something abou t the topic , and
should hav e prepared questions to ask. Infor m th e visitor beforehand about the
areas that the children are going to raise so that they can give their answers som e
forethought an d perhap s gathe r som e concret e evidence suc h a s artefact s o r
photographs with which to support their account.

Chambers and Donert (1996) (presumably urban dwellers) describe the teacher
using the 'villag e idiot ' or 'agent provocateur' approaches in order to support the
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adult who may not be used to talking with young children. In 'village idiot ' guise
the teacher asks very simple questions s o that all the children will understand th e
answers, wherea s the 'agent provocateur' rigorously questions the visitor to show
there i s more than on e point of view on the issue that is being pu t forward. Do
inform your visitor of the role you are going to take .

A teacher invited her husband (a local policeman) to visit her class to give evidence about

the traffic problems experienced on the local high street. He described what he had seen

from the police helicopter above the street, and listened as the children made

presentations about the traffic problems from their point of view. He then answered their

questions and let them know what the police were doing in terms of traffic management in

the area.

5. Usin g ICT
The use of information and communications technology in the nursery or classroom
offers considerabl e potential for enriching and enhancing the geography curriculum,
as well as providing opportunities for interactive learning, the promotion of fine motor
control, personal and socia l development and the development of reasoning skills .
Using ICT in a  variety o f ways an d context s wil l also ai d childre n in becoming
increasingly familiar with it, and confident and positive about their skills as users. ICT
can provid e valuable tool s fo r reinforcing first-hand an d practica l geographical
experiences, for example through the use of writing packages. Children' s abilities a t
recalling, selecting and organizing geographical information, as well as communicating
their knowledge and understanding in a variety of ways (DfEE/QCA , 1999) , can all be
enhanced and enriche d through the inclusio n of ICT. Similarly, ICT can play a part in
widening pupils' geographical knowledge and understanding as well as offerin g ye t
another context within which to engage in geographical enquiry.

Student teachers ar e also require d to meet specific standards i n ICT in order
to gain QTS. The following checklists summarize the ways in which ICT can enhance
learning i n primary geography. Th e range an d managemen t o f ICT resources wil l
be discussed i n Chapter 6.

ICT allows children to learn more effectively when they can:

• Use an animated presentation from a CD-ROM, e.g. to show river processes in action.

• Create graphs quickly so that they can concentrate on analysing the data from an

enquiry on road use.

• Choose the most appropriate chart type to show their data when presenting the results

of an enquiry.
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• Use a much wider range of primary and secondary information, e.g. a CD-ROM, an atlas,

an encyclopedia, the Internet, to learn about St Lucia.

• ICT allows data to be changed easily; a My World or Local Studies map can be updated

after fieldwork, or used for different purposes such as a place investigation, or to

improve understanding about symbols and scale. Children's work or photographs can be

scanned and the text or images altered or annotated.

• The interactive nature of ICT can be exploited by children collecting data and using

spreadsheets to ask 'What if?' questions; for example, when investigating water use in

the home.

Effective use of ICT by teachers in relation to objectives in geography

• Ensure that ICT-based work focuses on well-defined geographical questions (e.g.

Figure 5.3 about France).

• Ensure that ICT-based work develops children's enquiry skills, or knowledge of places

and themes.

• Ensure that ICT is the best way of meeting their teaching objectives. For example, using a

paper atlas rather than a CD-ROM would be the best tool to develop children's skills in

using contents and index pages to find places.

• Ensure that children are aware of how ICT is helping them learn in geography - for

example, how using graphing software gives them more time to analyse the data from

an enquiry.

• Ensure that children can justify why they used a particular chart, colour of display, or

object on a My World screen - for example, explaining why they chose particular

colours on a map using Local Studies.

• Ensure that children are aware of the role played by ICT in geographical aspects of

everyday life - for example, weather forecasting and communicating with friends and

family in distant places.

For those aspects of lessons where ICT is used, teachers should identify in
their planning:

• How ICT will be used to meet geographical learning objectives.

• Key questions to ask and opportunities for teacher intervention.

• How the children's geographical progress will be assessed and recorded.

• Assessment criteria that ensure that children's progress and attainment are not masked

because ICT is used.

• The impact of the use of ICT on the organization and conduct of the geography session

and how this is to be managed.

• How the ICT used is appropriate to the geography learning objectives and allows access

to the least ICT-capable and most ICT-capable children.
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Using Microsoft Encarta or Microsoft World Atlas answer
the following questions.
Here are some suggested key words to help you search...

• France
• Great Britain

Remember to use the outline for the two articles above to
help you to scan for information. The outline is found on
the left-hand side of the screen.

1. Imagine you are planning a holiday to France. You want
to avoid wet weather. What months of the year should
you avoid?

2. What is the total population of France?

3. How does this compare to the population of Britain?

4. Name some rivers flowing through France.

5. How could you get to France from England?

6. Where is the highest land in France?

7. What are the natural resources of France?

Figure 5.3 Example of ICT-based worksheet

Geography lessons can contribute to the development and consolidation
of children's ICT capability by:

• Developing children's ICT skills first so that the geographical learning objectives can be

met - for example, by teaching the children how to insert clip art or images so that they

can successfully complete an enquiry report that includes their drawings or sketch maps.

• Using appropriate ICT vocabulary and co-ordinating ICT in geography with ICT in other

subjects - for example, by using a desktop publishing package in geography and English

for different learning objectives.

Teachers should monitor children's progress by:

• Purposeful intervention to ensure children are focused on answering a geographical

question - for example, when using a CD-ROM or web browser.

• Asking focused questions about children's understanding - for example, What have you

learned about tourism in Castries from the World Wide Web?

• Asking children to explain the advantages and disadvantages of using ICT - for example,

email communication with children in another school.
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Teachers should recognize standards of attainment in geography when
ICT is used by:

• Designing assessment criteria that always focus on identified geographical teaching

objectives.

• Being alert to the ways in which ICT can affect the assessment process.

• Noting whether work was done in a group or by individual children.

• Designing assessment criteria that distinguish between outcomes that are the result of

an automatic function of the computer and those which reveal children's geographical

knowledge and understanding, for example, children can find useful secondary data on a

distant place and paste it into their work without understanding it; a graph can be drawn

automatically but children may not understand the relationships between the variables.

• Designing activities that focus on using ICT-related data to answer a framework of

geographical questions.

6. Usin g fieldwork
David Job (1996) ha s presente d a  pithy introduction t o the rang e o f fieldwork
options available to teachers. He puts forward a typology of fieldwork, which can
be summarized as follows:

The Cook's tour: teacher-directed field visit where the learners often pla y a passive role
and the teacher 'tells the story' of the place or environment.
Hypothesis testing : the teacher chooses a statement (e.g . all villages are the same) and
sets off the learners as data collectors who will collect evidence to prove or disprove the
hypothesis.
Discovery learning : the children are exposed to experiences in the field from which they
learn a variety of things not necessarily determined by the teacher.
Earth education: th e children are 'immersed' in the environment and learn about
ecological concepts through well-structured games and role-play.
Enquiry-based learning: children use the enquiry approach to answer geographical
questions, collecting data in the field.

Many 3-11 teacher s are influenced by the fieldwork that they experienced
as secondar y schoo l students . Thi s may be no bad thing: i t may propel them to
share this powerful way of learning wit h thei r children . But the 'bi g project '
approach to GCSE and A-leve l fieldwork (mirrored in fieldwork-focused units of
work) is not the only option, and in many cases may not be appropriate, especially
with younger children . Equally, teacher-directed 'natur e study ' (a s described by
Blyton, 1933 ) ha s had a strong influence on activities outsid e the classroom in
the earl y years and primar y settings. The 'cross-curricular ' trip  i n which th e
children and teacher s visi t a  museum o r even (durin g 2000) th e Millennium
Dome is now often seen a s a  reward for hard work revising fo r Key Stage 1  or
2 SATs , or a good us e o f a summer day in the nursery . Fieldwork , enshrined in
the geographical educatio n communit y as a  benchmark of quality provision, i s
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often viewed by non-geographers a s 'our day out' (Russell , 1984). Goo d fieldwork
has t o be planned. It does no t just occur whenever th e children are not insid e
their 'classroom'. Equally, high-quality fieldwork learning can occur metres from
the classroom window.

All effective teaching and learning related to fieldwork has three main stages.
In the preparation phase , the teacher mus t identify skills the children will use,
knowledge they will gain, concepts involved and attitudes tha t may be fostered.
It is good practice to involve the children in planning the activities to be carried
out in the field ; encourage them to hypothesize, sugges t enquiry questions an d
subsidiary questions. You will need to practise the skills needed for the fieldwor k
at school, e.g. using the compass or tallying. You will need to decide on method s
of recording, e.g. use o f digital camera, palmtop computer, sketching, mapping .
At Key Stage 1 , use adult s a s scribes ; a t Ke y Stage 2 , i f appropriate, provide a
booklet containing information and tasks. The fieldwork stage itself should be
focused o n the safet y an d managemen t issue s (t o be discussed i n Chapter 6).
The children should be briefed and reminded of the expectations of their behaviour
(litter, noise, manners and safety), and children should be visible to adults a t all
times. The follow-up phase should take place at the earliest opportunity an d
allow the children to discuss the visit, displa y results , make models, dramatiz e
events, creat e artwork and conclude and evaluate th e enquiry.

Fieldwork

Final-year geography students, working with an experienced geography co-ordinator at

Junior School Lowry Sheffield, planned very effective fieldwork for Year 5 and Year 6

children as part of a unit of work that investigated river features and processes. The

students prepared the children for the fieldwork by activities such as labelling photographs

of rivers to name the particular features shown that they would experience at the River

Porter. The fieldwork experience involved using geographical skills such as drawing a

sketch-map and field-sketch to record evidence of what river features were present at the

site, and measuring depth, width and velocity at a specific site using measuring metre

sticks and a stopwatch and ping pong ball (Figure 5.4). The children worked in groups of

six, each with an adult who had been fully briefed on questions to ask and teaching points

to make. The follow-up phase involved the children drawing a cross-section of the section

they had surveyed, and attempting to explain how the processes of erosion and

deposition had formed the features they had recorded. The students' evaluations noted

the fact that it was essential that the children had chart-drawing ability (learned in

mathematics) in order to draw the cross-section. The challenge for the least able children

was as much mathematical as it was geographical.
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Lowry Junior School

Names: Group:

River Porter - Stream Study

Activity 2 Rate of flow

Measure the rate of flow of the water in two different locations along the stream. If possible try a straight
section and a section around a meander

Measure a 10m stretch of water. Mark with a line across the stream at the start and finish.

Drop a ping pong ball into the stream, time its journey between the two lines.

Try each one ten times!

Does it make the same journey each time? Why?/Why not?

Find the average time for the ten journeys.

Multiply the average time by 100 to calculate the speed per kilometre.

Remember to mark the locations on the map.

107

You will need: 2 lines, long tape measure, ping pong balls, stopwatch, calculator, 4 tent pegs, hammer.

Try Location A Location B

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Average

Speed per kilometre:

Location A Location B

per kilometre per kilometre

Figure 5.4 Fieldwork on river processes
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7. Usin g play and role-play
Una Bruc e (1991) sees play as centra l to young children' s learning. I t enables th e
integration o f their learning, making i t deeper, broader and mor e relevant than migh t
otherwise be the case. In geography, first-hand experience through play offers th e chance
to manipulate, explore, discover, practise and apply knowledge and ideas. Explorator y
play of this sort can help children to gain a deeper understanding of geography throug h
first-hand experienc e of artefacts and mode l geographical environment s (th e trave l
agent's, th e market) . Other forms of play offer childre n opportunities t o increase their
understanding and their ability to express thoughts and feelings. Although most children
will play spontaneously, i n an educational settin g teacher s will need to structure som e
play opportunities to make the most of the potential for geographical learning . I n some
cases it will be necessary to establish a physical environment t o promote play, includin g
the provision of props (i.e . geographical artefacts) , and to provide time. Teachers may
need to act as mediators, intervening sensitively to advance children's play by modelling,
explaining and promoting co-operation and consideration . Teacher s may also find it
useful to engage in more active participation a s co-players, offerin g suggestions and
information that will help to sustain th e play. Finally, teachers are charged with making
assessment o f children's learning in geography and therefore will have to act as assessors
and communicators , using observation s and  data to make judgements abou t pupi l
development and learning, an d recording that information (Jones and Reynolds, 1992) .

Although pla y i s not a s prominen t i n many primar y settings as i t is in the
Foundation Stage , i t is important t o remember that olde r pupils too can gain a n

Table 5 1 Types of role-play in primary school geography

Type of role-play Examples

Hot-seating Taking on a role and being questioned. The managing director of Nike being
asked about conditions in factories alleged to use child labour.

Recreation/reconstruction The public enquiry - 'Do we need a new cycle path?'

Non-costumed role-play Acting out scenes in role, booking a holiday to St Lucia at the travel agent in
the play area.

Role-cards Role-cards give information on character including name, age, status, etc.
Children take on the role in a debate, e.g. those who stood to gain/lose/were
unsure about changes. Role-cards also support the teacher who is
apprehensive about using role-play.

Costumed role-play Experiencing the Antarctic weather whilst observing the penguins.

1CT simulation Some packages offer children a simulated experience requiring children to
engage with the imaginary world on screen. Sim City 2000 and My World fit in
this category. They ought not to be regarded as a substitute for first-hand
experience, rather as an addition, an approximation. To the extent that
simulations are a form of role-play there is also the possibility of offering
opportunities for children to engage in empathy.

Predicting what happened Teacher tells part of a geographical story and pupils produce what they
next, or would happen i f . . . consider to be the likely ending or what could be an alternative ending.
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understanding o f people and place s b y actin g ou t an d takin g o n th e person a of
individuals fro m particula r localities. Plannin g drama and role-play scenarios with a
geographical theme (Table 5.1) offer s older children opportunities to extend their ability
to empathize with people and the everyday decisions they have to make. Such activities
can als o underpi n geographical enquir y as childre n ar e offere d a n excitin g an d
stimulating context within which to draw upon and apply their previous learning based
on the evidenc e of literature, visits, artefacts , IC T and interaction s with the teacher .
Geographical drama and role-play activities can take place in school or in the field.

Preparation matters, and teachers ought to have a clear focus for role-play activities
in geography. I n addition, it is important to give some thought t o where the children
will locate the information (i.e. evidence) with which to inform their role-play. Watching
geographical activitie s (perhap s at a  visit to the post office ) ca n offer childre n useful
pointers by helping them to picture the past and build mental images that will aid their
understanding and help retention of learning. Role-play works best with those pupils
who are used to working in this way. Consequently, if such an approach represents a
departure from normal practice, it is best not to make unrealistic demands of the children.
What skills/previous experiences/games would help them to work in this way? Finally,
what resources, such as costumes or props, will the children need to make the most of
the opportunity for play?

On yer bike . . .

A group of PCCE students altered an exemplar role-play situation (what to do with a local

quarry - GA, 1997) to fit with a local issue at Firs Hill School in Sheffield. Community

leaders had called for a new cycle path to be established along the busy street that

bounded the school grounds. The students drew a map of the locality showing the school

and key roads and then designed role-cards that illustrated the views different people

around the school may take about the cycle path. For example, the headteacher (an

exciting role to play . . .) believed that the cycle path should be built, but the owner of a

local shop did not, as she would lose parking space in front of her shop.

Year 4 children took part in role-play based on a public meeting held to discuss the

issues. They voted, then considered whether the winners of the vote (the 'build the path

coalition') would actually get their way in reality.

8. Usin g physical modelling
Geographical patterns and processe s present many potential problems for the
geography co-ordinator. The geography team at QCA felt i t necessary to explain
in the Programme of Study exactly what a geographical pattern and process was ,
as teachers had found these concepts difficult in the past (geographical space and
astronomical space having been confused i n the 199 0 curriculum) . Research into
children's understanding of physical features (Harwoo d and Jackson, 1993 ; Flatten ,
1995) showe d that children's understanding of the vocabulary associated with
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'simple' landscape features such as hill, valley, clif f and coast as well as physical
processes (evaporation , erosion , deposition , flooding ) could be very confused.
Modelling these features in the classroom of school grounds can be very effectiv e
to change som e of the children's misconceptions.

Children can model:

• rive r processes by using a sand tray, sand of different size s and small pebbles and rocks;
110 • coastal processes by building a 'coast* of more resistant and less resistant materials (e.g.
plasticine and clay) in the wet-play area and observing the impact of waves on this coast;
• settlemen t features by using 'small world' materials and rebuilding the road and shop
layout of a familiar area .

9. Usin g stories
The use of story is a common occurrence i n 3-11 setting s and offer s goo d links
between literacy and other areas of the curriculum such as geography. Storie s can
be extremely powerful vehicle s for examining differen t place s and environments .
Even the youngest childre n can find their understanding and awareness o f people
and places, their geographical vocabulary and their understanding o f geographical
themes being enhanced through the use o f story. Stories offer a  familia r medium
through which to encounter unfamiliar worlds by introducing children to situations
and event s beyon d their own experiences. For this reason , storie s constitut e a
powerful wa y of making geography accessibl e to young children, as they offe r a
means of helping children to:

• identif y similarities and differences between places and environments;
• acquir e locational information and so develop a more complex sense of place;
• examin e geographical evidence;
• understan d concepts such as change and interdependence; and
• dra w parallels with their own experience, i.e. stories about children.

Geographical fiction can provide children with information on a wide variety
of topics includin g dress , transport , food , th e buil t environment , th e natura l
environment and society . I t can also introduce higher-order concept s suc h a s
change and continuity ove r time, as well as offering opportunities t o discuss the
distinction betwee n fac t and fiction . Storie s ca n also provide teachers wit h
opportunities to help children challenge stereotypica l attitudes an d assumptions ,
and to respect and understand th e similarities and differences that exist between
people. Teachers therefore need to give careful consideration to the storie s tha t
they emplo y to ensure that they suppor t a positive approach to diversity rathe r
than undermining it. Chapter 6 reviews some of the fiction resources that can be
used with children aged 3-11 .
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'Did I Learn It Wrong?': Challenging
Misconceptions

Children's 'alternative conceptions ' in geography may arise through misunder-
standing what has bee n taught o r through th e influenc e of , for example, films,
literature, television or holidays. Once embedded, they are difficul t t o change and
may act as a barrier to further learning. It is important for students and teachers to
be aware of and anticipate these alternative conceptions in order to plan appropriate
learning activities. Some common alternative conceptions are listed below.

Many features are seen as only having one form, type or scale:

deserts are hot, with sand dunes, cacti and camels
beaches are sandy
islands are small
mountains have pointed summits
rivers are made by people; don't flow through cities; mountain

streams invariably flow faster than lowland rivers; the Nile
flows North to South

cities people don't live in cities
countryside people don't live in the countryside
stereotypical images (poverty and problems) of people and places in less

economically developed countries
'being in two places at once' (nested hierarchies; e.g. Rome and Italy) is

often difficult for young children to grasp
the greenhouse effects often seen as a result of the hole in the ozone layer

(After Dove, 1999)

Problems also arise when children fail t o understand th e relativ e scale of
feature in photographs and do not appreciate the direction from which they have
been taken .

Addressing alternative conceptions

Most alternative conceptions can be addressed through the following strategies:

• fieldwork: undertaking an enquiry into a river's speed of flow;
• practical demonstration: a stream tank to demonstrate erosion;
• practical tasks: building a model to understand contours;
• the use of different contexts: identifying different types of deserts through the use of a
variety of photographs and videos;
• the use of clear and accurate vocabulary;
• using positive images;
• teaching children how to 'read' photographs; and
• careful questioning, using open-ended questions.
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The next chapter discusses the resources needed to make effective use of these
teaching and learning opportunities, and explores the safety management issues
present in many of the teaching and learning activities discussed.

Reflective Question s
How do you think children learn? Is it in the same way as you learn as an adult, or in a
different way?
Would you choose whole-class teaching or small group teaching as your preferred teachin g
style? Why ?
How have you used play as a learning strategy in geography?
How do you use maps and photographs in the enquiry proces s with your children?

:
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Resources in Primary
Geography:
Using the Classroom, Using the
Outdoor Environment and Using
Information and Communications
Technology

Bringing the world into the classroom requires a wide range o f resources
and perhaps an acquisitive nature. In order to make people and places that
children may experience only vicariously seem real, you need to be constantly
vigilant for resources that are topical, eye-catching and challenging. Bringing
the local into the classroom is perhaps mor e straightforward than creatin g
a wide range of distant place s resources, but even this is becoming easier
with th e increase d focu s o n globa l education , worl d citizenshi p an d
sustainable development .

However, collecting and managing geographical resources is only one
side o f the coin . Teachers need to consider their resources fro m a  critical
standpoint. Does the photopack they have chosen to use really represent all
the features of life in Nairobi or Cairo? Does the local tourist office represent
all sides of the neares t town , or only the aspects i t wishes t o publicize?
Teachers can encourage children to see geographical resource s no t as th e
'truth' abou t places, but as just one view by involving them in the process
of resource creation, especially whe n focusing on local issues.

This chapter will detail which geographical resources can support pupils'
learning in geography and consider their management and safe use. It will
also look specifically at ways of making effective us e of ICT resources. Finally,
the chapter will examine the use of environments and resources beyond the
classroom to develop children's geographical learning .



The Learning Environment within the
Classroom

How can you organiz e you r classroo m t o suppor t the learnin g o f geography?
Geography i s a resource-base d subjec t and ye t compete s wit h th e res t o f the
curriculum for funding and storage space. The role of the geography co-ordinato r
is crucial in developing, organizing and maintaining geographical resources i n the
school (se e Chapter 10).

One way in which the co-ordinator can maximize the impact of geography in the
school is by setting high standards fo r geographical classroom displays. The display
environment is important in enhancing geographical learning, and can be used to
complement other geographical resources in the following ways. Work on continuous
units of work (see Chapter 3) can be highlighted throughout the year. QCA units such
as 'Where in the world is Barnaby Bear' and 'What' s in the news?' can be displayed.
These units give the children opportunities to develop their local, national and global
locational knowledge whilst actively using map, atlas and globe resources. UK and
world maps visible on the wall and a globe available in the classroom can be used in
discussion of key events. The Sydney Olympics and floods in Kent and Sussex (t o take
two examples of events from 2000), even the location of Britney Spears' concerts, are
real events that can be used to develop locational knowledge. A 'places in the news '
display can be used for geography and English, and as inspiration for desktop publishing
in ICT. Many early years settings have a semi-permanent display featuring the immediate
local area and the locations of children's homes or routes to school, using a simple
street map and photographs, created by the teacher and children. As is the case with
all displays, they should be interactive, use questions and involve the children in their
creation, appreciation and active use.

Our questions about life in Lima, Peru.

What's

it like to go to

school there?

We never

have floods

like that, do we?
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Figure 6.1 Using children's questions for a classroom display
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Displays also enhance work in blocked units of work at Key Stage 1  and Key
Stage 2, or topics in the Foundation Stage. Starting a unit of work on a distant place
by asking what the children already know about the place and its people can create
an instant display based on the children's prior knowledge, questions and possible
misconceptions.

This display can for m th e basis of enquiry-based work and ca n be used to
review the learning gained in the unit. Have the children's questions been answered
by the end of the unit? What misconceptions have been challenged? What new
questions could the children raise at the end of the unit? Access to water, sand ,
play-mats and othe r wet and dry play equipment can also enhance learning in
geography. Using a wet play area for modelling river or coastal processes in a stream
tray or sand tra y can be very effective bu t also has safet y implications (see nex t
section). Equally, having a role-play area i n the classroom allows much useful
activity around journeys (e.g. setting up a travel agent's) or modelling an environment
(e.g. creating a 'rainforest' corner).

The computer area i s discussed i n the followin g subsection bu t i t is worth
seeing how this area can be exploited fo r geography. Ar e there instructions or
guidance for the geography applications? Are there suggestions a s to how generic
software ca n be used fo r geographical learning? Ar e there key geographical Web
sites bookmarked or recorded as a display?

Organizing a safe learning environment
Teachers have a duty to establish a safe learning environment in which children
can feel secure and confident , an d in which they can operate safely. An important
consideration in geography is the use of artefacts, equipment and visual resources
in the classroom. Teachers are expected to be familiar with the likely actions of their
pupils in a given situation and are expected to be able to exercise a degree of foresight.
Failure to prevent injury or harm to a child in the classroom when the dangers could
reasonably be foreseen constitutes negligence .

A majo r proble m for teachers trying t o exercise thi s foresigh t i s that no
environment, and certainly no 3-11 setting , can be made entirely risk free . I t is
inevitable that children will fall over , trap their fingers or mishandle objects from
time to time. Risk avoidance, risk awareness and, ultimately, risk management are
important skills for children to acquire, given that they cannot be supervised 24
hours a day. However, children's abilities in these areas develop over a long period
and teachers therefore need to make every effort to ensure their pupils' safety and
not behave in a thoughtless fashion, thereby exposing them to unnecessary hazards.
Foresight therefore requires an understanding of the children themselves. Teachers
need to make judgements about the extent to which their pupils:
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are mature enough and dextrous enough to handle geographical equipment
(e.g. a clinometer or compass);
can be expected to take responsibility for themselves and their actions; and
can understand and observe early years setting/school rules and conventions
(e.g. no running).

These assessments form an importan t part of the decision-making process when
establishing a  safe learning environment . Once these issues have been though t
through, teachers can then employ their common sense to reduce risks to acceptable
levels when deciding on what artefacts and resources to introduce into the nursery
or classroom and by thinking carefully about the organization of space and resources .
Storage areas containing geography resource s ough t to be correctly labelled usin g
words and pictures , and children should b e encouraged t o refer t o the labels an d
take som e responsibility fo r organizing thei r own learning when selectin g an d
handling these resources. Teacher s need to encourage pupil s to make choices, to
select equipment and materials, to take responsibility fo r keeping the classroo m
tidy, and to develop their own resource management skills .

Some geography activities - for example, those requiring children to examine
photographs, map s or artefacts, seek out information or role-play aspects o f life in
a place - may be quite noisy and dynamic, while others, like painting and model-
making, are potentially messy. As a result, teachers will need to plan and establis h
a mixture of clearly defined area s an d general-purpose space s i n the nurser y or
classroom, where there should be sufficient space for different activities. Furniture
can be used t o mark out and defin e areas , suc h a s quie t areas an d ICT areas in
which children may seek out geographical information , although i t is important to
make sure that these arrangements do not hinder a teacher's ability to observe and
monitor children's learning.

In addition to teachers' common law duty to care for their pupils, they are also
bound by the provisions of the Health and Safety at Work Act 1974. Under the provisions
of this Act, it is forbidden for any employee, including a teacher, to meddle or interfere
with anything provided for the purpose of ensuring people's health and safety. Employees
must also have a care for their own safety at work and the safety of others that might
be affected either by their actions or by their failure to act. Teachers are required to co-
operate with other members of staff who have duties under the Act such as the school's
health and safety representative or the first aid specialist.

Schools and nurserie s hav e health an d safet y policies (often base d o n LEA
policies) and staff are expected to be familiar with the content of these policies. For
example, activities involvin g potentially hazardous materia l need very careful
supervision and in some cases will necessitate adult involvement, for example using
sand and gravel in a stream tray to model river processes. Childre n must understand
the importance of safety and, where necessary, teachers may restrict usage of some
resources to adults only.
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Teaching and Learning Resources for
Geography

Geographical resources should be as up to date as possible to reflect the changin g
nature of the world both at local level and globally. They should also be evaluated
carefully to ensure, for example, that a photopack portrays a balanced picture of
life in a particular locality and avoids stereotypica l images (se e Chapter 8).

A full set of Ordnance Survey maps is unnecessary but having a range of maps
is important. The local authority o r local library can often help obtain maps of the
local area, as they will have a licence from the Ordnance Survey for using them in
an educational context. Geography advisers should be able to provide further details .
Large-scale maps related to local planning issues can be collected: if the area around
the school is part of a traffic-calming scheme, then this will be mapped and the local
planning department will have copies. Local tourist offices , shoppin g centres and
transport interchanges have a range of maps and plans drawn from many differen t
perspectives. A wide-ranging collection of map styles can be built up quickly and
relatively cheaply . The resources in Boxes 6.1 to 6.5 would enable the effectiv e
delivery of the geography curriculum.

Box 6.1 Maps

large-scale Ordnance Survey maps (1:1250 in urban areas, 1:2500 in rural areas,

1:10,000 available for all areas)

medium-scale Ordnance Survey maps (1:25,000, 1:5000)

street and road maps, tourist maps

school plan

plan of the classroom (drawn by the teacher)

atlases appropriate for Key Stages 1 and 2

globes (blank outline, simple political and physical)

plastic-covered maps (UK, Europe, the world)

jigsaws

play-mat with model buildings, people, vehicles, etc.

Satellite images are available from the Geographical Association as a resource
pack which features S t Lucia and UK locations (see Barnett etal, 1994) an d are
increasingly availabl e fro m th e Interne t (se e pp. 129-30) . Any type of image,
whether it be from a  satellite o r from the school's camera , needs to be protected.
Consider laminating all photos and decide whether it would be beneficial to mount
them on large piece s of card, thereby allowing children to surround the imag e
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with questions o r labels. Oblique aerial and vertica l photo s ar e often available
through the local authority advisory service and are also becoming available on
the Internet (www.multimap.com). Photopacks have been the mainstay of many
schools' contrasting an d distant localit y studies fo r the past decade. Again , the
materials withi n them need carefu l management . The y could be kept in a ring
binder o r on display board s an d checked regularly t o ensure tha t photograph s
do not go missing.

Teachers can locate and collec t resources to supplement these materials . St
Lucia has perhaps the widest variety of published resources i n this format, most of
which are available through the Geographical Association and Worldaware, although
resources on the Indian village of Chembakoli have recently been updated by Action-
Aid. Many excellent television programmes exist such as the geography Landmarks
series (BBC ) andZig-Zag. The BBC Education website also hosts materials to support
the programmes.

Non-fiction text s such a s the Wayland series 'Countrie s of the World ' and
biographies o f children and familie s suc h as Children  fust Like  Me (Gavin , 1997 )
are useful to support geographical learning. Fiction texts with a geographical focus
or theme have been in use for many years and have received extra attention through
the us e o f big books in the Nationa l Literacy Strategy. Example s of geographical
fiction includ e the Kati e Morag stories by Marie Hedderwick, the Geographical
Association's Barnab y Bear big books, and Handa's Surprise  by Eileen Browne.
Each text links very well with existing geography units such as 'An island home'
and 'Wher e in the world is Barnaby Bear?', and they are exciting ways int o the
geography o f Coll, Dublin, Brittany and Kenya.

Consider making up place boxes to support learning about particular localities .
Large 'tidy-boxes' wit h lids can be filled with artefacts and materials that represent
the local area, and the other national and internationa l localities that are being
investigated. Thes e resources can also be used to create exciting environments in
the home corner or role-play area.

Wildgoose Publications (www.wgoose.co.uk) produces a catalogue that provides
all the fieldwork equipment that may be needed. Many of these resources may be
available i n the school to support science and technology teaching and most early
years settings will have 'small world' resources already.

Obtaining and managing the resources is important, but using them intelligently
in a  critical way is also crucial . It can be all too easy for students an d teachers to
present resources about places as the single explanation of what life is like in that
place. One photograph, artefact or story cannot hope to represent the totalit y of
human and physical geography in a place. Place resources should be seen as evidence
(as in a portrait or artefact used in history) or media (as in adverts, brochures and
other texts examined in English). Using a wide range of resources i s essential for
children to gain a  rich sense o f place concerning the localities they are learning
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Box 6.2 Photographs

• satellite images

• postcards, slides

• photographs of the local area (human features, physical features, evidence of

change, etc.)

• aerial photographs (oblique and vertical views)

• video: moving images of places and environments as well as video footage shot

by teachers and children

• photopacks for locality studies

Box 6.3 Primary and secondary sources

• topical newspaper extracts

• travel brochures

• artefacts (menus, stamps, currency, music, newspapers)

• samples of local rocks, soils and fossils

• goods: fairly traded goods such as tea and coffee; packaging from goods may

reveal local as well as international place of origin

Box 6.4 ICT

Roamer

digital camera

CD-ROMs

email

software for word processing, desktop publishing, data handling and

spreadsheets

data logging, mapping, graphing, games and simulations

aerial photographs in electronic form

maps in electronic form

compasses, clinometer

rain gauge, wind vane, thermometers, anemometer

trundle-wheel

stream tank/sand tray/guttering, sand, gravel, rocks of various sizes

'small world' resources: people, buildings, animals, Lego, Duplo track
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about. Equally , giving children the chance to question the resources that they use
can help to develop their thinking skills . Try the activities and question s below to
hone your own critical thinking skills in preparation for using resources to support
a unit of work.

Critical thinking and resources

• How many different sources will you use during the unit of work?

• Does the same publisher or agency produce them?

• What types of media will you use? Can you justify why you have used a range of medi

or stuck to just text, video or photographs?

• How does your medium-term planning allow for reflective, creative and critical thinking

• Who chooses the enquiry questions

• Are alternative interpretations shown

• Does your class have the opportunity to evaluate the evidence gathered during th

enquiry?

• Who draws the conclusions? You, the children, or bot

Critically evaluating locality packs

Try these activities on any locality pack you already use or are about to buy:

1 Who produced the pack?

• A commercial publisher, a charity, a government organization

2 What is its function?

• Mainly to give information? To highlight injustice? To advertise a product

3 What impact will it have on the individuals portrayed in the pack?

• Will they benefit from the sales of the pack? Will their locality become inundate

with visitors?

4 Question the information in the pack.

• When was it researched? Who researched it? Who took the photographs, made th

video, wrote the 'day in the life'? How many different viewpoints are represented?

How does the pack present controversial issues?

5 How does it compare to the focus of your own locality pack?

• Are the views of the people presented? To what extent does it rely on materia

produced by the school, the tourist office or the local authority?

6 How is the information presented, aesthetically? Would you redesign it?

• Do the text and images communicate their message clearly? Is it attractive to it

chosen audience?

7 What feedback would you give to the creators of the pack?

• What questions are left unanswered or not even raised? Do they acknowledge tha

the pack is only one view or do they present it as 'the truth'?
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Using the School or Nursery Grounds
The Early Learning Goals and th e geography Programme of Study for Key Stages
1 and 2 both implicitly and explicitly suggest tha t teachers should use the school
or nursery grounds a s a resource fo r fieldwork learning. I n the Foundation Stag e
the children are likely to have access t o a well-designed outdoo r play space with

1 '}'? appropriate wheel toys, play furniture and hard and sof t surfaces . Teachers at Key
Stages 1  and 2  may not be as well served by their school grounds, bu t a  small
amount of work can often provide an excellent learning environment for developing
geographical skills , investigatin g environmenta l and sustainability issues , and
observing physical processes working at a small scale. Teacher s and students can
maximize the use of the school or nursery grounds in the following ways.

Making use of the school grounds

• Creating a map of the grounds. It can be drawn from a 1:10,000 or 1:250

Ordnance Survey map, or an architect's plan of the school. This can be used on A4

paper as a base map for fieldwork, for designing trails or for orienteering activities. The

same map drawn on a play-mat can be used for modelling and indoor navigation.

• Taking photographs of the grounds. Photographs of the human and physical feature

in the grounds, and photos of children at work and play outside, can be used for sorting

activities and to support way-finding and location activities in conjunction with a map of

the area.

• Painting a compass rose on the play area. Children can use the compass rose t

learn about direction and then use this information in enquiries. For example, would we

want to sit outside on the north or the south side of the building today? Which direction

is the wind coming from today?

• Planning an environmental area. Many schools and early years settings have create

an environmental area in part of the grounds. Children can be involved in planning and

maintaining such an area. This is a large-scale, medium-term project that is not to be

undertaken lightly. Often much help can be gained from the local authority, who will

support such developments through Local Agenda 21 initiatives, or urban development

schemes funded from the Single Regeneration Budget (SRB).

Organizing and Managing Saf e Fieldwork
The impact of geographical fieldwork experiences and other learning outdoors can stay
in a learner's mind for a lifetime. The excitement of visiting a new place, travelling on
the train or bus with friends, followin g a trail or completing a survey in a group can
all be remembered decades after th e actua l experience. However, for teachers the
experience of organizing, leading and following up fieldwork can be fraught. Well-
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publicized accidents that have occurred to children when in the care of their teachers
out of school are a sombre reminder that fieldwork experiences have the potential to
endanger children. As with any other aspect of geography teaching, planning and
preparation are essentia l i n order to gain th e maximu m educational benefit fro m
fieldwork, and to ensure the health and safety of the children.

Teachers need to weigh up the appropriateness of potential fieldwork sites for
their pupils . Younge r childre n ma y benefi t mor e fro m site s close r t o th e
nursery/school, whils t older pupils may be better able to cope with a long journey
and make more sense of the geography associate d wit h a more distant location. A
preliminary visit without the childre n i s crucial in order to become familiar with
what th e sit e has t o offer, an d to assess potential hazards . Teacher s will need to
think through the logistics, health and safety, and housekeeping issue s associated
with outside visit s - fo r example, conducting a risk assessment an d making the
arrangements fo r travel, toileting, feeding and sheltering the children. A preliminary
visit may also provid e valuable informatio n for drafting letters to parents dealin g
with issues such as pocket money, clothing and footwear. Having visited a site will
enable a teacher to talk from experience when matching pupils to adults and issuin g
reminders about standards of behaviour an d risk avoidance .

It is also important to establish clea r purposes fo r the visi t an d shar e thes e
with the other adults who will be accompanying the group. The fieldwork learning
style (se e p. 105) need s to be explained to the helpers. If the children are to act as
'geographical detectives ' an d use an enquir y approach, then adult s nee d to be
discouraged fro m providin g all the answers . Usin g a briefing sheet suc h a s tha t
shown i n Box 6.6 can help in this process . Think through, and write down, what
will happen during the field visit. Wher e on the site will the children be recording
data or participating in an activity? When will the class be together as a whole group
and when will they be working with the other adul t helpers? Wher e will they eat?
Where exactly will you, as responsible teacher, be during the fieldwork? How often
will you be checking the location o f each group? How will you manage the safe use
of any fieldwork equipment? Ho w will you draw the fieldwork to a close? What will
happen after the visit? What follow-up work will the children engage in? Remember
that with young children the chance to talk about their observations and experiences
fairly soon afte r the visit is likely to aid retention and learning .

Whenever pupils are taken beyon d the confine s of the nursery/school , staf f
have to consider the health and safety implications. Teachers should always conduc t
a risk assessment prior to visiting a  site, copies of which should be given t o adult
helpers with a further cop y remaining on file in the school . I t is important to bear
in mind that when assessing risk there is a need to give consideration to likelihood
as well as severity, and to take steps to minimize the risks to the children. Completing
a fres h ris k assessment pr o forma, suc h as the one shown in Figure 6.2, serves a
number of important functions i n the preparation of successful fieldwork.

RESOURCES IN PRIMARY GEOGRAPHY
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Box 6.6 Briefing sheet and notes for parent helpers

Site: Ecclesall Road

Year group: Y3

Unit of work: Investigating our local area

Purposes of visit:

• To identify land use in a small area of the road (e.g. houses, shops, road

services, parkland, school) and record on a map of the area.

• To record images of the land use using a camer

Parent activities

1 Show the children how to match up the map with the buildings around you.

2 Remind the children how they can record land use on the map.

3 Rotate the use of the camera so all children take at least two photographs.

Suggested questions for the children

1 Which buildings are used as shops?

2 Which buildings are used as houses?

3 Show me where the park is on the map.

4 Show me where we are standing on the map.

5 Do any buildings have more than one use?

6 How can you tell that a building may have more than one use?

7 Why do you think there are so many fast-food shops [or similar land use] in this

section?

Names of children in your group

1 Aimee Weaver

2 Shahida Roshni

3 Philip Staniforth

4 Billy Wazcek

5 Hayley Price
6 Leon Sharpe

First, it acts as a checklist or aide-memoire in the planning process. Consistent
completion of such a form is a major step towards a well-planned and safe visit. It
requires teachers to be focused about teaching and learning activities and to identify
hazards (such as traffic) an d the level of risk (low , medium or high), and to state
the action to be taken to limit exposure to such hazards. Provision for children with
special needs is taken into account, as are emergency procedures and the need for
the teacher to be contactable by mobile phone.
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Visit planner / Risk assessment

Year group Y3 Number of children 28

Details of adult helpers

Class teacher and leader Cherie May

Other adults Philip Peascod (student teacher), Kim Brown, Terri Sharpe, Frances Fisher (all parents)

Destination Ecclesall Road and Endcliffe Park Transport Supervised walk from school
1 ^O

Date 14/06/2001 Timing 0930-1200

Preliminary visit made (\ES)I NO Adult helpers briefed (YES)/ NO

Learning objectives

• To identify land use in a small area of the road and record on a map of the are

• To record images of the land use using a came

Activities

Land use mapping

Land use interpretation

Photograph taking

Resources

One camera per group of six children

One base map of area per two children

Clipboards

Land use key (designed by children in preliminary work)

Hazards Level of risk Action taken
(high/medium/low)

Traffic Medium Children briefed about dangers of stepping onto road and required not
to leave group; children only cross road at crossing with their teacher
or adult.

Pets in park Medium Children and adults instructed not to touch animals and to check
potential sitting areas for dog mess.

Other pedestrians Low Adults briefed to avoid obstructing other pedestrians when with group.

Weather Low Forecast obtained. Children and parents wearing appropriate clothing
and footwear. Adults have spare hats and water if sun is strong.

Pupils with special needs likely to affect safety Catherine McGowan: asthma

Action required Inhaler with class teacher

Mobile phone number 08708 1 2321 34 School telephone number 011 4 555 34344

Mobile and medication held by Cherie May

Signed Date Emergency procedures

£4ie.ri& Ma  ̂12/1/01 • Secure safety of gr

• Contact emergency services if necessa

• Contact teacher responsible (Cheri

Figure 6.2 Visit planner/risk assessment
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Second, although this process may seem daunting, it gives you written evidence
of your fieldwork planning. This is useful both for planning future visits to the same
site or other locations, an d for providing evidence of your safe planning in the now
unlikely situation o f an accident. Conducting a risk assessment is therefore much
more than just a paper exercise a s i t is an integra l par t of fieldwork preparation.
Equally, vigilance doe s no t stop afte r the completion of a risk assessment . The
teacher show n i n Figure 6.3 is continually posing questions to herself throughou t
the development, actual visit and follow-up of a fieldwork experience.

No child can be taken out

of nursery/school without the parents'

permission. Have I sent letters to parents

informing them of the details of

the visit such as appropriate

clothing, dates and times?

What are the procedures in the

event of an emergency or accident,

for example a fire alarm? Do I have

an emergency kit (sick bags?"

'wet wipes', spare clothing)?

Have I briefed accompanying

parents/adults about the visit and their role?

Which children are they to accompany?

. What should they wear? Have I

'explained why the children are going,

and what the learning purposes of

the visit are?

Do any of the children

have special needs?

Have I planned for this?

Have I checked the route? What are the

safest crossing points, and are there any

toilets en route just in case? Do I know the bus

times, stopping places and alternative routes

in the event of a non-arrival? Have

told the bus company that we are

making the visit?

Have I explained to the

children where they are

going, who with,

why and what's expected?

Where will the children

eat, sit, keep dry and

go to the toilet?

Have I got enough adults to

supervise the children adequately?

(For example, a ratio of 3:1 in

nursery, and 6:1 with infants

ensures a high margin

of error.)

Are there any

particular hazards

to avoid?

Figure 6.3 Planning a visit
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Information and Communications
Technology as a Resource for Geography

Information and communications technology (ICT , including computers, calculators,
video, tape recorders, etc.) has had a profound effec t upon our lives and its growth
in recent years has bee n exponential. The presence of computers in nurseries an d
schools ha s increase d considerabl y sinc e the 1980s . Many bases and classroom s
have more than one machine and some primary schools have dedicated ICT suites.
However, the provisio n varie s fro m schoo l t o school , a s thes e comment s fro m
students an d OFSTED (posted on Student email Conference November 2000) reveal .

School A is a brand new school with a purpose-built ICT suite and a  full-tim e
assistant who is responsible for the smooth running of it. Each class is allocated a
40-minute slot per week and the IT lady liaises with the class teacher to discuss
what the focu s will be, gives ideas of resources on the Web and gets i t set up
ready for the class before they arrive . .. ver y good for time management as I
found when I took the class myself! They also have a wide range of software tha t
is catalogued and kept in the ICT suite. Each class also has it s own computer
which I thought wasn't used to its best advantage becaus e they tend to rely on
the weekly visit to the computer suite. There are also classes fo r parents to come
in and get some expert tuition from a n outside tutor. I was very impressed!

School B was visited by OFSTED inspecting the partnership provision provided by
primary schools and a higher education institution. After visiting the school the
inspector commented that the ability of students to use IC T effectively wa s marred
by the presence of broken computers and out-of-date software.

The final section o f this chapter wil l focus on the resource s student s an d
teachers can use if they are working in a setting that has adequate hardware provision
such as a PC in each classroom, as well as access to the World Wide Web and email
from a t least one location in the school or nursery.

Opportunities for using ICT in Key Stage 1 and Key Stage
2 geography
Analysis o f the ICT opportunities in the original sixteen QC A geography unit s (Tabl e
6.1) gives a clear picture of the resource implications for geography teaching. Children
need to have access to simple and mor e complex chart-drawing facilities , to word
processing applications and desktop publishing, to a database and simple simulation
software such as MyWorld. They need access to the Internet for email and ideally
to publish pages on the schoo l Web site. They need to use reference materials on
CD-ROM and searc h engine s suc h a s As k Jeeves for Kids for Internet research .
Access to simple mapping software such as Local Studies and the use of the schoo l
video camera i s necessary.
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Table 6. ICT opportunities in the QCA units of work
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Unit Uni t title
no.

ICT used

Around our school - the local area Children can draw simple charts of how children in the
class come to school.

2 How can we make our local area safer? Children create, describe and explain charts of parked
cars in a street, and use the evidence to locate a crossing.

3 An island home (Struay) Children can design their own island using a simple
drawing package, mapping package or use the MyWorld
screen entitled 'Island'.

4 Going to the seaside Children use a simple database and create charts showing
the results of a school survey ('What is the most popular
place visited?').

5 Where in the world is Barnaby Bear? With teacher assistance, the children publish a class
newspaper on the school Web site showing where
Barnaby has been.

6 Investigating our local area Children use different types of software to present their
results - mark on base map, database, simple graphs,
simple pie charts.

7 Weather around the world Children research chosen holiday destination (CD-ROMs).
Use a concept keyboard or multimedia resource to find
out about life in that locality (similarities and differences).

8

9

10

11
12

13

14

Improving the environment

Village settlers

A village in India

Water

Should the high street be closed to
traffic?

A contrasting UK locality - Llandudno

Investigating rivers

Children use graphs to demonstrate movement around the
school. Graph to show the weight of rubbish collected.

Children use mapping software to make a map of a village
showing physical constraints on development.

Children use CD-ROMs and the Internet to find diverse
images of India.

A spreadsheet is used to display the use of water at home.

Spreadsheets and graphing software are used to display
data concerning traffic issues.

Create a map of a coastal location using a simple mapping
package and use the World Wide Web.

Enter and store data in a data file. Use ICT to provide a
project folder on a local river using CD-ROMs and simple
desktop publishing software.

15 The mountain environment Use CD-ROMs for research, and Internet weather forecast
services.

16 What's in the news? Use word processing and desktop publishing to report a
local or global issue. Create a radio or video news report.

ICT resources for geography learning
Geography-specific software

Some packages set ou t to provide information i n support of specific places and
themes within the geography curriculum such as th e Worldaware Village  Life  i n
India CD-RO M or support specific geographical skills such as Softeach Education's
Local Studies mapping package and Weather  Reporter package. Mapvenfure, produce d
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by Sherston Software , allow s the children to learn about scale through a ride in a
hot air balloon. CD-ROM atlases include the Ordnance Survey Interactive Atlas of
Great Britain and the Oxford Talking  Infant Atlas.  I t can be unwise to purchase too
many geography-specific packages a s the enquiry-based nature of the subject fits
well with using generic open-ended software as discussed i n the next section .

Generic software
Generic software is not specifically related t o any particula r geography topic , but
can be used t o extend and enhanc e children's effort s t o communicate through
geographical enquiry . Word processing packages includ e Textease  (Softeas e Ltd),
which is a simple-to-use word processor an d desktop publisher , and Talking First
Word (Blac k Cat Software). Junior Pinpoint (Longma n Logotron) is an excellen t
database an d chart-drawing package that can support much enquiry-based work,
whereas GraphJT (Sherston Software) is a simple tool to produce bar, pie and
scatter graphs. Dazzle (Semerc Software) allow s Foundation, Key Stage 1 and Key
Stage 2 children to 'paint' and draw on the computer, and MyWorld (als o Semerc)
is a very popular package in which children can move objects to create villages ,
make weather forecasts and learn to read maps.

Communications technologies: email and the Internet
Numerous Web sites exist with a geographical content . Many are not suitable for
direct use b y children, although som e schools have started t o produce their own
Web sites in which geographical topics feature. Those sites that are not appropriate
for children as a result of the subject matter or the level at which the text is written
can stil l offe r teacher s a  considerable source of information with which to infor m
their teaching (se e the list below). Children can search using search engines suc h
as Ask Jeeves for Kids which censor th e questions the y ask and sites that are
returned t o them . Th e Centra l Bureau fo r Educationa l Visit s an d Exchange s
(www.centralbureau.org.uk) provide s a service to link schools across Europ e and
beyond. Such links provide a real context for email use as well as enabling children
to use email to contact other schools or ask 'experts ' geographica l questions.

Other new technologies
The use o f digital cameras i s growing in schools as th e pric e of all computing
hardware come s down. Nurseries and schools have used them to record product s
the children have made and to record fieldwork evidence, as well as provide images
that can be edited and altered in a graphics package such as Paint (available on all
PCs). O n the 'technology horizon' is the use of global positioning systems (GPS ) in
primary schools, the wider use of speech recognition software and increased acces s
to video conferencing.
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Useful geographical We b sites for teachers

The Geographical Association: the source for resources, links and professional development
http://www.geography.org.uk

Schemes of work for Geography
http://www.standards.dfee.gov.uk/schemes/geography

130 Programme s of Study for Key Stages 1  to 3 and level descriptions
http://www.nc.uk.net/servlets/NCFrame?subject=Gg

Staffordshire Geograph y Guidance: an award-winning site with lots of useful links and
information fo r primary school teachers an d children
http://www.sln.org.uk/geography/

Enhancing geography wit h ICT
http://vtc.ngfl.gov.uk/resource/cits/geog/index.html

United States Geologica l Survey: great ideas for teaching using maps and image s
http://rockyweb.cr.usgs.gov/public/outreach

Ordnance Survey: some free image s and informatio n about all OS products.
http://www.ordnancesurvey.co.uk

ESRI Schools and Libraries page: fre e softwar e and a  great introductio n to CIS
(Geographical Information Systems)
http://www.esri.com/k-12

Internet aerial photography: a portal for overhead imagery from al l over the world. Includes
UK images .
http://www.terraserver.com/

UK StreetMaps: interactive map of the British Isles, searchable by postcode.
http://uk.multimap.com/map/browse.cgi

Geography World: lots of useful links at the teacher's an d children's level on all aspects of
geography
http://members.aol.com/bowermanb/101.html

Geography Discipline Network: a geography i n higher education site that is a good startin g
point when searching for research article s
http://www.chelt.ac.uk/el/philg/gdn/

ICT, the teacher an d resource organizatio n
Currently, the standards for initial teacher educatio n require geography specialist s
to be able to demonstrate that they can review, select and effectivel y organiz e ICT
resources for use in an early years setting or school. Beginning teachers and student s
need to be able to answer the following questions based on their practice working
with children aged 3-11. Thes e questions highlight the fact that the teacher is still
indispensable in ICT-based learning. To conclude this section it is worth reflectin g
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Reflective Questions

on the three key principles (TTA, 1999) tha t shoul d govern the selection an d us e
of ICT resources i n geography. Th e first principle is that ICT should be used only to
support good practice in teaching the subject. The second is that resources selected
should be directly relate d t o the teaching and learning objectives o f a particula r
teaching session . The final principle is that using ICT should allow the learner to
achieve something tha t could not be achieved without it.

The most effective organization of classroom ICT resources to meet
learning objectives in geography

Does a large monitor, TV screen or display need to be used for whole-class teaching

when discussing the advantages and disadvantages of using Local Studiesl

When should the children be working away from the computer(s) - for example, when

discussing what to include in a desktop publishing report on a local issue?

When can children work in the classroom with ICT for a short time - for example,

listening to a weather forecast, asking a question using Ask Jeeves for Kids, or entering

their group's data into a class graph, answering a particular question using a CD-ROM?

How can you ensure that the computer-based work does not distract the other children

in the class (e.g. limiting the sound level when using the Talking Infant Atlas}?

Choose and use the most suitable ICT to meet teaching objectives, by
critically reviewing a range of generic and geography-specific software

What is its potential to enhance children's learning in geography? For example, do the

animations in a CD-ROM help the understanding of coastal physical processes? Does

the software help develop the skills associated with map reading, e.g. Mapventure?

Do materials show bias - for example, in how people in distant places are portrayed, or

how roles of men and women are shown?

Are the geographical vocabulary and concepts used oversimplified or too complex for

Foundation, Key Stage 1 or Key Stage 2 children?

In conclusion, althoug h geography is a strongly resource-base d subject, i t is
still the practitioner or teacher, and the other children in the class, who are the most
important resources. Withou t interaction between the children, and between the
children and teacher, learning will be limited and enthusiasm for learning unused .
It is only the practitioner's or teacher's skilfu l use of resources that can unleash the
children's natural curiosity about people and places around the world.

Do you use geographical questions to structure your geography displays ?
How do you locate the geographical resources in your classroom? What is accessible to you
and what is accessible to the children?
How do you use globes, atlases an d wallmaps in your continuing geographical work?
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What geographical resource s have you created or collected yourself?
How do you use the school or nursery grounds to support geographical learning ?
What fieldwork locations do you and your colleagues use ? Why were they chosen?

How do you use the base or classroom computer to support geographical learning ?
How do you use the Internet to develop your own subject knowledge and professional skills
in geography ?

FURTHER READING

Barnett, M., Kent, A., and Milton, M. (1994) Images of Earth: A Teachers' Guide to Remote Sensing in

Geography at Key Stage 2. Sheffield: Geographical Association.

Bowles, R. (1999) Resources for Key Stages 1 and 2. Sheffield: Geographical Association.

Rachel Bowles has created a directory of every possible resource needed for primary geography,

complete with information on where to obtain the resources and how to use them. A must for

every geography co-ordinator.

Fieldwork in Action Series (1993-8), published by the Geographical Association:

1 Planning Fieldwork. May, S., Richardson, P. and Banks, V.

2 An Enquiry Approach. May, S. and Cook, J.

3 Managing Out-of-Classroom Activities. Thomas, T and May, S.

4 Primary Fieldwork Projects. May, S. (ed.)

5 Mapping Land Use. Richardson, P. and Walford, R.

6 Crossing the Channel. Richardson, P. and Whiting, S.

Humanities Education Centre (1996) Storyworlds: Ideas for Teaching Primary Geography Using 10

Popular Children's Stories. London: Humanities Education Centre.

Milner, A. (1997) Geography through Play. Sheffield: Geographical Association.

Morris Nicholson, H. (1994) Place in Story-Time: Geography through Stories at Key Stages / and 2.

Sheffield: Geographical Association.

Pickford, T. (1999) ICT and Geographical Enquiry. Sheffield: Geographical Association.

GEOGRAPHY RESOURCE SUPPLIERS

ActionAid, Chataway House, Leach Road, Chard, Somerset TA20 1 FA.
www.oneworld.org/actionaid

BBC Education: www.bbc.co.uk/education

BECTa Publications, Milburn Hill Road, Science Park, Coventry CV4 7JJ.
www.becta.org.uk

Central Bureau for Educational Visits and Exchanges, 10 Spring Gardens, London SW1A 2BN.
www.centralbureau.org.uk

Development Education Association, 29-31 Cowper Street, London EC1A 4AP.

Environment Agency, Head Office, Rio House, Waterside Drive, Aztec West, Almondsbury, Bristol

BS12 4UD. Tel: 0645 333111.
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Field Studies Council, Preston Montford, Shrewsbury SY4 1 HW.

Geographical Association, 1 60 Solly Street, Sheffield SI 4BF.
www.geography.org.uk

MJPGeopacks, 92-104 Carnwath Road, London SW6 5HW.

Ordnance Survey, Education Department, Romsey Road, Southampton S01 6 4GU.

www.ordnancesurvey.co.uk

OXFAM, 274 Banbury Road, Oxford OX2 7GZ.
www.oxfam.org

Wayland Multimedia, 61 Western Road, Hove, East Sussex BN3 1JD.
www.wayland.co.uk

Wildgoose Publications, The Reading Room, Dennis Street, Hugglescote, Leicestershire LE67 2FP
www.wildgoose.co.uk

Worldaware, 31 -35 Kirby Street, London EC1 N 8TE.
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Monitoring and
Assessing Children's
Learning in Geography

In recent years, assessment i n education has become increasingly important.
Governments have been concerned to 'measure' educational outputs in order
to enable comparisons between schools to be made and to inform parent s
about schools' performance. Assessment has also been seen as a means of
raising the standard of pupils' achievements.

Teachers, meanwhile, have developed their expertise in using differen t
forms an d methods of assessment. Successfu l teachers use thei r subject
knowledge effectively and develop a range of skills. These skills include the
ability to employ a variety of assessment strategie s i n order to plan, teach
and promote children's learning.

This chapter begins by considering the different purposes of assessing
children's learning in geography and what teachers should focus on in their
assessments. It then looks at various forms of assessment an d a number of
ways in which children's progress in geography can be assessed. The chapter
focuses on formative assessment. Thi s involves identifying what children
have achieve d i n order to plan the nex t stag e and i s seen a s th e mos t
important form o f assessment in terms of children's learning (Blyt h an d
Krause, 1995). Finally, suggestions ar e made as to how teachers can record
their assessment s and how they migh t repor t to parents on children' s
progress. The chapter emphasizes that systems for assessing and recording
children's work in geography and for reporting on their progress need to be
simple, straightforward and manageable .

Why Assess Children's Learning in
Geography?

Assessment can take place before, during and following teaching. The process
involves gathering, and sometimes recording, then interpreting and using



information gleaned fro m children's responses to educational tasks for a variety of
purposes. Assessment shoul d be integral t o the planning process and, through a
spiral approach to the curriculum, enable children to revisit aspects o f geography
at progressively greate r level s o f refinement and understanding . Th e focus of the
curriculum on the core subjects accompanied by target-setting an d the publication
of the results of Standard Assessment Test s (SATs) , means that most teachers now
prioritize statutor y assessmen t o f English, math s an d science . Nevertheless ,
irrespective o f legal requirements such a s reporting on children's attainmen t t o
parents, assessmen t lies a t the heart o f promoting their learning in any subject
(TGAT, 1988), and there are a number of reasons why assessing children's learning
in geography i s worthwhile, for teachers, pupils and a wider audience (Table 7.1).
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Table 7.1 Purposes of assessment in geography

Purpose of assessment Example of what a teacher might do

To identify what children can/cannot do

To identify what children know/do not know

To identify what children understand/do not
understand

To find out how well children have achieved
what was intended

To inform planning for groups and
individuals

To extend children through appropriate
intervention

To check whether children are ready for the
next stage in a particular progression of
learning

To consider whether a child has made
satisfactory progress

To provide feedback to pupils about their
progress

To help pupils devise personal targets

To motivate pupils

To summarize children's attainment

To place children against different
descriptors of achievement

To identify how children are performing
relative to others of a similar age

To record whole-class progress

To illustrate the school's standards of
attainment in geography

To evaluate the effectiveness of one's own
practice

To evaluate the geography curriculum
provided by the school

Ask children to draw a plan of the classroom

Initiate a brainstorm at the beginning of a topic on a
contrasting locality

Ask children to explain how certain coastal features have
been formed

Ask children to list similarities and differences between
two localities

Elicit children's (possibly stereotypical) images of a
locality to be studied

Observe children, then take on the role of customer in
an estate agent role-play

Consider how successfully children interpret oblique
aerial photographs

Compare Year 2 and Year 4 end-of-year reports on
geography

Mark and comment on children's interpretations of
weather data they have collected

Ask children to evaluate their use of mapping software

Provide constructive feedback based on assessment

Produce an end-of-unit record or yearly report for parents

Make a summative assessment at the end of a Key Stage

Compare achievements of children in a parallel year group
undertaking the same activity

Produce records to pass on to the next teacher

Level a range of children's work for inclusion in the
school's geography portfolio

Determine whether the use of a compass was explained
sufficiently clearly in a lesson

The geography co-ordinator reviews teachers' end-of-
year records

MONITORING AND ASSESSING CHILDREN'S LEARNING IN GEOGRAPHY



What to Assess in Geography
Assessment shoul d focus initially on children's achievement in individual lessons
or activities, in other words the extent to which they have met the learning objective,
which will have been drawn from th e Nationa l Curriculum (2000 ) Programme of
Study for geography or Early Learning Goals. These assessments wil l contribute to

136 identifyin g their progress in the four aspects of geography:
geographical enquiry and skills (fo r example, ca n they suggest questions to research about
children's lives in a contrasting locality? Can they locate features o n a map using four-
figure grid references?) ;
knowledge and understanding of places (fo r example, ca n they identify similarities and
differences betwee n housing in the local area and in a contrasting locality?) ;
knowledge and understanding of patterns and processes (fo r example, ca n they explai n
how certain features o f a local stream have been formed?); and
knowledge and understanding of environmental chang e and sustainable development (for
example, ca n they suggest how their schoo l grounds might be improved?) .

An activity may often relat e to more than one of these. For example:
Key Stage 1: children dra w a  map to show where litte r ca n be found in the playgroun d
(skills and patterns) .
Key Stage 2: children produce a  poster identifying view s for and against plans to construct
a wind far m in the local area (skills , places and environmental change) .

However, there are also other , cross-curricular elements of children's learning (a s
well as their interest in geography) on which teachers can comment. These include
how well they co-operate with each other when they are engaged on geographical
tasks, their attitude towards the environment, other people and places, and their
understanding of what it means to be a global citizen. In addition, the work children
produce may demonstrate thei r creative abilities a s well as thei r geographica l
understanding -  fo r example, through writing stories and poems, drawing, usin g
ICT or producing a display.

It is worth remembering that assessment is not an exact scienc e and that it
is more difficult t o assess some areas of children's geographical learnin g tha n
others. Fo r instance, assessin g whether childre n can describe the location o f a
feature b y usin g a  four-figur e grid referenc e is relativel y straightforward .
Determining t o wha t exten t the y ar e developin g a  sens e o f environmenta l
responsibility o r a sense o f place is more problematic. Moreover, children may
appear t o have grasped, for example, a  new skill but be unable to use or apply
it in a different context . Furthermore , much of the knowledge and understandin g
of very young children is fleeting in nature and they nee d constantly t o revisi t
and revise their experiences. Because their thinking is extensively drive n by cues
in the context, it is often very difficult to be sure what they have learned (Edwards
and Knight , 1994) .
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Assessment an d monitoring of children's learning in geography should take
place within the context o f the schoo l assessment policy . This should indicate, for
example, how and when children's attainment is to be assessed. Opportunities for
assessment should b e identified in the school' s schem e of work for geography
wherever i t might be appropriate to check on the development of particular skills ,
knowledge or understanding within the fou r aspects o f geography.
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Forms of Assessment
In order t o acquire informatio n o n children's learning, teacher s can undertake
different form s of assessment, both formal and informal, summative and formative,
criterion and norm referenced. These may be carried out in various combinations :
for example, intervening in what children are doing as part of everyday teaching is
informal and formative; matching children's work to a particular level is summative,
criterion-referenced assessment . Similarly , summative assessments can be used
formatively by subsequent teachers. It can be difficult for assessment t o serve several
possibly conflicting purposes, and thus clarifying its purpose enables the appropriate
form of assessment to be chosen .

Informal and formal assessment in geography
Informal assessment take s place as an integral, unplanned part of everyday teaching.
A teacher, fo r example, may look at the work on which a child is engaged, prais e
his or her efforts so far, and assess his or her needs and respond appropriately with
a question, a  suggestion, a n explanation o r a slight adjustment to the task. This
type of assessment ca n provide instant feedback to children and thus motivate them.
It can help teachers dea l there and then with any misunderstandings whic h hav e
arisen o r develop teaching points further i f necessary .

Teachers store much of this information in their heads and these assessments
are not usually recorded unless the y are of particular significance. Once teachers
get to know the children in their class, they are usually able to anticipate their needs.
However, i t is always wort h considering alternative ways o f explaining a task or
presenting information should this prove necessary, a s well as ensuring that there
are worthwhile extension task s planned for those who may need them.

Extension tasks and alternative presentation of information

Danny [Reception] had confidently and accurately completed a task which involved him

sorting pictures of different clothing into those that he would wear in winter and those he

would wear in summer. His teacher praised him and suggested that he now drew two sets

of pictures showing the kinds of things he might do in winter and summer.
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Shahida (Year 4) had not started a written task which involved describing how the local

environment was being improved, following fieldwork the class had undertaken: 1 don't

know what to write.' Her teacher referred her to the display of photographs which the

children had taken and wrote down some cue words such as traffic, litter and dogs to help

her.

Formal assessment, o n the other hand, has a  specifi c purpose , criteria for
success an d a  method for collecting evidence which are all established befor e th e
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After a residential visit to a village in the Peak District, children in a Year 3 class were

asked to complete a table in order to demonstrate whether they could identify similarities

and differences between the village and their local area. Less able children were given

specific headings, such as shops, schools and transport. The more able were asked to

provide reasons for the differences: this would provide evidence of achievement at a

higher level.

Formative and diagnostic assessment i n geography
Formative assessment , eithe r forma l o r informal , i s a n integra l par t o f th e
planning-teaching-learning process. Teachers initially enable children to demonstrate
what they know, understand or can do and match their achievements against specific
learning objectives and criteria for success i n the short term, and broader learning
objectives in medium-term planning. They can then plan to support children's futur e
learning by providing appropriate'scaffolding' (Vygotsky , 1978) in order to extend,
challenge or reinforce as appropriate. Diagnostic assessment also informs teachers '
planning, but this focuses on identifying children's learning difficulties .

Formative assessment allows for individual children to be targeted, for example
if a child has clearly misunderstood something , as well as indicating the next stage
for larger groups. Formal formative assessment ca n provide detailed feedback on a
child's progress .

Formative assessment

As she was playing outside, Claire (aged 4) was asked to name certain features in order to

ascertain the geographical vocabulary she needed to be taught.

A Year 3 class of children began a unit of work focusing on the local area with a task which

involved interpreting a picture map. Their teacher wanted to find out whether they were

ready to progress to using Ordnance Survey maps.

The results o f formative assessment ca n be shared wit h children and i t can
incorporate opportunities for self-assessment. Unlik e summative assessment, it can
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take into account other factors which might affect individual children, such as their
lack of experience of other places. It also makes possible a value-added element , in
other words how far an individua l child has progresse d fro m hi s o r her starting
point. Teachers need to be as objective as possible in their assessments, which can
sometimes say more about their expectations than about a child's progress (Marsde n
and Hughes , 1994) . The y also nee d to ensure tha t they ar e assessing what the y
set out to assess - that is the geographical conten t - and do not give undue weight 13 9

to, for example, a child's presentational skills .

Summative assessment in geography
Summative assessment in geography i s not part of everyday classroo m activity . I t
requires teachers t o use their ongoing records to summarize children's attainment
and may take place at the end of a unit of work, year or Key Stage. It can involve
deciding which level descriptio n a  child's wor k matche s best . Records of these
assessments can be used t o inform parent s o r subsequent teacher s of children' s
attainment as well as assisting their class teachers in planning the next geograph y
unit of work.

Self-assessment in geography
Teachers should ai m to provide opportunities fo r all children to assess their own
work. The High Scope approach, for example, involves children in early years settings
in a cyclical process of planning, doing and then reviewing their activities (Pollard,
1997), and evaluation feature s as a cross-curricular skill in the National Curriculum
(2000). Self-assessment ha s a  number of benefits.

Benefits of  self-assessment

helping children to recognize their capabilities and understand what is needed for their

future development;

helping children to evaluate their learning strategies and achievements; and

encouraging children to become more active, independent learners as they learn how to

assess their own work and set their own learning purposes, and thus gain a sense of

ownership of the learning process.

Self-assessment can take place in a number of different ways. The importance of
a plenary has been reinforced by the national literacy and numeracy strategies. Here
teachers can reinforce the lesson's learnin g objective, but children can also identif y
how far they think this has been achieved. In some schools, children compile their own
portfolio or record of achievement (PRAE) which is culled and updated regularly. This
can be a time-consuming process but it enables children to see how they are making
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progress by selecting a piece of work for inclusion, say at the end of a unit of work,
which is dated and annotated and which shows evidence of their learning.

For self-assessment t o be successful, teachers nee d to do the following.

Enabling successful self-assessment

• Ensure children understand a lesson or activity's learning objective and how it will be

assessed.

• Discuss children's work with them: how and why they have done it, how far they

understand it, how well they think they have done it.

• Encourage children to identify their 'best work' in terms of the geographical content.

• Encourage children to review their work with their peers, in pairs or in small groups.

• Encourage children to set their own targets (what they will be able to do or know about,

for example).

• Let children help to report their progress, for example by writing part of the report to

their parents.

Evaluative assessment
Evaluative assessment is slightly different in that it focuses on teaching rather than
on individual children's attainment. Reviewing the geography curriculum provided
by a school i s one of the responsibilities o f a geography co-ordinator , a s will be
explained i n Chapter 10. Teachers can also use thei r assessments to evaluate th e
effectiveness o f their own practice. This was explored in Chapter 4.

Methods of Assessment
The fact that there is no statutory assessment for geography a t Key Stage 1  or Key
Stage 2 can be seen a s an advantage. Teacher s do not feel obliged to 'teach t o the
test' and thus can have more flexibility in using a range of assessment methods as
well as making assessment a n integral part of planning the geography curriculum.
They can plan appropriate tasks through which children can demonstrate what they
know, understand or can do. These tasks can be accessible to all children but produce
differentiated outcomes , enabling teachers t o identify what particular children have
learned. This section focuses on different method s that teachers can use to assess
children's learning i n geography formally, although some of these methods, suc h
as observation, can also be used in informal assessment .

Beginning teachers nee d to be aware that collecting relevant information
through assessment need s practice. It also requires certain skills such as observation,
listening and being able to interact with children through discussion, as well as the
ability to interpret the information that is collected and use it constructively.
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Observation

Listening

QCA/DfEE (2000 ) emphasizes that systematic, focused observation of children's
achievements, interests and learning styles should be a fundamental part of the
process of teaching, particularly in early years settings. However , observation is
not an en d in itself: i t can help teachers understand children' s learnin g and
development and reflect on the effectiveness of their provision, as well as having
a formative and summativ e role. When observing children, it is important that
teachers ai m to be objective and non-judgementa l and se e what children are
actually doing rather than what they think they are doing or even what they want
to see . Unplanned, spontaneous observatio n ca n be useful whe n children are
learning independently, but sometime s this provides only partial information
which i s inadequate for making judgements on children's learning. I t is als o
impossible to record what i s happening all the time . Thus it is worth teachers
planning to undertake short, clearly focused observations. Observation can be
made easier if teachers do the following.

Observation

Plan for observation - who, what, how and for how long.

Tell children what you intend to do and what you are looking for.

Aim to carry out observations in as natural a way as possible, either being unobtrusive

or interacting with the children.

Ask the children not to interrupt; in other words, ensure they have 'getting on' strategies.

Concentrate on the task in hand and try not to be distracted.

Avoid the urge to intervene.

Take notes, perhaps on a pre-planned form.

Interpret these notes as soon as possible while they are fresh.

Provide short and focused feedback to the children.

Suitable contexts for observation include the following :

a child building a model according to a predetermined plan;
a group using a play-mat with geographical features;
a group engaged in fieldwork involving measuring and recording features of a stream.

Teachers may wish to listen t o what children have to say to each other whilst
engaged o n particular tasks; what the y say when talking abou t their work or
during a presentation to the class or what they say to their teacher in discussion.
As with observation, listening to children needs to be planned for carefully, takin g
the sam e points as ar e identifie d abov e into consideration, if the information
gained is to be useful. Again , teachers can make brief notes , perhaps on a pre-
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planned form . Alternatively , children's talk can be tape-recorded, although i t is
not always easy to distinguish betwee n individual children's contributions, and
any background noise may be picked up.

Listening

A Year 4 class was undertaking a unit of work which involved investigating plans to

demolish a local pub and use the land for housing. The children had been asked to work in

small groups to present the different views of the people they had interviewed. Their

teacher had deliberately set up a group of the more able children and he planned to listen

to their discussion. He made brief notes on the contribution of all the children, to

determine whether they could:

• explain their own view

• explain the views of other

• recognize how change might affect the lives of local peopl

• recognize how change might alter the nature of the localit

• recognize how change might be beneficial; an

• recognize how change might have drawback

Questioning
Effective teacher s wil l plan for questioning i n geography rathe r than leav e i t to
chance. Questioning can be a useful tool for diagnosing learnin g difficulties an d
developing insigh t int o ways i n which children learn an d work, as well as for
identifying wha t the y kno w and understand . Question s ca n be oral or written
and similarly require an oral or written response. They can range from question s
which requir e lower-order thinking, fo r example to answer factua l o r closed
questions, t o those which requir e higher-order thinking , suc h as comparing ,
analysing, evaluatin g or solving problems (Table 7.2). Teachers need to ask both
kinds of questions to enable children to make progress in geography: lower-orde r
questioning wil l encourage childre n to remember facts, whereas higher-orde r
questions shoul d promot e more complex thinking processes. Teacher s may also
need to provide a core of questions supplemente d by further questions to extend
the more able.

Concept mapping
Concept mapping involves children in mapping out what they have learned and how
it appears to 'fi t together' .
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Table 7.2 Questions which will reveal different features of children's geographical knowledge and
understanding and their thinking processes

Required thinking Example

Knowledge

Comprehension

Application

Analysis

Synthesis

Evaluation

Recalling facts or observations

Comparing, contrasting,
describing, explaining

Applying knowledge to solve
problems, relating knowledge to
everyday lives

Drawing conclusions, making
inferences, finding causes

Solving problems, making
predictions, proposing

Judging, evaluating, deciding
appraising

What is the name of the river we saw?

Where isTocuaro?

What was the weather like yesterday?

What sort of food does the Horta family eat?

How is the school in Tocuaro similar to yours?

Can you follow this plan and put the model village
back in the right place?

Where [on a map] do you think all the houses that
were flooded are?

Why do some people not want the supermarket to
be built?

Why does the stream flow faster here?

How can we encourage children to walk to school?

What will happen if the school in the village closes?

Would it be a good idea to cut down that tree?

What do you think of the new houses by the canal?
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An example of concept mapping

A Year 5 class, unfamiliar with concept mapping, had just completed a river enquiry,

focusing on river processes. To assess their understanding, their teacher initiated a

brainstorm of aspects of the topic. The children then:

wrote the words on small pieces of paper;
arranged them appropriately and stuck them down on a larger piece of paper;
drew lines to represent relationships; and
wrote a few words expressing these relationships, explaining how they saw the links.

Testing
Testing can take plac e i n a number of ways and be used fo r formative as wel l as
summative assessment. The less threatening i t is, the more children are likely to show
what the y have learned . In other words, i t should b e little differen t fro m an y other
teaching, perhaps taking the form of a series of oral questions, or a special worksheet .

How a test might be administered

A Year 5 class was given a short oral test to help ensure that basic information on a local

issue (the construction of speed ramps in the local area) had been consolidated before

they went on to discuss the issue in role:
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• Wh o is proposing to construct the speed ramps
• Why ? What will the ramps do
• Where
• Wh o thinks they are a good idea? Why
• Who thinks they are a bad idea? Why
• Di d all the local people the class interviewed agree
• Wha t do you think

Children can also test each other, setting the questions and scoring the answers
themselves. Olde r children can ask questions of a more interpretative nature such
as 'What' s he doing? ' 'Why? ' 'Ho w will that help hi s family? ' (referrin g to a
photograph).

Planning for Assessment
As assessment shoul d be part of the normal planning, teaching and learning cycle;
opportunities for assessment shoul d be incorporated at the planning stage. Children
have differen t learnin g styles an d s o teachers should use a  range of assessmen t
methods to enable them to demonstrate their geographical competence . Particular
methods will also be used depending on whether teachers want to assess the products
of children's learning (written, made, drawn or oral responses) or the processes of
learning, such as the ability to discuss idea s with others. In early years settings ,
observation, listening and questioning are of particular importance because of the
emphasis on experiential and investigatory learning (Palmer , 1994).

It is important to plan specific and realistic learning objectives appropriate to
the age and ability of pupils with clear criteria for success. Jus t as teachers need to
use a  range o f assessment methods , so children should be able to demonstrate
evidence of attainment through a  broad range of activities carried out in a variety
of contexts and includin g the us e o f ICT (Table 7.3) .

Some activities do not fulfi l the requirements for a valid geographical task. For

Table 7.3 Assessment of children's attainments

Type of work Activities

Written/word-processed work Report, diary, story, questionnaire, letter, newspaper article, poem, list,
description, table

Visual work Painting, poster, diagram, cross-section, video, photograph, graph, table,
printout, map

Oral work Presentation, role-play, debate, interview, description, discussion

3D work Making a model

Practical work Programming a Roamer, using a play-mat
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T
understanding. Completio n of a worksheet can sometimes appear to be the purpose
of the activity for children rather than a means o f enabling them to demonstrat e
their learning . Similarly , having children learn definition s off by heart i s poor
educational practice as i t does not link knowledge with understanding.

The choice o f type of assessment may be determined by a particular topic .
Role-play and simulations, fo r example, can be an effective way to explore differen t
views connected to an environmental issue such as the construction of a local bypass ;
completing a table can provide evidence of children's ability to identify similaritie s
and differences between contrasting localities . Enquir y skills suc h as observatio n
and collectin g an d recordin g evidence can be demonstrated throug h fieldwork .
Sometimes teachers may want to assess whether children have remembered particular
information. However , they shoul d pla n tasks which encourage childre n to apply
their skills an d understanding (enquiry-base d learning) i n new situations.

Designing valid assessment tasks

Designing valid assessment tasks involves identifying:

• what is to be assessed, for example geographical knowledge or the application of 

particular skill;

• the criteria which will identify whether pupils have achieved the learning objectiv

• the kinds of questions or tasks that will need to be set in order for pupils' responses t

provide reliable evidence of achievement;

• matching tasks to the children's abilities and so giving them the opportunity to succee

and thus motivating them for the future;

• how the evidence will be collected (if possible, listening to children as well as watchin

them and looking at their work);

• the sort of responses expected (tasks or activities capable of producing a range o

responses, whether written, oral, or formal, will prove more enlightening); and

• how the results of assessment will be recorded and used to help teaching and learnin

By sharing learning objectives and criteria for success wit h children, they are
more likely to succeed an d demonstrate thei r abilities .

Sharing learning activities and criteria for success

Today, we're going to finish off our work on St Lucia. Remember what you've found out

over the past five weeks? . . . Today, I'd like you to imagine that you are on holiday in St

Lucia. I want you to write a letter to a friend explaining why you would like (or not like) to

live there. Of course, I ' l l be looking for neat writing and a letter that's set out correctly -

you can use a writing frame if you've forgotten how. But I really want you to concentrate

on all the similarities and differences between St Lucia and Sheffield that we've talked

about. So, one of the things you might want to write about is the weather. What could you

say? . . .
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Baseline Assessment
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Baseline assessments are conducted towards th e en d o f the receptio n year i n
preparation for the star t of Key Stage 1 . Baseline assessment is intended to for m
both a summative record of pupils' attainment and a formative tool for future Key
Stage 1  teachers. I t can also be used to provide a benchmark against which pupils'
progress ca n be measured. I t is important tha t teacher s involv e parents i n these
assessments whilst reassuring them that any information they supply will be used
to benefi t thei r child . Collaboratio n give s parent s th e opportunit y t o provid e
information tha t migh t contribute to the assessment a s well as enabling them to
become familiar with the nature and purpose of assessment. Baseline assessments
currently lea n heavil y toward s persona l an d socia l development , literac y an d
numeracy but they are expected to consider the wider curriculum. This would include
those aspects o f the Early Learning Goals linked to a sense of place.

Box 7.1 Possible indicators of the development of a sense of place

The child can:

• gain information about the environment from simple maps, photographs, peopl

and visits;

• create simple maps and plans, paintings, drawings and models of observation

and imaginary landscapes;

• express his or her opinions on features of the environment, using appropriat

vocabulary; and

• make suggestions for improving the environmen

Box 7.2 Possible indicators of skills useful in geography

The child can:

• ask question

• recognize similarities and difference

• question why things happen and give explanation

• see issues from other points of vie

• imagine and recreate experiences in pla

• use positional language; an

• use ICT for recording and finding o
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Early Learning Goals and Level
Descriptions

Children in the Foundatio n Stag e wor k towards th e Earl y Learning Goals. It is
intended that most children will achieve, and some will go beyond, these goals by
the end of the stage. Much of children's geographical experienc e at this stage falls
within the area of 'knowledge and understanding o f the world*. So, for example, it
is expected that most children, when developin g a sense of place, will start by
showing an interest in the world in which they live, then begin to comment, noticing
differences an d asking questions  unti l by the end of the stage they can:

observe, find out about and identify feature s in the place they live in and the natural world;
find ou t about their environment, and talk about those features they like and dislike.

QCA/DfEE (2000 ) provide s useful guidance a s to what children might do as
they progres s throug h thes e 'steppin g stones' , as well as what teacher s nee d to
provide to support children's learning. For example, the use of words such as 'busy' ,
'quiet', 'noisy', 'attractive', 'ugly' and 'litter' could be introduced an d encouraged ,
to help children express their opinions on their local park.

Level descriptions in the National Curriculum, on the other hand, are summative
statements whic h describe the characteristics o f attainment a  child working at a
particular level should demonstrat e ove r a period of time. Each level description is
a composite statement comprising enquiry, places, scale, themes and skills. Teachers
are expected to exercise their professional judgement to weigh up children's strength s
and weaknesses to decide what descriptio n best fits their performanc e using as a
basis a range of their work (SCAA , 1996) .

Figure 7.1 is an example of work from a  child who is achieving at level 2 in
geography. Sh e has used photographs to describe and make observations abou t life
on St Lucia. The worksheet in Figure 7.2 was produced by a child achieving at level
4. The class drew up a list of questions about the Nile and used secondary source s
of evidence to answer these. This piece of work demonstrates a n understanding of
how physical and human processes affec t place s and the people who live there.

SCAA (1997) has produced guidance as to what should be expected of children
at Years 2, 4 and 6 respectively in geography. Thi s publication (par t of a series on
different subjects) seem s to suggest that the level descriptions are norm-referenced -
in other words, for comparing a child's performance with the average - rather tha n
criterion-referenced assessment base d on the attainment of particular standards. It
has als o bee n suggested that thes e level s d o not relate t o any accepted theory of
learning and may not actually describe the nature of children's progress in geography,
although lac k of research means that this cannot be confirmed (But t et ai, 1995) .
They fail to reflect the fact that knowledge and understanding are the keys to fostering
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Figure 7.1 Life on St Lucia

Figure 7.2 The Nile
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higher-level intellectua l skill s an d tha t level s shoul d essentiall y b e related t o
development of these skills.

It is not intended that these levels shoul d be 'unpicked' to produce atomized
ticklists o r used fo r everyday assessment . However, for practical purposes th e
different aspect s o f geography ca n be identified withi n the levels and , as well a s
acting as a tool against which to match children's work, they can assist teachers to:

understand children's progression in geography more clearly;
identify more purposeful learnin g objectives, derived from the Programme of Study;
generate broad learning objectives within the medium-term plan;
design and select tasks to meet individual children's needs more effectively; an d
be aware of the wide range of learning activities needed for children to make progress and
demonstrate achievement.

Geography Portfolio
Any system of 'levelling' pupils ' attainment is to some extent subjective and relies
on a shared interpretation and understanding of the characteristics an d differences
between levels. For example, what is the difference between 'appropriate vocabulary'
at level 2 and a t level 4? This should suppor t consistent judgement s being made
on pupils' work across a  school. One way of achieving this consistency i s through
discussing an d moderating examples of children's work and then compiling a portfolio
of annotated wor k which demonstrates th e levels the y are achieving. A s well as
assisting in assessment, thi s portfolio can also, for example, help teachers understand
children's progression i n learning in geography, hel p new colleagues t o develop
appropriate expectations, an d exemplif y ho w 'bes t fit ' judgements can be made.
This is one of the responsibilities of a geography co-ordinator and will be discusse d
in more detail in Chapter 10 .

Marking
Marking children's work is usually a  significant feature of teacher assessment and
needs some thought if it is to be useful. Effective marking has a number of functions.

Uses of marking

Effective marking can:

indicate children's strengths and weaknesses to them;

provide children with constructive feedback;

provide a record of pupils' attainment and progress;
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Figure 7.3 Marking a story about river processes

• reward children's effort

• set targets and encourage children's progress; an

• help parents understand strengths and weaknesses in children's wor

Teachers' comments on children's work are sometimes limited to congratulatory
statements such as 'well done!' or 'you have tried hard', or comments related to the
presentation o f the work . Thoughtful feedback, whether throug h markin g or
discussion, should be a feature of good practice because it helps pupils make progress.
Thus, whilst effort and presentation are important, teachers should also make subject
specific comments which focus on progress as well as achievements in order to
support future learning (Butt etal., 1995) .

It is useful i f there is a common system o f marking across a  school as thi s
helps children understand the standards, fo r instance in terms of presentation, that
are expected. Guidelines could encourage teachers to make comments that
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relate to planned learning objectives;
recognize children's achievements ;
indicate the next steps in children's learning .

(SCAA, 1997 )

Marking that takes place in the presence of the child means that, for example,
any misunderstanding s ca n b e clarifie d immediatel y an d assessmen t ca n b e
diagnostic i f necessary rather than evaluative. Targets can also be set with the child.
This becomes more difficult a s children produce a greater quantity of work, and it
could be argued that teachers ma y be able to give a more considered response to a
piece of work away fro m th e hustl e an d bustl e o f the classroom . I n this case it is
important that children are given tim e to reflect o n marking and how they wil l
respond to it.

When marking children's work, teachers need to consider the purposes of their
comments. Are they, for example, to inform future work and/or to correct or improve
the task in hand? Are children expected to read them when their work is returned?
Figure 7.3 shows how a teacher marked a story which a Year 6 boy had been asked
to write, incorporating wha t he had learned abou t rive r features and processes.

Recording the Results of Assessment
Much of the assessment tha t teachers undertake is informal and the results are not
recorded unless they are of particular significance. However, it is impossible for teachers
to remember all the result s of more formal assessments . School s are also required to
keep annually updated records of their pupils' attainment and thus of the progress they
are making (QCA, 1999). This means that the results of formal assessments i n geography
need to be recorded in some way. The format fo r recording pupils' attainment is for
schools to decide and should be developed as part of the school' s assessment policy.
The geography scheme of work will detail the content and progression in what is taught,
which should avoid any repetition. Thus, coverage of the subject does not need to be
recorded unless for some reason it has diverge d significantly from the scheme.

Teachers can use records of children's learning in geography fo r a number of
different purpose s including the following.

Uses of records of children's learning

Records have the following uses:

identifying who is making better and worse progress than expected and who needs

support or extension;

setting individual and group targets for improvement;
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indicating whether aspects of teaching need refining;

tracking the progress of individuals and groups;

confirming end-of-year assessments;

discussing pupils' progress with their parents;

providing information to headteachers, governors, geography co-ordinators, special

needs education co-ordinators, OFSTED and future teachers on children's attainment

and progress; and

filling in any gaps in skills or knowledge before the end of a Key Stage.

QCA (1999 ) emphasize s tha t record system s should no t be complicated ,
extensive, bureaucrati c and time-consuming, no r record everything a  pupil does;
essentially they shoul d assis t teachers to help pupils to progress. I t is far more
important that they:

are manageable an d concise, recording significant progress;
are useful, accurate, consistent an d easy to interpret;
are fit for their purpose;
provide a significant contribution to teaching and learning; and
help teachers an d parents track children's progress .

Teachers need to keep records at three levels :

for individua l lessons/activities ;
half-termly or termly; and
annual.

It should b e possible to make comments on pupils' achievement s i n at least three
of the aspects at the end of a unit of work focused on geography whic h wil l fee d
into a summative end-of-yea r report .

Teachers often assess informally the extent to which the learning objectives from
a lesson or activity have been met to assist them in planning or refining the next step,
but much of this informal assessment i s not recorded. However, they may find it helpful
to make brief notes, particularly of ephemeral evidence, annotate a lesson plan, maintain
a mar k book, and mak e comments on pupils ' wor k in exercise book s o r folders .
Beginning teachers may find it useful to complete a simple matrix which indicates the
extent to which children achieve the learning objective of a lesson or activity (Figure
7.4). It includes space for recording unexpected outcomes or concerns, such as lack of
interest. It also indicates the aspect of geography that the learning objective is linked
to. This makes it relatively straightforward for teachers to produce a summative record
of children's attainment (Figure 7.5). It is not necessary to keep detailed collections of
evidence: individual teachers as well as schools will need to decide how much evidence
they want to keep to enable them to make a professional judgement on pupils' progress.
Much of the evidence for younger children's learning is likely to be ephemeral and so
teacher note s wil l form a n importan t part of the evidence base. Keepin g children's
records on a database enables them to be updated quickly, with records that have been
superseded by subsequent progres s of the pupils being deleted.
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Subject: Geography Unit of work: How can we make our local area safe? Year: Y2
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X absent; o not achieved/understood; • partial understanding/ability; Y fully understands/can do
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Figure 7.4 Class record sheet for a unit of work

Subject: Geography Class: Y2 Year:

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3

Enquiry and
skills (E&S)

Make
observations
express views
use resources and
observations to
ask and respond
to questions

Describe features,
make observations,
select information from
resources; express
views, ask and respond
to questions, begin to
use appropriate
vocabulary

Describe and make
comparisons, respond to a
range of geographical
questions, begin to use
appropriate vocabulary to
communicate findings

Places (P) Recognize and
make observations
about human and
physical features

Describe physical and
human features,
recognize features that
give places their
character, show
awareness of places
beyond own locality

Describe and compare
physical and human
features of different
localities, show awareness
that different places may
have similar and different
characteristics, offer reasons
for some of the
observations

Patterns and
processes (P&P)

Recognize and
make observations
about human and
physical features

Describe human and
physical features

Describe and compare
physical and human
features of different
localities, offer explanations
for locations of some
features

Environmental
change and
sustainable
development
(EC)

Express views on
features

Express views on the
environment, recognize
how people affect the
environment

Recognize how people seek
to improve and sustain
environments, offer reasons
for some judgements and
views

Name E&S P P&P EC E&S P P&P EC E&S P P&P EC Comments

Figure 7.5 End of year or key stage summative class record sheet

X absent; o not achieved/understood; • partial understanding/ability; Y fully understands/can do



Reporting to Parents on Pupils' Progress
In nurseries and primary schools where there is daily contact between teachers an d
parents, a considerable amount of informal reporting is likely to take place:

'Wesley drew some really careful sketches of different type s of houses when we
went out this afternoon' ; 'Kell y spent ages playing with the farm this morning ,
making a  model of where she' d stayed on holiday - I've neve r seen her so
interested in anything.'

These informal discussions also enable teachers to find out about places children
may have visited , experience s they migh t have had , o r any interest s relate d to
geography they might have. When more formal verbal reporting takes place , as at
parents' evenings , it is worth discussing example s of children's work to indicate,
for instance , how their ability to draw accurate maps is developing. Teachers can
also suggest how parents can support their child's learning in geography by, for
example, reading stories which take place in other localities with them.

Parents are regarded as partners, with teachers, i n the education of their child.
However, schools are accountable for children's progress and parents of all pupils
are entitled to an annual written report. This must include 'brief particulars ' o f a
child's progress i n all the National Curriculum subjects. I t can also indicate targets
for the child and comment on his or her interest in a subject. Again, it is useful for
teachers to focus on the four aspects of geography whilst ensuring that the language
they use is appropriate for their audience .

There is no requirement to report a level for geography either yearly or at the
end of a Key Stage.

Report to  parents (Reception)

Knowledge and understanding of the worl d
Fahd can draw simple maps and paint pictures of real and imaginary places.

He can talk about what he likes and doesn't like in the local area and he is developing a

good vocabulary to describe the world around him.

Annual report to parents (KS1)

Geography

Kate can answer questions about other places by using photographs and simple reference

books. She worked hard on the environmental topic and made some thoughtful comments

on improving the school grounds. She needs to develop her observational skills in order to

improve her drawing and mapping abilities.
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Annual report to parents (KS2)

Geography

Mark shows a real interest in geography. He has an extensive knowledge of other places

and uses ICT confidently in his enquiries. He has shown a good understanding of the

environmental issues he has studied. His ability to interpret maps is developing but he

needs to take more care when he is drawing maps.
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Reflective Questions
Do you use a variety of ways of assessing children's learning in geography?
Do you assess their learning in all the fou r aspect s o f geography?
Can you devise appropriat e assessment tasks for different purposes ?
Do your assessments inform your teaching ?
Do you plan tasks which are appropriate and accessible fo r all children while having th e
potential fo r yielding differentiate d outcomes ?
How do you elicit what children already know? How do you use this information?
How do you assess children who have English as an additional language ?
How do you involve children in assessing their own work?
Are your assessments valid (tha t is, do they assess what they are intended to assess)?
Do you understand the level descriptions? Ca n you collect a range o f one child's work and
arrive at a 'best fit' judgement? Which pieces of work are most useful ?
Is your marking encouraging and constructive ?
How do you record children's attainment s o that i t is manageable, easil y accessible an d
useful? D o you mak e use o f ICT?
Do you avoid technical and educationa l jargon in your reports to parents? Are you positiv e
but also suggest how children can improve?

FURTHER READING

School Curriculum and Assessment Authority (1 997) Expectations in Geography at Key Stages 1 and

2. London: SCAA.

MONITORING AND ASSESSING CHILDREN'S LEARNING IN GEOGRAPHY

Qualifications and Curriculum Authority (1 998) Assessment and Reporting Arrangements. London:

QCA.

School Curriculum and Assessment Authority (1 995) Consistency in Teacher Assessment. London:

SCAA.

School Curriculum and Assessment Authority (1996) A Guide to the National Curriculum. London:

SCAA.
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Geography and
Equal Opportunities

Geography offer s teacher s o f pupil s i n th e 3-1 1 ag e rang e excellen t
opportunities to begin t o raise children's awarenes s an d understanding o f
values such as fairness, respect and equity. Those teaching 3-11 pupils play
a key role in fostering positive attitudes in children towards diversity . The
social and cultural diversit y that exists in Britain today needs to be viewed
as an asset and not a problem to be evaded. To pretend that such differences
do not exist, that children are not exposed t o ideas abou t these differences
and t o fai l t o encourag e respec t fo r diversit y i s t o impl y that there i s
something wron g abou t it . However , fo r these idea s t o b e deal t wit h
adequately, teachers mus t ensure that their message is not undermined and
contradicted by their day-to-day practice in the nursery or classroom .

This chapter will outline the context within which early years and primary
teachers need to think about equality of opportunity, including legislation such
as the Race Relations Act 1976 and the Sex Discrimination Act 1975, and will
attempt to define some of the terms involved. (Special educational needs also
raise issues of equality and entitlement which will be dealt with separately in
Chapter 9.) Th e chapter will begin by outlining some of the terms involved
when discussing equality of opportunity. It will then consider the development
of a n inclusiv e geograph y curriculu m by ensurin g tha t th e breadt h o f
geographical stud y presents positiv e and non-stereotypical messages abou t
people and cultures in local and distant localities, focusing on aspects of class,
race and gender. Finally the chapter will examine ways of developing an equal
opportunities approach to teaching and learning in geography b y addressin g
the classroom ethos and the teaching methods selected.

Denning Inequality
The Race Relations Act 1976 and the Sex Discrimination Act 1975 place an
onus upon schools to work actively towards the elimination of discrimination



and the promotion o f equal opportunities and positive relations between staff , pupil s
and parents . Th e two Acts make direc t or indirect discrimination, whethe r o n the
grounds o f race , colour , ethni c an d nationa l origin s o r gender , illega l
(www.qca.org.uk/overview/key_principles.htm).

Working to attain equality of opportunity is a complex and sometimes difficul t
challenge facin g teachers. Caring and fair-minded teachers do not wish to promote

158 inequit y in their nurserie s an d classes. Yet the majority of nursery an d primar y
teachers are drawn fro m a relatively narrow section of society, tendin g to originate
from white , middle-clas s background s an d holdin g beliefs , attitudes and values
based on their experiences (Marsh , 1998) . What is more, teachers themselves a s
part of their own education may have experienced a geography curriculu m that gave
scant attention t o certain events and certain groups of people. Establishing equalit y
of opportunity in the classroom therefor e may necessitate reflection upon one's own
beliefs, assumptions and behaviour .

Inequality: 'race' and geography in a textbook from the 1920s

Although yellow men have been leading settled civilised lives quite as long as the

white men elsewhere, they have not made the great strides that the white man has

made in modern times, so that although they are almost as numerous as the White

Race they have remained in their original homelands, leaving the New World to be

developed by the white peoples. But the awakening and rapid progress of the

Japanese in the last half century have shown that the yellow man is not essentially

inferior to the white man, and the possibility of a similar awakening in China, which

holds about a quarter of the world's people, may lead to some difficult problems in

the future.

(Thurston, 1926, p. 33)

Thurston's geography focuses on difference - especially difference based on skin colour. A

move towards economic and cultural equality is seen as a potential threat rather than a

positive global change. Such a negative view of 'race' and a concern about threats from

'the yellow peril' or other non-white groups permeated school resources throughout the

nineteenth and twentieth centuries.

Inequality: race, gender and geography in children's attitudes, 1998

Year 4 children were shown a photo of a woman working in Jamaica and a man working in

Australia. They were asked what the people would be doing after work. This is what one

child replied:

Jamaican photo:

'When she finished work she had a drink of water then she was ill because the water

was dirty. Then she went to bed fast asleep.'

Australian photo:

'When he finished work he went home and he watched television and had his lunch.'

(Din, 1998, p. 44]
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These comments were representative of the study. Children quickly absorb mainstream

views about what living in a Southern country might be like, what characteristics people

from different places may have, and what roles men and women may take. This leads to

the question To what extent are teachers responsible for promulgating Thurston's views or

holding the same views as Din's children?'

The prospect of concluding that one's geographical knowledge , practices and
attitudes migh t actually be detrimental to equality of opportunity would be deeply  15 g

worrying to most teachers. I n response, som e teachers migh t be tempted to adopt
the position o f 'treating everyone th e same', ostensibly a s a way of fending off
accusations of discriminatory practices . On e by-product o f such a n approach ,
however, is that it also results in the avoidance of having to confront and possibl y
challenge previously held truths and beliefs. A second by-product of such an approach
is that fa r fro m ensurin g equalit y o f opportunity, i t could well resul t i n greate r
inequality (OFSTED , www.ofsted.gov.uk), as such policies ignore and fai l to tackle
the individua l needs an d difference s o f children. If one aspec t o f good practice in
nursery and primary settings is to draw on the children's experiences, then clearl y
the children will have differen t geographica l experience s and links with differen t
local and distant places .

It is also a mistake t o think tha t children themselves ar e ignoran t o f the
differences between them. Even the youngest pupils may have their attention drawn
to these differences by others both inside and outside the school or nursery. Children
are learning al l the time; what the y se e and d o not see , hear an d d o not hear, do
and do not do, all inform thei r ideas about the world around them, their attitude s
and thei r behaviour. Eve n quite young children can be conscious o f the physica l
differences between themselves and others and will begin to ask questions concerning
them. The attitudes an d behaviour o f other famil y member s will have a  profound
impact upon the attitudes and behaviours that the children themselves exhibit . The
wider worl d aroun d the m wil l provid e stil l mor e cultura l informatio n an d
reinforcement on the role and place of different peopl e in society - fo r example,
images o f black o r ethnic minority peoples in the media , and implie d message s
about the roles of men and women in the home, in everyday life and in employment.
Becoming increasingly effective i n offering equality of opportunity in the classroo m
may mean therefore facing up to some uncomfortable truths abou t our own, and
our children's, prejudices, assumptions an d experiences of difference .

Geography i s ful l o f examples o f prejudice and discriminatio n o f all kind s
(Hicks, 1981) . Equally, geography i n terms of both it s content and it s processe s
can be a vehicle through which children can be empowered to challenge discrimina-
tory behaviour and prejudiced attitudes tha t they see around them today. Where
such issues are not raised, the geography curriculum runs the risk of appearing to
legitimize such things , reinforcin g prejudicial beliefs and offerin g justification for
discriminatory practices and attitudes . Teacher s of primary geography therefor e
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need to consider how the content of the geography curriculum can be used to dispel
notions o f innate superiorit y and inferiority , and o f how the process of studyin g
geography ca n equip pupils with critical skills and open-mindedness .

160

Box 8.1 Some useful terms and definitions

Prejudice is defined as unfavourable feelings, opinions or views formed in advance

and/or without knowledge or reason.

The reasons for people being prejudiced are complex and varied, but they

include our different histories and the legacies they leave, different economic

and social situations, different power relationships between people and

groups, and ignorance and misinformation.

(Lane, 1999)

Prejudice is an interpersonal matter between individuals or between individuals and

groups. Prejudice is not the preserve of white people or men; anyone can be

prejudiced.

Stereotyping involves ascribing characteristics perceived in one person to all

apparently similar people.

Discrimination is rooted in prejudice but involves the translation of attitudes

and beliefs into behaviour and action. As a result, people are treated less well

because they are of a different colour, gender, religion or class. The treatment in

question may range from verbal abuse to harassment, violence, or restricted access

to services. Direct discrimination is considered to have occurred in any instance

where an individual is overtly treated unfavourably. Indirect discrimination relates

to those instances where individuals are ostensibly being treated equally, but where

the outcome is actually discriminatory in nature.

Racism and sexism are examples of discriminatory behaviour and can have

an institutional dimension. They are rooted in subordination, and result in groups of

people finding themselves kept in less powerful, less important positions in society

as a result of their colour or gender. Such doctrines, when expressed indirectly, can

be hard to see by those who are part of the dominant groups as inequality

becomes embedded in society and accepted as the norm (Lane, 1999). Racism

and sexism can permeate the thought, speech patterns and actions of whole

groups to such an extent that they are perceived as normal or natural.

Direct racism:

'A group of young Asian girls had to be escorted into their school by the

headteacher, during which time they had to suffer racist taunts and spitting from

white parents.' (OFSTED, 1998)

Indirect sexism:

Ostensibly the geography curriculum in school A is the same for all pupils. However,

an examination of some of the older geography resources in use reveals the

normalization of discriminatory language, such as 'man and his environment' or

'women's work'.
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Box 8.2 Cultural separatism

Peter Jackson cites Lord Tebbit as believing that multiculturalism is a divisive force in UK society. In

1997 Tebbit argued for

immigrants to be taught that the Battle of Britain is part of their history. The alternative,

Tebbit warned, is the kind of ethnic and cultural division that led to the break-up of the

former Yugoslavia. His words recalled earlier interventions from right-wing politicians,

including Enoch Powell's 'rivers of blood' speech in 1968 which warned of the inevitability of

violent conflict if immigration was permitted to continue unchecked.

(Jackson, 2000, p. 277)

Tebbit's statements reflect the view that there is somehow a specific English history and geography

that should be transmitted to all learners so that they conform to a distinct 'British' identity.

Separatism in the primary classroom

The chairman of governors at a village school in the south-east of England was very worried that a

class would be focusing on Europe as part of their geography work. Would the teacher be

encouraging the children towards closer union with mainland Europe? Would they want to use the

euro instead of the pound? Would the parents who were involved in farming object to the children

learning about food production in France? The geography co-ordinator had to justify her planning

with reference to the children's National Curriculum entitlement.

Curriculum planners in a predominantly white suburban Midlands school were keen for the

children to learn about life in St Lucia as part of a geography unit of work. The classroom displays

showed the black Harvey family at school, work and play in Castries. However, when an 'exchange'

was organized for the children to visit a predominantly black Birmingham school, many of the

parents refused permission for their children to participate. Why were they happy for the children

to learn about a black community in the Windward Islands but unhappy about local learning?

Cultural pluralism

A more considered view of UK geography could take the position that the existence of separate

ethnic or national cultures is now in doubt. Jackson (2000) maps the balance between the

acceptance of multiculturalism in the UK (through the commodities of music and food) and

continued evidence of intolerance (expressed as racial violence and religious intolerance). This view

is not a romantic 'melting pot' notion but rather a cautious analysis of how communities are

developing into the twenty-first century. The idea that different places and localities could be

considered as pluralist in nature would seem to allow the primary teacher and early years

practitioner to value the contribution of all groups in creating the place that they live in (the home

locality) or when studying a contrasting locality (e.g. London).

Infant children learning about their locality

Year 1 children complete a unit of work entitled 'Special places'. It links geography and religious

education as well as being an important vehicle for PSHE. The children identify the contribution of

different ethnic groups in the area to the 'townscape' through locating, mapping and then

contributing to a display focusing on the area's religious buildings. The children visit the buildings

and learn about the different faiths represented and the links from the community to the wider

world.

GEOGRAPHY AND EQUAL OPPORTUNITIES
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Local and National Geographies
Not surprisingly, an important part of the geography National Curriculum concerns
studying th e local and national . I t is undeniably important for children growing
up i n England and Wales to know something of their country's geograph y an d
develop a sense o f place at a local and nationa l scale . I t is equally important for

162 teacher s an d children to have an inclusive and accurate, rathe r tha n exclusiv e
and partial , appreciatio n o f what the socia l make-u p o f places i n the UK is like,
and to have an idea of all those who have contributed to that sense o f place. One
view of UK places is essentially a  white English view in which minority cultures
and groups have played little or no part in the creation and development of that
place. An alternative view sees the nature of UK localities as diverse and complex,
resulting fro m thousand s o f years o f continuous movement and interactio n of
different groups , a s wel l as present-day flow s o f information an d movemen t of
people. Massey makes this poin t when describing a street i n London-.

When, o n Saturday mornings I walk down Kilburn High Road to do my shopping,
the IRA graffiti an d the Irish pubs, the Indian sari shop and the notices for
Muslim gatherings , as well as the constant snarl of traffic which tells that this is
the main route from the centre of London t o the Ml, all make it impossible to
think of Kilburn withou t linking it on to centuries of the history of the British
Empire and places half a world away. The very feel of Kilburn, my sense of it as a
unique place, is in part constructed precisely out of its global (as well a s wide r
national) connections .

(Massey, 1997 , p . 147 )

Box 8.2 discusse s tw o of the ke y concepts underlying how geographer s
have viewed the multicultural nature of UK and world geography. Th e separatis t
approach has its roots in the geographies of empire constructed i n the nineteenth
century, and the regional geographies o f the mid-twentieth century that sough t
to classify areas as Firs t World and Third World, and countries as economically
developed and economicall y developing. Th e pluralist approac h stresses the
interdependence of different place s and cultures , an d acknowledges th e impact
of globalization (se e p. 9).

Global Geographies: Learning about
Distant Places

As well as making children aware of the contributions of individuals and differen t
ethnic an d cultura l group s t o local and regiona l geographie s i n the UK , th e
geography curriculu m also offers opportunitie s to give proper consideration t o
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the geography o f other nations an d civilizations around the world. At Key Stage
1 children must learn abou t a  contrasting localit y (whic h may be anywhere in
the world) and at Key Stage 2 children must choose thei r overseas locality fro m
a specified list of 'less economically developed regions'. This leads to an interestin g
question. Does this choice give a broad and balanced view of the world to junior
school pupils? It could be argued that the children are introduced to the differenc e
between places and gain an introduction to the inequality that undoubtedly exists 16 3

in the world . However, the choic e of localities an d choic e of resources can lead
to problems for children and parents who have a  link with the places studied. If
your 'home ' region was portrayed as poor , and people you identifie d wit h were
photographed doin g manual agricultural tasks or using 'old-fashioned' technology ,
then you might well fee l stereotyped a s Third World' or a 'charity case'. Much
well-meaning visual materia l used t o inform childre n about distan t place s ha s
caused offence t o the people and cultures represented i n the material .

Children's attitudes to distant places
Research evidence is growing about the impact of geography on children's existin g
attitudes towards people living in other countries. Children can express negativ e
reactions to particular ethnic groups from as young as 2 1A (Derman-Sparks, 1989).
Their ideas become more entrenched as they get older. Harrington (1998 ) cite s
Hibberd's (1983) stud y of 3000 US students i n which a carefully planned course
on the Third World' hardly altered thei r attitudes .

Harrington's ow n researc h highlight s th e importanc e o f establishin g
children's existing perception of distant place s and people and challenging thes e
existing ideas through appropriate choice of resources and teacher intervention .
Harrington tested 2 8 children in Years 4 and 5 before and after they had learned
about Nairobi, Kenya, using the ActionAid photopack Nairobi, Kenyan City  Life
amongst othe r resources. Befor e the unit of work, elephants, desert s and the hot
and sunny environment dominated the children's images of Africa. Sixty per cent
of the childre n thought African s live d in houses mad e of straw, mu d o r twig s
owing to poverty. Their attitudes to Africa and its peoples were in general negative ,
although childre n were much more positive about the people than th e environ -
ment. The unit o f work had a  positive effec t o n children's knowledge, under -
standing and attitudes abou t Nairobi. The attitudes o f the children to the people
featured were almost wholly positive and they recognized that a wealthy urba n
environment could exist i n Africa. Thi s research ha s been used to highlight th e
importance of learning abou t distan t place s an d thei r peopl e at Ke y Stage 1
through the use of appropriate resources .
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Gender and Geography
A selection of gender stereotypes?

Do you fin d Tabl e 8.1 offensive ? Check your geography resource s an d activitie s
(see the evaluation shee t shown i n Table 8.2) and see if these static stereotypes ar e

164 bein g laid to rest. Who are the 'people who help us1 in your Foundation or Year 1
integrated topic? What roles do the 'small world' figures have that you use as people
moving around th e play-mat o r duplo circuit? Throw away the male dustbin ma n
and the female lollipop lady! What gender are your visitors? Hav e you invited th e
male planner to come in and talk about the changes to the local area? I s a woman
talking t o the children about being a nurse in Sudan?

Geography is the study of people and places. Fifty per cent plus of these people
are women, yet when the role and contribution of women does feature in geograph y
it is often i n the contex t o f their role s as workers, wives o r mothers, an d just a s
often th e crucia l importance of these roles economically , sociall y an d culturall y i s
underestimated. Ther e are plenty of geographical example s where work both inside
and outside the home has been characterized b y a degree of sexual differentiation ,
but that does not mean we should ascribe primacy to the work of men over the work
of women. Similarly , family life i s more than just a private matter : familie s play a
vital part in the socia l and economic fabric of any society .

The geography o f women and gender-related issue s ha s grown over the pas t
twenty years. Development geography no w recognizes the centra l role of women in
the development process, whether i t is issues of health care, the feminizatio n o f the
workplace or the geography of water supply and demand. Feminist geography is also
a strong aspect of contemporary human geography. The Institute of British Geographers
(IBG) ha s a  Gender and Geography research group, and many geographers, suc h a s
Gill Valentine, Sophia Bowlby and Doreen Massey, have written influential books and
papers to promote a female interpretation of geographical events and theory. Geography,
a subject that for many is synonymous with Empire, exploration and 'chaps with maps',
is now moving towards becoming a more inclusive and representative discipline.

There are a number of ways in which teachers can begin to build and implement
a mor e inclusive an d equitabl e approach to teaching an d learning i n geograph y
when i n the classroom . Th e rest of this chapter wil l focus upon the ethos of the
classroom an d the selection of teaching methods .

Classroom Ethos
The ethos and philosophy o f early years and primary settings is informed by the
Education Reform Act 1988. Under the Act, all children have a right to expect that their
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Table 8.1 Male and female stereotypes

Male stereotypes Female stereotypes

Playing or working outdoors

Having innate need for adventure

Competitive

Decisive, problem-solving

Mechanical

Leader, innovator

Playing or working indoors

Having innate need for marriage and motherhood

Gentle

Confused

Inept

Follower, conformer

Source: Derman-Sparks (1989, p. 141)

Table 8.2 Women's work? How men and women spend their time (hours per month) in Sri Lanka

Peak season

Agricultural production

Household tasks

Fetching water and firewood

Social and religious duties

Total work hours

Leisure/sleep

Male

298
90
30
8

426
294

Female

299
199

50
12

560
160

Slack season

Male

145
60

130
15

350
370

Female

235
220
60
15

530
190

Source: Momsen (1991), cited by Pearson (1992)

Note: Sri Lankan women have much longer work times in both the peak and the slack seasons and consequently less

time for leisure or sleep.

teachers wil l provide them with every opportunity to achieve their ful l potentia l
irrespective of their gender, race, ability or class. They are entitled to an education that
will enable them to participate fully in society, an education that prepares them for the
opportunities, responsibilities, choices and experiences of adult life (NCC , 1990) .

Adult attitudes and behaviour
Adult conduct is central to the task of establishing a learning environment in which
the ethos i s supportive of all pupils. When working to identify an d addres s th e
individual needs o f children, teachers need to be careful not to fall into the trap of
making stereotypica l assumption s abou t children concerning their intellectual ,
emotional, socia l an d physica l attribute s (Adams , 1989) . Staff expectation s ca n
have a powerful influence on children's achievement and self-esteem. Establishin g
a positive ethos and environment in the classroom also necessitates reflection upon
teachers' ow n ideas and behaviour. The majority of nursery and primary teachers
are drawn from a relatively narrow section of society. However, many of the children
in nursery and primary schools d o not share this kind of background.
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Tolerance: enduring rather than embracing. The first step on the road to more

equal treatment. To move beyond this, try to find out about the experience of

groups and peoples different from your own in order to make connections and to

develop compassion.

Acceptance and respect: a recognition that equality of opportunity is something

to be striven for even if you don't know quite how to go about it. Start to reassess

the curriculum; look for multicultural, non-sexist approaches.

Affirmation: Teachers are now more self-confident and knowledgeable and are

thus willing to debate and disagree openly.

(Nieto, 1992)

Raising confidence and tackling discriminatory
behaviour in others
Discriminatory behaviour, either by other adults or by pupils, must be opposed by
teachers as it creates barriers and obstacles that disadvantage and exclude children.
In part, providing an entitlement curriculum concerns access - for example, ensuring
that girls as well as boys have experience of the CD-ROM atlas. However, promotin g
equality of opportunity also means addressing th e expectations an d attitudes that
some pupils have acquired . Children can form stron g opinions about boys' thing s
and girls' things, blac k and white, at a very early age, and as they get older these
attitudes ca n become linked to job aspirations an d lif e choice s in a very limiting
way. Some children who are capable of high standards i n geography ma y be tempted
to underperform in order not to attract attention, owing to social pressure to conform
to stereotypes tha t undervalue thei r talents.

Self-confidence i s an importan t factor i n overcoming underachievement. The
essential confidence to investigate o r be creative comes from curiosity and ambition
based o n self-confidence .

Alternatively, if ethnic minority pupils or girls are failing to fulfil thei r potential
in geography owin g to a curriculum that appears irrelevant to them, then that could
constitute a form of indirect discrimination. Equally, there may be other pupils whose
behaviour i s overtly discriminatory . Examples could include children calling ou t
whilst others put their hands up; children who scoff and ridicule incorrect answers
to questions; childre n who engage i n verbal abuse o f others when they give th e
correct answer; an d children whose behaviou r i n practical sessions is aggressive
and possessiv e (fo r example denyin g peer s opportunitie s to handle fieldwor k
equipment).
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Tackle discriminatory behaviour head-on. Remember that, at times, equality of access

will require active intervention on the part of the teacher. Be aware of how black and

white pupils, and boys and girls, may interact in your geography lessons.

Have high expectations of girls as well as boys, black as well as white children in

geography. Teach the children that there are no gender-limited or racially limited

subjects. 167

Look for ways to broaden the geography curriculum to include black and female

characters as positive role models, and provide a variety of learning materials in order to

appeal to all children.

Demonstrate that you value and respect diversity and individual differences by using

pupils' first language where possible and by showing respect for non-English traditions,

cultures and protocols.

Help children to recognize and challenge discriminatory practices and behaviour when

they find them in geography - for example, stereotypical gender images in geography

resources which depict men as active, women as passive, black and Asian peoples as

inferior to white Europeans.

Help children to begin to understand ideas such as fairness, justice and diversity.

Guide children in the adoption and use of non-discriminatory language and procedures.

Give frequent positive and encouraging feedback to both boys and girls, black and white,

for their achievements in geography, and for non-discriminatory behaviour in geography

lessons.

Evaluate and reflect upon your own teacher/pupil interactions. Do you treat children

fairly by treating them differently on occasion?

Seek to involve parents in your geography teaching and raise and broaden parental

expectations of all pupils in geography.

Building Equal Opportunities into the
Geography Curriculum

Opportunities exist throughout th e Programme of Study for geography an d the Early
Learning Goals to incorporate equa l opportunities int o teaching an d learning .

Knowledge and understanding of the world
The teaching and learning of geography offers the chance to introduce children to some
fundamental idea s about fairness and justice. Studyin g geographica l issue s enable s
children to test out their views and values. Group work, if properly used, can offer some
children a supportive and more secure approac h t o developing thei r geographica l
understanding an d capability , through th e provision of role-play and empatheti c
experiences. A key t o effectiv e grou p work i s th e establishmen t o f convention s
or ground rule s -  fo r example, we listen t o others, w e deal with ba d behaviour,
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When you talk about the families in a place do you talk of mum, dad and the

children or use other family structures?

How does shopping feature in your local area work? Is mummy doing the

shopping in role-play activities? What gender are the shopkeepers?

Do you show the work of women as experts, e.g. when considering local planning

issues?

Who inhabits the world of paid work?

we co-operate, we resolve conflicts and disagreements through discussion and reasoned
debate, we respect the differences between people and recognize the similarities .

Children can be made aware that people come to live in new areas and countries
for a  variety of reasons. There will be people in the area of the school whose families
originated in many different parts of the world. Children can be encouraged to explore
their own geographies i n relation to countries and localities with which their parents
and wider family have links. Through this, children can also begin to explore different
cultures from aroun d the world through involvemen t in a variety of anniversaries,
celebrations and special events. The following extract from a nursery inspection report
shows what is possible:

The broad cultural diversity of the staff , an d o f the city of Sheffield i n general, is
reflected i n an excellent range of cultural and religiou s activities. The home corner
is changed regularly to become a home from an y of a large range of cultures
throughout the world, including a British or a Pakistani home, or even a Bedouin
tent. Many festivals are celebrated, including Harvest Festival, Bid and Chinese
New Year, and visitors such as a Native American and an Inuit were invited to the
Centre to speak in their own languages and to talk about their cultures and
histories. The children sing songs in different languages and they are introduced
to different script s from around the world through books, captions and artefacts
with letters engraved on them.

(OFSTED, 1997 , p . 1)

Geographical enquiry
It is quite possible that socio-cultural factors have an impact upon people's preferred
learning styles (Marsh, 1998). Awareness of how these socio-cultura l factor s may
impact on pupil learning an d behaviou r i s the starting point for considering ho w
curriculum .delivery and teaching methods might be made more relevant t o pupil
experiences an d expectations. Childre n brought up not to touch things until give n
permission ma y have difficulty adjustin g t o situations in nursery an d schoo l i n
which they find themselves encouraged to handle and investigate artefact s such as
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Geographical skills

a globe or a product from a  distant locality. Childre n brought up not to question
adults until given permission may be reluctant to seek clarification from their teachers,
and may need suppor t in geographical enquiry . A child used t o adult instruction s
delivered in the imperative may feel confused by instructions featurin g courtesies
such as 'please ' or 'would you mind . . .? ', as such courtesies migh t suggest that
there is the option not to obey. At the same time, a child who would be reprimanded
or punished for 'eyeballing' a  parent at home may be extremely reluctant to engag
n eye contact with a teacher, potentially giving rise to teacher assumptions about
lack of attention, disrespect , insolence and defiance.

Although not all children will necessarily thrive in an enquiry environment at
first, it is important not to generalize. Far better to be aware that such differences may
exist and to try to evaluate individual pupils as to their preferred learning styles and
start fro m there.

When planning for geographical enquiry , teachers ca n encourage children' s
interest i n finding out more about differen t place s and peoples , appreciating an d
respecting aspects o f other cultures. Children can seek out links between countries
and cultures from around the world, using a wide variety of techniques. Geographical
enquiry is based on open-mindedness and critical thinking, exploring the distinction
between fact and opinion prior to making judgements. Thinking aloud with pupils
provides opportunities for reasoning, investigatin g and solvin g simpl e problems
verbally. Children should be praised for questioning and sharing thei r ideas .

There are many research studies that have focused o n gender and mapping skills.
Boardman (1990) reviewed the literature concerning spatial ability and gender. He found
that in surveys carried out some twenty or thirty years ago, males performed better than
females afte r th e age of 8 or 9. Boys performed bette r at tasks suc h as way-finding ,
recalling and representing their home area on a sketch map and interpreting contour
sketch maps. Reasons put forward for these variations included hereditary factors and
the ways in which boys and girls were encouraged to 'roam' around their local area or
were discouraged from doing so, or given jobs such as running errands. Recently the
twin threats of increased traffic and 'strange r danger' may have limited the mobility of
young children, so it is instructive to read more recent studies. Taylor surveyed 263
children between the ages of 4 and 11 . She gave the children the following challenge:

You are organising a  party and people are coming to your house from all over
town. To make sure that everyone gets to your house on time, you decide to draw a
map to send out with the invitations. Try to cover as wide an area as possible, and
do not forget to include any features which may help your guests to find their way.

(Taylor, 1998 , p . 14)
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Taylor noted the following differences in the results. Boys' maps generally covered
a larger area than the girls'. In all age groups girls showed a greater awarenes s of
shops and services. The boys were consistently more accurate below age 8, but the
girls were more accurate afte r that. The ability to draw to scale increased with age ,
with boys and girls performing similarly. In every age group the boys' pla n view
representations wer e more sophisticated. Th e girls used colour more prominently.
Of the nine children who used a  grid, eight were male. Taylor's results sho w that
boys can perform bette r than girl s i n certain aspect s o f spatial abilit y and tha t a
motivating task may be the key to developing girls' mapping skills. All authors
stress the importance of early practice using the local area and devising practical,
relevant navigation task s as crucial in giving equal access to geographical skills .

Learning about places - a sustainable approach
Developing a Global Dimension in the School Curriculum (DfEE/QCA , 2000) highlight s
the opportunities in the current National Curriculum to develop a global dimension in
children's learning, which should 'secure commitment to sustainable developmen t at
a personal , national and global level' (p . 2). Securing a commitment to sustainabl e
development at a personal level would have to include giving children equality of
opportunity and also allowing them to learn about inequality at local, national and
global scales. Asking the question 'Is it fair?' when focusing on how children live in
local and distant places can be a starting point in this process.

Inequalities

Year 6 children calculated how much water they used at home over a weekend. They

identified who used the water and for what purposes. They then learned about water

supply in Nepal, and found out who obtained and transported the water, what it was used

for and how much time was spent on securing such a vital resource. They were able to

learn lessons about inequality in access to water at a global scale, as well as the role of

women in the water collection process, and could question the fairness of such an

arrangement.

Hudd (1998 ) investigate d ho w Year 6 children from an economically impover-
ished area of Sheffield viewe d three specific instances of inequality. These were their
own social well-being compared with that of people from an economically prosperous
area of Sheffield, th e phenomenon of homelessness i n the UK, and th e existenc e of
inadequate primary education in specific countries of the South. He found that they did
not perceive that they lived in an area the local authority had described as an area of
multiple deprivation, but that they were aware of injustice in the experiences of children
in the South. This small-scale research project raises some interesting questions. Is it
easier to position inequality in distant places and ignore it at home? If you do acknowledge
inequality at a  local level, how will you dea l with the childre n knowing they ar e
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disadvantaged or privileged? Should such questions be raised at school or do they belong
in the political rather than the educational domain? Teachers need to clarify their values
in relation to such questions before focusing on local and distant locality studies.

Finally, many settings an d school s teach about places using published locality
packs. I t is worth examining suc h resource s fro m an equal opportunities standpoint .
Great strides have been made since Hicks (1981) and Wright (1985) reported on racism
and sexis m i n geography resources , bu t locality packs stil l cause offenc e t o Asian
students and teachers in the way localities in Pakistan and Bangladesh are presented.
Use the evaluation matri x shown in Figure 8.1 to assess the locality packs that you
use. Finding evidence of bias or stereotyping does not necessarily mean that you must
abandon the resource, rather that it can be used as a stimulus to explore how and why
different people and places are not represented fairly in the UK.
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Title:

Authors

Illustrations

Photographs

Male only Female only Black only White only Mixed

Technology:

What level
of technology
is shown in the
photographs?

Role of people
in illustrations

Sketches

Male roles Female roles White people's
roles

Black people's
roles

Are the sketches lifelike or stereotyped?

Language
(use of sex-
specific terms
in general
situations)

Role-play

Class issues
(number of
families or case
studies from
each group)

He She

Male roles

Total

Professionals,
e.g. doctor

Her His

Female roles

Total

Managers

Man

White roles

Total

Manual/agricultural
workers

Black roles

Total

Unemployed/
in poverty

Any omissions?

How are women depicted as an identifiable group?

How are black people depicted as an identifiable group?

Are there any people with physical disabilities shown? In what situations?

Figure 8.1 Resource pack evaluation matrix (after Connolly, 1 992)
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Using artefacts
Examining and evaluating artefact s can offer goo d opportunities to assist children
in becoming more aware and respectful of diversity whilst simultaneously enablin g
them to see the similaritie s betwee n the lives o f people all over the world. Any
artefact (i.e . an object designed and made by people) will be the product of a variety
of factors and considerations . Childre n can be asked t o think about the materials ,
skills and technologies available; economic factors such as the efficient use of energy
and resources; and the design, including fitness for purpose, aesthetic considerations
and th e potentia l socia l or religious significance . Some or all of the abov e factors
will have been taken int o account when an object was produced, depending upon
the purpose of the object, when, where and how it was made and who made it. By
helping children to evaluate artefacts from differen t cultures and places in the light
of these factors, they can be assisted in empathizing with the maker and the user
of an object.

Teachers need to be alert to the dange r o f reinforcing evaluations that are
culturally biase d or negative. It can be dangerous to judge other cultures based
on your ow n values. Differen t culture s se t greater o r lesser stor e b y differen t
things; thi s does no t necessarily mea n tha t one culture i s correct, the othe r
incorrect; one culture mor e advanced tha n (an d hence by implication superio r
to) another .

Assessing artefacts

Year 4 children were given the task of selecting artefacts for a 'place-box' to represent

their locality. They had to choose one object each that represented their place and

people. Their teacher led a discussion of the artefacts in which she highlighted how

difficult it was to show the many facets of a community through just one object. She then

borrowed Egyptian artefacts from her local development education centre, and the

children were able to view them as just one selection of representative objects, rather than

solely showing Egyptian life.

Communication and recording skills
Providing a wide range of communication and recordin g techniques and offerin g
children the chance to describe and explain their ideas about places in a variety of
ways is one way of promoting equality of opportunity in this aspect of the geography
curriculum. Ensuring that displays, labellin g an d written communicatio n wit h
children and thei r familie s reflect th e diversity an d variety o f young children' s
backgrounds an d traditions i s also helpful .

For some, English is an additional language. Thes e children may be bilingual
or even multilingual ; a t the same time , however, the y may be at the very earliest
stages of English acquisition . Failure to appreciate this could result i n teacher s
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Reflective Questions
Do you provide a variety o f learning material s an d ensure that all pupils have opportunities
to develop their skills an d confidence in using these materials throug h hands-o n
experience?
Do you ensure breadth o f curriculum content likely to appeal to all pupils?
Do you challenge stereotype s of the sor t sometimes foun d i n geography books and othe r
resources b y promoting positive images o f women and o f peoples who in the UK are
minority ethnic groups ?
Do you provide geography resource s that actively and positivel y promote the diversity of
culture and gender role s in society ?
Do you use attractively an d professionally presented display s tha t incorporate objects,
ideas, an d visual an d written material fro m a  range o f cultures and geographical locations ?
How do you ensure tha t the principle of equality of opportunity permeates plannin g and
teaching and that the curriculum is enriched and enhanced b y positive referenc e to
diversity?
Do you introduce and discuss notions o f right and wrong, fairness, inequality and social
justice when teaching geography ?

concluding, wrongly, that thes e childre n are less intelligen t than thei r English-
speaking peers . Providing a learning environment in which children fee l abl e to
utilize the full range of their linguistic repertoire demonstrates that their first language
has legitimacy in the classroom.

It is important to realize that recognizing and supporting the breadth of their
language skill s and understanding will make a positive contribution to their learning
of English and thei r success i n education generally (Dodwell , 1999) . At the sam e
time, i t is essential fo r all children to make progress i n mastering English in th e
interests of their future achievement s i n school and thei r futur e opportunitie s as
adults. Th e use o f bilingual teachers and suppor t staff t o facilitate the geograph y
work of pupils with English as an additiona l language ca n be a valuable way of
helping these childre n to comprehen d the spoke n word , and provide s skille d
assistance enablin g them to express themselves mor e clearly and appropriately.
Such support can help children overcome feelings of isolation and frustration when
much of what goes on in the nursery or classroom passes them by. Bilingual adults
can provide useful model s of how to use the English language appropriately, how
to listen, and how to respond.
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Geography and
Children with Special
Educational Needs

In recen t years , move s toward s th e inclusio n o f children with specia l
educational needs (SEN ) in mainstream schools and nurserie s mean that
most teachers ar e likely to encounter pupil s with widely differing needs .
Schools are required to provide relevant and appropriate learning challenge s
within a broad and balance d curriculum for all pupils (DfEE/QCA , 1999) .
This can prove demanding for teachers, wh o may need to undertake tasks
ranging from drawing up an individual education plan (IEP ) to planning for
non-teaching assistan t help and liaising wit h parents an d educationa l
psychologists. However, geography, with its focus on the relationship between
people and places, has much that is relevant and interesting to offer children
who in some way need special provision to make it accessible .

This chapter begins b y summarizing the statutory requirement s that
teachers need to be aware of. It then outlines some of the special educational
needs that nursery and primary teachers may encounter which arise fro m
physical disability , learnin g difficultie s an d emotiona l and behavioura l
problems as well as the particular needs of gifted an d talented children. It
indicates how these needs might be manifested and identified and suggests
ways in which the health, welfare and progression of these children can be
ensured. Finally, strategies which are designed to promote the geographica l
learning of children with SEN are put forward .

Statutory Requirements
The publicatio n o f the Warnoc k Repor t (DES , 1978) an d subsequen t
education Acts have all moved towards the inclusion of children with SEN
into mainstream schooling. Underlying these developments is a belief that
inclusion wil l benefi t al l children in terms o f both persona l an d socia l
development and academic achievement, as well as equip teachers with new
skills. Curren t practice in respect o f children with SEN is determined by a



Identifying Children with Special
Educational Needs

Code of Practice introduced in 1994 and subsequently revised. This aims to ensure
a consisten t approac h by schools an d LEA s to meeting the need s o f pupils with
similar difficulties. Th e code describes how children's needs can be met through a
series of stages and lists the responsibilities o f different agencie s an d individual s
(including the class teacher) within this process. It stresses the importance of schools
and LEAs working in partnership with parents, an d the part tha t children should
play in making decisions. I t also emphasizes tha t using better teaching strategie s
or greater differentiatio n within classes, for example, may be more effective tha n
extra suppor t staff o r one-to-one teaching .

All pupils have needs, but those with SEN have additional needs. The notion
of SEN covers a wide range o f learning and behavioura l difficultie s wher e special
provision has to be made for a child to learn successfully becaus e he or she:

• finds i t more difficult t o learn than most other children of the same age;
• ha s a disability which affects hi s or her learning experience; or
• ha s a level of behaviour or achievement significantly different fro m that of most other
children of the same age (thi s includes gifted o r talented pupils).

Children with English as an additional languag e (EAL) do not automatically hav e
SEN.

It is worth remembering that legislation ma y support inclusion but i t cannot
change attitudes, beliefs and values regarding disability and SEN. Integration i s not
inclusion and school s nee d to ensure tha t children do not face discrimination , for
example by enforcing anti-bullying policies, developing positive images of disability
within th e schoo l an d encouragin g childre n to fee l valued an d have a  sense of
belonging. Individua l teachers shoul d als o conside r thei r own preconceptions
regarding children with SEN and what they think they are capable of achieving .

Early interventio n i s essentia l i f children with SE N are t o mak e progress , ye t
identifying these children is not always easy or straightforward. Some children may
have a sensory or physical disability or medical condition which is easily identifiable.
Others, however, may experience impairment, such a s a loss of hearing, which is
not immediately obvious or which may be intermittent. Similarly , some children will
have been diagnosed a s having a specific learning disability such as dyslexia, while
others find it noticeably harder to achieve than thei r peers for reasons whic h are
not instantly apparent. Whatever these needs or their origins are, early identification
and intervention are essential i n order to avoid possible frustration, low self-esteem,
underachievement, and a cycle of 'learned helplessness'.
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Nursery and primar y teachers pla y an importan t role in identifying and
assessing children with SEN and the n providin g and monitorin g appropriate
learning experiences. However, they are not amateur therapists, chil d psychologist s
or social workers and they should be able to look to the SEN co-ordinator (SENCO) ,
headteacher, governors , LEA , and outsid e service s an d agencie s for support,
encouragement and practical advice. It is also important that the contribution of
colleagues i s valued: a Child Care Assistant, No n Teaching Assistant or nursery
nurse ma y gain insigh t int o a particular child by spending more time working
more intensively wit h him or her than anyon e else. This is particularly tru e in
an early years setting , where teamwork is important in collecting and collatin g
information, a s well as in making appropriate provision for children with SEN.

Teachers shoul d vie w childre n wit h SE N as individual s an d no t a s a
homogeneous group : the rang e o f SEN is considerable and comple x in nature ,
and som e children may experience SE N that are multiple . Some children with
learning difficultie s ma y also have behavioura l problems, perhaps as a  mean s
of concealing their shortcomings o r of attracting attention . Some children have
needs associated wit h physical, menta l or emotional difficulties whic h may not
adversely affec t thei r learning. Nevertheless, this need can become educational
if an appropriat e environmen t an d resource s fo r learning ar e not provided: a
disturbed but academically capable child, for example, may misbehave and no t
co-operate an d consequentl y fai l t o make progress. I t may be difficul t t o help
certain childre n in circumstances, such as a n unsettle d hom e life, whic h are
beyond teachers' control.

It is important for new teachers t o familiarize themselve s with the Cod e of
Practice and th e school' s SE N policy. The policy will identify the SENCO , who will
have information on children on the SEN register, thei r stage, copies of their lEPs
and any statements .

What to do if a child appears to have SEN

If teachers think that a child has SEN they need to:

• initiate a registration of concer

• identify not what the child knows but what he or she finds difficult to learn after suitabl

differentiated teaching has taken place within the normal classroom environment;

• identify whether there is a pattern to the child's difficultie

• consider the cause of the difficulty and the consequences for teaching; an

• consult the SENCO for general and subject-specific advice (SENCOs are required t

liaise with curriculum co-ordinators).
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What Geography Has to Offer Children
with Special Educational Needs

The National Curriculum (2000 ) stresse s that all pupils have a n entitlemen t to
learning, t o experience succes s in learning and to achieve a s high a  standard as
possible. I n order to provide this, school s have a responsibility to:

• se t suitable learning challenge
• respon d to pupils' diverse learning needs; an
• overcom e potential barriers to learning and assessment for individuals and groups o
pupils.

This means that teachers nee d to be flexible, for example by choosing knowledg e
and skills with content appropriate for older/younger children, from an earlier/later
Key Stage. However, much of what can be done to make the geography curriculum
more accessible t o children with SEN is of value to all children.

Use a variety of activities, resources and teaching and learning approaches to enable all

children to participate and demonstrate what they have learned.

Similarly, use appropriate forms of differentiation and assessment.

Develop children's self-esteem through high expectations and praise and by emphasizing

what they can do rather than what they cannot do.

Encourage children to set their own targets.

Plan activities which are real and relevant; build on children's interests and take account

of their experiences.

Break down tasks into small, achievable steps and set attainable yet challenging targets

for learning which are subsequently reinforced.

Display children's achievements and record them systematically.
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Ways of making the curriculum accessible to children with SEN

Differentiation i s unlikely to be one-dimensional: teacher s wil l probably need
to use a  combination of differentiated outcomes , tasks , delivery and resources a s
well a s appropriat e intervention . The y wil l also nee d t o b e sensitiv e i n thei r
approaches. Thi s could mean, for example, that as some children may need to use
resources such as picture maps that their peers have long grown out of, it is advisable
for mor e able childre n to use these resources o n occasion t o demonstrate thei r
acceptability.

A structured approac h to learning i s particularly importan t fo r children wit h
SEN. This can provide both teacher and child with clear evidence of progress which
can inform the nex t stage (Blyt h and Krause , 1995) . It will involve using a  rang e
of teaching and learning strategies such as :

common tasks sufficiently open-ende d to challenge the more able;
stepped tasks, where the first activities are accessible to all children;
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grouping children by capabilities and need , which allows for the use of tailored resources;
and
using teaching or support staff t o respond to group or individual needs.

Much of the geography curriculum is particularly appropriate for children with
SEN because its emphasis on practical and locally based activities provides a wealth
of relevant, immediat e and concret e experiences. It is also concerne d with many
aspects o f children's worlds, such as homes, journeys and the weather, and thus
gives them the opportunity to draw on their own experience and reflec t on that of
others. Children with SEN sometimes have more limited experiences than their peers:
geography ca n extend their horizons , even i f only by a small amount, as well as
their sensory skills and language. An enquiry approach, as well as making learning
more interesting, ca n be used across th e full  abilit y range, with teachers selectin g
an appropriate level of challenge. Geography has extensive links with cross-cumcular
elements and can encourage learning skills' such as those involve d in enquiry. It
also has link s with PSHE, and can develop skills which encourage independence,
such as way-finding, going to the local shops to collect data, experiencing different
forms of transport, and working safely in new environments. Citizenship involves
looking at roles and responsibilities, perhaps associated wit h a local environmental
issue, an d thi s ma y b e particularl y pertinen t fo r pupil s wit h emotiona l an d
behavioural difficultie s (EBD) , fo r whom addressing responsibilitie s an d valu e
systems i s a major priority.

Physical Disabilities
Table 9.1 gives a n overvie w o f some of the mor e common physical disabilitie s
that teacher s ma y encounter . No t all pupil s wit h disabilitie s hav e specia l
educational needs: a child in a wheelchair, for instance, ma y simply need physica l
or technological acces s to the curriculum. Nevertheless, the impac t of absences ,
hospitalization and possible reluctance to avail themselves o f available aids may
impede their educational progress . Childre n are often les s distracted by anothe r
child's disabilit y o r illness than are som e adults , bu t the y ca n fee l concern , for
instance i f a child has a n epileptic seizure and they hav e no t been made aware
of the situation. The y are also usually receptiv e to suggestions such as facing a
friend who is hearing impaired while talking, o r learning sign language. 'Buddy'
systems can be appropriate for some activities a s long as a child does not become
over-dependent on a peer.
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Table 9 1 Key characteristics of some physical disabilities

Disability Characteristics

Hearing Children experience hearing loss when something interferes with the conduction of sound through to
impairment the inner ear (conductive hearing loss) or cells within the ear are damaged (sensori-neural hearing loss).

Hearing devices can be used to amplify sounds for children with sensori-neural problems but they can
distort sounds, and bombard children with sounds during fieldwork. Some children may feel self-conscious
about wearing a hearing aid and 'forget' to bring it to school. Children with hearing loss may have:
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problems understanding instructions or questions;

poor articulation and a limited vocabulary;

poor listening skills;
problems with reading and spelling.

Visual Visual impairment can have a number of causes, and vision can be impaired in a variety of ways
impairment (e.g. colour vision, near/distance vision). A child's eyesight may also improve or deteriorate. As with

hearing aids, children can be reluctant to wear glasses. Signs of visual impairment can include:
unhealthy appearance of eyes;

poor hand-eye co-ordination;
squinting;

headaches, tiredness and dizziness;
making omissions when reading or writing;

bringing a task close to the face.

Arthritis Some children suffer from a form of rheumatoid arthritis. They may be under medication or have to have
physiotherapy. Excessive physical activity can cause considerable discomfort and anxiety.

Asthma Asthma appears to be becoming increasingly common in children. A narrowing of air passages in the lungs
makes breathing difficult. Triggers for attacks range from temperature changes and allergic reactions, to
infections and excessive physical exertion. Some children have only mild attacks, whereas for others it can
be more serious and even life-threatening. Serious cases may result in frequent absences from school and
can restrict children's involvement in more physical activities.

Diabetes Diabetes results from a deficiency of insulin and a consequent inability to metabolize sugar and starch.
Children with diabetes often have to have insulin injections and eat at regular intervals. Falls in blood sugar
as a result of lack of food can happen quite quickly and produce headaches, irritability, lack of colour,
sweating, palpitations or anxiety. Biscuits or sweets are sometimes used to rectify the situation. Excessive
blood sugar levels can be far more serious: the onset is slower and if not dealt with can result in vomiting
and diabetic coma. This is rare, but hospitalization is essential when it occurs. Older children are often
capable of recognizing when a problem is arising.

Epilepsy Epilepsy is a neurological disorder caused by temporary changes in the brain's electrical activity. Most
forms of epilepsy can be controlled with drugs. Seizures can be brought on by illness, emotional and
physical stress, or a lack of medication. Minor seizures often appear as momentary lapses of attention.
Major seizures can result in facial or whole body spasms, loss of consciousness and loss of bowel or
bladder control. Teachers need to remain calm, reassure the rest of the class and not attempt to restrain
the child. The child should then be placed in the recovery position, with breathing and pallor checked, and
medical help sought if the seizure has lasted longer than five minutes.

Cerebral Cerebral palsy results from brain damage. It can be barely noticeable or the child's movements may be
palsy awkward and jerky, and at rest the body may experience irregular and uncoordinated motion. This

condition can also produce problems with balance and co-ordination. Some children may need
wheelchairs; others may find their fine motor control impaired, or experience difficulties in speech and
articulation.

Cystic Cystic fibrosis is an incurable genetic disorder that produces a thick mucus in the child's lungs. This can
fibrosis result in lung and stomach infections, and daily treatment (physiotherapy, medicines and special diets) is

necessary to ameliorate the effects of the condition.

Spina bifida Some children with spina bifida and other malfunctions of the spinal cord can have slight mobility
problems. For others, the condition can result in specific learning difficulties, for example in judging size,
direction and shape, in fine motor control, and in personal organization.

Muscular Muscular dystrophy is an incurable wasting disease that affects motor skills rather than the brain. As the
dystrophy condition worsens, the child may not be able to attend school. Working with families needs to be done

with sensitivity, as ultimately the condition is fatal.



Supporting the geographical learning of children with
physical disabilities
Fieldwork can present difficultie s for children with physical disabilities . Teachers
should complete a comprehensive risk assessment form (se e Figure 6.2) to ensure
the health an d safety of all children. This might include, for example, identifying
possible trigger s fo r a child's asthma attac k and where his or her inhaler will be
kept; noting what to do if a child has an epileptic fit or that a child with diabete s
needs to eat regularly. All adult helpers should have copies of this form. Children's
degrees o f mobility need to be taken int o account when considering distances t o
be covered, and potential resting place s shoul d be identified.

Resources and equipment for learning out of the classroom should be chosen
to enable all children to participate: for example, children with poor fine motor skills
or who are visually impaire d can use a  robust thermometer, one metre in length,
with a  large, clea r scale. Childre n should b e able to record their observations i n
different ways , making full  us e o f technology suc h a s tape recorders and video or
digital cameras . Children with sensory impairmen t need as many sensory clue s as
possible t o make sense of the world. Visual impairment, for example, tends to limit
children's spatial skills and ability to find thei r way around although they respond
to auditory and haptic (touch) information (Spence r etal, 1989), and so they should
be encouraged to use other senses such as touch, smell or hearing in their enquiries.
Sounds in different localities , whether on a  farm , b y a smal l stream or in a busy
street, can be recorded and use d for discussion; objects like smooth pebbles, sand
and seawee d can be fel t and smelt .
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Encouraging children with disabilities to explore the environment

To encourage children, whatever their disability, to explore the environment, all members

of the class were blindfolded and, in groups led by adults, followed a sensory trail by

holding a rope. There were frequent stops for the children to use their senses in the

discovery of the natural and human world:

touching shapes and textures of bricks, cobbles, bark, fences and railings;

smelling herbs and flowers; and

listening to sounds around them when still, and sounds feet and wheelchairs made when

crossing different surfaces.

Children were able to describe the trail orally or draw it on a plan of the site and add their

own observations; others began to appreciate the need to protect the environment.

Within the classroom o r nursery, furnitur e should b e carefully positione d
so that all children can move freely, and resources shoul d b e clearly labelled an d
accessible. Som e children ma y find usin g the compute r easier than writing, o r
may need their work scribed. Where fieldwork is impossible, interactive softwar e



enables childre n to investigate th e nature of other places as well as human and
physical processes .

Demands on hearing-impaired children can be limited by speaking clearl y
and naturally when talking or reading, ideally in a quiet atmosphere, facing the
child (who is sitting a t the front, i n the light) and checking that hearing aids are
functioning. Teachers should emphasize new vocabulary or instructions and us e
visual aid s such as maps and photographs. Fo r hearing-impaired children (and
others who experience difficulties with processin g language) , it is important to
identify geography' s 'key language', such as the words fo r naming features ,
explaining processes o r asking geographical questions . This can be done through,
for example , flow diagrams or charts, reinforced by clearly labelled displays (Print,
1999). Visually impaired children may need to use aids such as a desk stand or
magnifier and si t near the front i n a well-lit area when the teacher i s writing on
a board or using maps or photographs. Childre n with colour deficiency will need
to use symbols rather than colou r when drawing maps.

Helping children with disabilities take part in lessons

Vicki was extremely short-sighted. She was able to participate in geography lessons more

fully by:

touch-typing her work on the computer or using voice recognition software;

completing worksheets, reading text or graphics which had been scanned and enlarged

or enlarged using a photocopier; and

using a tactile globe and maps.

Learning Difficulties
Learning difficulties range  fro m mil d to severe an d fro m specifi c to complex. In
some cases the difficultie s ma y result fro m othe r problems , related to a child' s
physical o r emotional development. Other learning difficultie s are cognitive and ,
if not identified and tackled appropriately , can lead to problems with literacy and
numeracy, which may hinder progress in other areas of the curriculum. Language
acquisition in particular is essential for learning in many areas, and communication
problems, lik e a  physica l impairment , can mask a  child' s rea l potentia l an d
intelligence. Furthermore , if children are unable to make themselves understood ,
they can become frustrated and develop behavioural problems.
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Table 9 2 Key characteristics of some learning difficulties

Condition Characteristics

Autistic Autism is a lifelong disability which affects the way children communicate, relate to others and make sense
spectrum of the world. Children with Asperger syndrome are at the higher-functioning end of the autistic spectrum,
disorders (ASD) Children with autism find difficulty:

• with social relationship

• with verbal and non-verbal communicatio

• in the development of play and imaginatio

They often have repetitive behaviour patterns and resist changes to routine. Some children may also have
areas in which they are particularly capable, e.g. drawing, musical ability, memory tasks.

Aphasia Children with aphasia experience difficulties in understanding the meaning of words or difficulties in
expressing themselves whilst knowing what they want to say.

Cerebral Children with cerebral palsy may have good verbal, reading and comprehension skills but poor visuo-
palsy spatial perception and thus difficulties in making relative judgements in time and space and with abstract

visual information such as maps and diagrams.

Down Down syndrome is a genetic condition caused by the presence of an extra chromosome. Children with
syndrome Down syndrome may have:

• poor motor co-ordination skil

• a short concentration spa

• limited understanding of the world (they do not learn well from incidental learnin

• behaviour more characteristic of younger childre

They respond well to structure and routine and benefit from multi-sensory activities and the use of strong
visual cues such as photographs.

Dyspraxia Dyspraxia is a neurological disorder that affects gross and fine motor co-ordination. Children with
dyspraxia may have poor perceptual skills, a short attention span and auditory memory, poor articulation,
difficulties with balance and underdeveloped social skills.

Dyslexia Children with dyslexia may have a number of areas of weakness alongside abilities which may be creative,
or highly developed verbal skills. Their difficulties might include:

• poor concentration, easily distracte

• difficulty following instructio

• spoken and/or written language slo

• poor personal organizatio

• poor reading progres

• poor standard of written work compared with oral abilit

However, they may have a good understanding of physical processes and the 3D world.

Emotional and Children with EBD may exhibit a wide range of behaviour from extreme withdrawal to highly volatile,
behavioural aggressive and disruptive conduct. Their problems are clearer and greater than sporadic naughtiness or
difficulties moodiness but not so great as to be classed as mental illness. They may be caused by multiple factors
(EBD) such as frustration as a result of another impairment or learning difficulty; physical, sexual or emotional

abuse; lack of security as a result of parental separation; comparisons being made with other siblings; or
self-fulfilling prophecies. Dealing with EBD can be particularly frustrating for teachers as the difficulties are
caused by factors that are beyond their control. Indicators that may suggest a child has emotional and
behavioural difficulties include:

• seeks friendships with other age group

• aggressive towards peer

• distant or a lone

• cling

• precocious or immatur

• disruptive, attention-seekin

• poor self-image: 'my map's rubbis

• anxiou
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restless and easily distracted;

tearful, irritable or moody, prone to tantrums.

Attention- Attention-deficit (hyperactivity) disorder is a clinically recognized condition that affects five times as many
deficit boys as girls. Not all children with AD(H)D are necessarily hyperactive. There is uncertainty about what it
(hyperactivity) actually is; diagnosis can be problematic and there is considerable debate as to whether the condition
disorder should be treated with drugs (Ritalin).
(AD(H)D)

Indicators of an attention deficit are:

failure to give close attention, being careless and making regular mistakes;

forgetful of regular activities such as going to assembly;

problems in sustaining enthusiasm; avoids tasks requiring extended effort;

appears not to listen when addressed verbally;

appears unable to follow instructions, regularly fails to complete tasks;

difficulties in organizing self, often loses' the tools necessary for the task;

very easily distracted.

Indicators of hyperactivity are:

constant fidgeting with hands and feet;

often unable to stay seated;

moves inappropriately around the room, for example running, climbing over or under tables;

difficulties in playing without excessive noise;

interrupts and intrudes upon the activities of peers;

talks incessantly, blurting out answers to questions without observing classroom conventions;

difficulty in waiting for a turn.

Indicators that may suggest a child has learning difficulties

A child may have learning difficulties if he or she:

shows little apparent awareness of, or interest in, the world around;

draws on very limited previous experience;

struggles with creative approaches to geography;

has few interests;

has difficulty in following instructions;

has difficulty in relating learning in one area to work in another;

has limited vocabulary, poor speech;

shows reluctance to contribute to discussion;

has a limited concentration span, is easily distracted;

is hyperactive, constantly off-task;

struggles with literacy and numeracy;

avoids work through activities such as tidying up;

prefers practical activities;

shows lack of interest in books and reading;

constantly requests adult help; alternatively, never asks for adult help;

rarely finishes work;

finishes quickly, carelessly or incompletely, pretending to have finished;

has a propensity for losing things.
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Supporting the geographical learning of children with
learning difficulties
Children with learning difficulties usuall y derive little benefit fro m teacher-centred
('chalk and talk' ) o r unstructured, high pupi l autonomy methods of teaching an d
learning geography. I f teachers ar e familiar with differen t ways i n which they can
provide for differentiation (see Chapter 4), they ar e more likely to enable these
children to make progress. Children with particular difficulties may need more specific
support. For example, it is more effective to give autistic children instructions tha n
to give them choices or ask them questions , and they ma y need extra suppor t in
group settings (Siddles , 1999). Geography can also b e incorporated into the lEPs
of children with statements in mainstream school s (Smith , 1999).

A child with learning difficulties

Beth (Year 4) had moderate learning difficulties. Her IEP concentrated on comprehension,

time (with special reference to sequencing), cause and effect, and social skills. Her targets

for one term included the following:

Recognize three signs of spring.

Use appropriate language to describe the weather.

Use own records to tally and graph the weather.

Draw a plan of a journey round school, showing the route and sequencing landmarks.

Write about 2 events of the journey in order.

Criteria for success such as use words such as cloud, sun, windy, misty were identified for

each target.

Teachers may have to keep referring to previous work and experience and use
visual cues such as photographs to help children make links, and make sense of their
learning. Childre n will also need opportunities fo r repetition an d reinforcemen t as
well as using vocabulary and ideas in different contexts . Fo r example, geographica l
language such as up, down, behind, infrontof, across,  near andjfar can be used in
other areas of the curriculum. Children with learning difficulties need to be encouraged
to participate: teachers can foster discussion o f what other children have said in order
to develop incorrect or partial answers. Where children have been taught group work
skills, i t helps them to see how they can contribute rather than focusing on what they
cannot do (Sebba etal, 1993) . Addressing environmenta l issues and undertakin g
geographical enquirie s lend themselves particularl y well to group work.

Investigating places
Investigating their local area can be important for children with SEN: place attachment
includes a sense of daily security and stimulation, and so place is seen as basic to
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personal well-bein g and development (Spence r and Blades, 1993) . Some children
will need to develop an awareness of their own body and its position in space through
work on left and right and simple orientation before progressing to following a route
round school and then investigating feature s further afield .

Once children are aware of their ow n locality and hav e use d primar y and
secondary source s o f information, they ca n begi n t o mak e comparison s wit h
contrasting localities . Fo r children who need the concrete experience of a place, it
is advisable t o choose somewhere , perhaps within the sam e city , which can be
visited. Linking with another schoo l to exchange informatio n and resources an d
support fieldwork would also be beneficial in providing regular contact for children.

Investigating distan t place s may not be regarded as suitable for children who
find abstrac t concept s difficul t t o deal with, but mos t children are likely to have
images o f other places through either the media , stories o r holidays o n which to
build. It is useful i f the class teacher or a member of the class has visited the place
and can share thei r experience, for instance by using postcard s o r their holiday
photographs a s a starting point . Teachers need to use a broad range of resources
such a s video , music, food, artefact s and visitors to enable children to develop a
sense o f place.

They will also nee d to scaffold children' s observational skills , whe n usin g
secondary source s o r undertakin g fieldwork , throug h carefu l questioning ,
encouraging the m to pay attention t o detail, as k thei r own questions an d look for
similarities and differences. Some children may not be able to handle large amounts
of information; a more effective approac h might be to focus o n finding out abou t
another child's life .

Motivating children with learning difficulties

Children with learning difficulties are often motivated by puppets. Barnaby Bear, for

example, can help children learn about different places around the world. They can

suggest what he might need to pack to go on holiday and how he might travel there, or

locate and describe places he has been to using the postcards he sends (via staff, parents

or governors!] (Jackson, 2000).

Children wit h learnin g difficultie s ca n fin d huma n geograph y relativel y
accessible a s they can experience human feature s such a s transport, housing and
jobs i n som e form , eithe r directl y themselves o r through thos e aroun d them .
Investigating physica l features also lends itsel f to fieldwork an d practica l work:
model landscapes wit h features such a s hills, valleys, rivers , roads and building s
can be formed ou t of sand o r earth. Physica l processe s ca n be conceptually less
accessible, perhaps because the y d o not relate closel y to people. Weather is more
easily linke d to people through activitie s such as matching clothes or activities to
weather.
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Maps and photographs
The concept of plan view needs to be developed through a  series o f small steps ,
such as :

drawing round objects;
matching objects to outline plans or images projected using an overhead projector;
identifying plans of objects;
matching side and plan views to objects;
drawing plans of objects or models; and
identifying/locating features on a classroom plan.

Aerial photographs can help children grasp the concept of plan view and thus
acquire a better understanding of maps. They need to start using and interpreting ground-
level and then oblique (near and further away) photographs which are less abstract and
more recognizable as a representation of reality than vertical photographs. A high
vantage point either within or near the school is an advantage. Practical activities, such
as walking a route before mapping it, will help children reduce three dimensions to two.

Photographs o r vide o clip s ar e als o a  particularl y valuabl e resourc e fo r
stimulating enquiry . Children can identif y feature s in the loca l area an d perhap s
use a digital camera as a means o f recording. Bac k in the classroom the y can use
these photograph s i n activities suc h a s labelling, sortin g and sequencing . Again ,
once children have become  used t o using photographs i n a familiar situation, i t
should be easier for them to study, compare and contrast those of unfamiliar places.
Other geographical skills , such as using positiona l vocabulary, route-finding and
directional skills, ca n be developed at different time s of the day, for example in PE
lessons, and help to build up children's level of independence.

Children's literature
The use o f stories and poems can make most areas o f geography mor e accessible
to children with learning difficulties, a s well as helping to develop their geographica l
vocabulary. Rosie's Walk  (Hutchins , 1990), for example, can introduce children to
mapping a route; poems by Monica Gunning (1994) can help them appreciate som e
of the characteristics o f the Caribbean. There are also numerous poems and storie s
that make reference to the weather, season s and natural event s whic h enable a
concept to be grasped within a familiar context before it is considered more widely.

Using stories to make geography accessible

During a trip on a local canal with her class, a Year 1 teacher took digital photographs of

various features they passed. She then produced an illustrated storybook featuring the

adventures of Colin the Carp. The book traced an exciting journey Colin made under a

bridge, over the road, past the church, through the reeds and so on. He also became

trapped in some of the litter they had seen.
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Drama and simulations
Using drama and simulations can again increase access to the geography curriculum.
This might take the form of a 'geography day' where the class focuses on a particular
country; or of a rainforest environment in the classroom , complete with tropical
plants and sounds . Addressin g environmenta l issues lends itsel f particularly well
to this approach and can enable children to develop skills such as expressing a  point
of view and listening an d responding to the ideas of others. Playin g games which
involve discussion, where , for example, children can gain points only by giving an
opinion, can help develop their oral skills as well as their ability to concentrate.

ICT
There may be a temptation to overuse the computer with children whose behaviour
or learning difficulties appear to subside when working on it. Nevertheless, research
consistently demonstrate s tha t ICT has th e power to transform the educationa l
experience of children with learning difficulties, facilitatin g access to the curriculum,
encouraging motivatio n an d developin g confidence and skill s (Peacey , 1999) . In
geography, IC T has a  variety of uses.

Use of ICT with children with learning difficulties

ICT can:

be used as a technological aid for children with poor or undeveloped motor skills, for

example to produce graphs or maps;

enable children to record and communicate (including emailing) their work by using

computer-generated symbol systems, banks of pictures and words, voice processors,

tape recorders, video and digital cameras, concept keyboards;

enable poor readers to access information from software with sound;

motivate children as well as develop their geographical understanding through, for

example, simple simulations and adventure games, mazes, mapping software, or

information retrieval where other methods lack appeal;

help develop geographical concepts such as plan view;

help develop a sense of direction (through using a programmable floor turtle);

be used by gifted or talented children for research or more creatively;

enable children to use teacher-generated material such as worksheets.

Making reading and written tasks accessible
Geography does not rely heavily on text-based teaching an d learning, as children
can work with maps , photographs , video , tape recorders , graphical information,
role-play, fieldwork and model-making. Access to tasks involving reading or writing
should not be limited because o f reading or writing demands involved .
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Strategies to make reading and writing tasks more accessible include:

adapting or simplifying tex t such as a newspaper article ;
presenting information in graphical form;
the teacher reading or children listening to a tape recording as they read ;
marking pages i n reference books ;
using short , simpl e sentences o n any worksheets and , where possible, graphics ;
using a  concept keyboard;
teacher/other adul t acting as scribe ;
providing a visual stimulu s for reference ;
helping to generate appropriat e vocabulary or providing keywords;
providing a writing frame t o help children structure their writing; and
modelling the task first.

Poor writers often hav e difficult y i n organizing their thoughts i n order to write.
Preliminary planning may help, but, where appropriate, children should be able to record
or summarize their geographical learning by other means such as photographs, pictures,
maps or diagrams, symbols and ICT . Children with dyslexia, for example, learn more
effectively through graphics than through words and can demonstrate their understanding
in graphical form rather than describing it (Nichols and Greenwold , 1999) .

A child with dyslexia

James has dyslexia. His class (Year 6) was investigating coasts. Following fieldwork, he was

able to demonstrate his understanding of coastal processes by drawing a diagram showing

how the features he had noticed had been formed. (Alternatively, his teacher could have

asked him to explain orally how the features in the photographs she had taken had been

created.) He was also able to contribute some imaginative suggestions when the class was

engaged in group work, discussing how the environmental quality of the beach area they

had seen could be improved.

Children with Emotional and Behavioura l
Difficulties

Children with challenging and disturbed behaviour are perhaps some of the most
difficult t o teach. I t is worth trying to identif y th e factor s that appear to cause ,
contribute to or exacerbate undesirable behaviour, and think about ways in which
these might be altered. Doe s it occur:

during particular kinds of lessons (e.g . tightly structure d or more open-ended)?
at particular times of the day?
when particular types of classroom organization are used?
when the child is doing a particular type of activity (e.g . practical)?
when you act or respond in a certain way ?
when other children act in a certain way ?
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Gifted and Talented Pupils

As well as trying to promote the self-esteem an d independence of these children,
through praise and positive feedback, teachers need to ensure that they take account
of their problems .

Effective teaching of children with EBD

Plan carefully paced and well-structured lessons which anticipate what might happen.

Plan short, relevant and rewarding bursts of activity to help with lack of concentration or

inability to deal with too much abstract thought.

Manage a well-organized classroom with no blind spots and which you constantly scan.

Establish routines and clear expectations of behaviour which are consistently applied

and positively reinforced.

Involve children in group work when their awareness of others has developed.

Take a calm, non-confrontational approach and use facial expressions or gestures rather

than verbal interventions to express disapproval.

Intervene to divert or defuse a potential outburst by perhaps suggesting a change of

location or a task for which they can receive praise.

Maintain the pace of class discussions and keep them as focused as possible, while

encouraging participation.

Ensure success and involve children in short-term target-setting.

Helping a child with EBD

Mandy [Year 2) found it difficult to work with her peers in a group. She was therefore

paired with one of the more tolerant members of the class to work on labelling features on

photographs of the local area (one of which included her house). When she appeared to

be tiring of this task, her teacher quickly praised her for her efforts so far and suggested

that she could either answer some questions about these features on a mapping program

on the computer or paint a picture of her house.

All teachers encounte r children who are bright, but those who are gifted o r talented
have abilities and achieve levels of attainment which significantly exceed those of their
peers. Identifying children as gifted is sometimes seen as an elitist approach to education,
and as potentially damaging, since it can raise expectations which put undue pressure
on a child. Parents' reactions can range from feelings of inadequacy to immense pride,
and teachers may need to suggest how they can be supportive, for example by watching
and discussing particula r television programmes with their children. Nevertheless, all
children are entitled to have their educational needs met and teachers nee d to ensure
that gifted and talented childre n are interested, motivated , appropriatel y challenge d
and enabled to achieve their potential. Most gifted an d talented pupils:
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have a thirst for knowledge and learn quickly;
have a very retentive memory;
can concentrate for long periods on subjects of interest;
have a wide general knowledge and interest in the world;
enjoy problem-solving;
have an unusual imagination;
show strong feelings and opinions and have an odd sense of humour;
set high standards and are perfectionists; and
possess kee n powers of observation and reasoning, seeing relationships and generalizing
from a  few given facts .

In addition, they may be:

artistic or musical;
socially or ethically gifted ;
imaginative or creative thinkers.

Gifted and talented children may not achieve highly in all areas. A child could
be an outstanding artis t or technologist, o r creative in using his or her imagination ,
yet poor at writing. The child might be visual-spatial (bette r at seeing an d doin g
than a t talking and listening). Unless talented childre n are sufficiently challenge d
they may become bored or unhappy, may underachieve o r even become disruptive .
However, it is important that these children have the opportunity to work with their
peers as well as independently and fo r sustained periods as they are likely to be
emotionally and socially at their chronological age . Teacher s need to handle these
children sensitively : the y can be intolerant and critical , and they will often kno w
the answer (an d want to tell everyone else!) , but they ma y be hypersensitive t o
criticism or be tempted to underachieve to conform. They need thoughtful, positive
teacher interventio n whic h include s challeng e an d constructiv e criticis m and
encouragement to think at a higher level .

Gifted children often make considerable demands on teachers to accommodate
the speed and pace at which they may work. Teachers may worry about their lack
of particular geographical knowledg e but should no t be afraid of admitting that they
do not know all the answers: 'No, I'm sorry I don't know where . .. why . .. how
. . . Where do you think you could find out? .. .  Could you come and tell me the
answer s o I'll learn something as well?'

Supporting the geographical learning of gifted and
talented children
Geography can offer gifted and talented children a range of challenging opportunitie s
for pursuin g thei r learning i n greater dept h or breadth an d at a  faster pace than
their peers . This may mean drawing on material fro m late r Ke y Stages or higher
levels and planning further differentiation and extension b y extending the breadth
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and dept h of study, or by planning work which draws on differen t subjects . This
could involve children in:

being exposed t o more challenging vocabular y and language (an d if necessary finding out
what it means);
using a range of methods of enquiry;
identifying and explaining patterns and processes;
using and applying their geographical understanding in different contexts ; and
sharing their findings and so developing the knowledge and understanding of the whole
class.

Children wh o are imaginative and creative thinkers may be able to envisage
sophisticated solutions to environmental management; those who are socially or
ethically gifted ma y be able to demonstrate considerable insight into the opinions
of others; those who are artistic may be able to express themselves through well-
developed cartographic skills.

Encouraging a gifted child

A Year 5 class was investigating plans to cut down a nearby copse. Caitlin's teacher asked

her to put the enquiry in a global context. She used various resources such as newspaper

reports and the Internet to find out about deforestation in other parts of the world. She

also tried to identify whether there were similar issues involved. She presented her

findings to the rest of the class at the end of the unit of work.

Reflective Questions
Do you se t appropriate learning objectives for children with SEN when teaching geography?
Do you anticipate difficultie s which may occur?
Do you use geographical vocabulary and language a t an appropriate level?
Do you adjust your questions according to ability?
How do you encourage children to set their own learning goals?
Do you plan tasks which are challenging but achievable?
Do you structure lessons in a clear sequence of manageable an d achievable steps ?
How do you mak e full us e o f ICT to support children with SEN?
How do you monitor and record children's achievements and use this information to inform
your future planning?
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FURTHER READING AND INFORMATION

Benton, P. and O'Brien, J. (eds) (2000) Special Needs and the Beginning Teacher. London:

Continuum.

British Dyslexia Association: www.bda-dyslexia.org.uk/

British Epilepsy Association: www.epilepsy.org.uk

DfEE [SEN]: www.dfee.gov.uk/sen
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Down's Syndrome Association: www.downs-syndrome.org.uk

National Association for Gifted Children: www.rmplc.co.uk/orgs/nagc

National Autistic Society: www.oneworld.org/autism_uk/

Scope (cerebral palsy]: www.scope.org.uk/

Sebba, J. (1 995) Geography for All. London: David Fulton.

Stakes, R. and Hornby, G. (1 996) Meeting Special Needs in Mainstream Schools: A Practical Guide

for Teachers. London: David Fulton.
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Co-ordinating
Geography

Before the advent of the National Curriculum, teachers were often awarde d
curriculum co-ordinator posts in recognition of long service and experience.
They may have had little more to do than manag e resources . Sinc e 1989 ,
however, nursery and primary teachers have had to develop their expertise
across a broad range of subjects or areas of learning. It has been suggeste d
that schools can deliver the curriculum more effectively by capitalizing on
their staff's subjec t strengths and giving co-ordinators responsibility for
developing teaching and learning within their subject area (Alexande r et
al., 1992) . Consequently , curriculu m co-ordinatio n ha s becom e a n
increasingly complex task.

Most teachers ar e expected t o co-ordinate on e or more areas of the
curriculum, yet are given little if any non-contact time in which to fulfil thei r
responsibilities. In many cases they have to take on this multifaceted and
accountable role at the very start of their careers. The position and title of
those responsible for geography vary widely. They may be a class teacher ,
deputy head or headteacher, team leaders may also find that aspects of the
Early Learning Goals related to geography are par t of their concern. They
may have the title co-ordinator, postholder or subject leader. This chapter
uses the term 'co-ordinator', since it implies that thi s person works with
and through colleagues, rather than on or at them, to develop good practice.

Some teachers may be asked t o take responsibility for areas o f the
curriculum in which they have little subject expertise. In addition, for many,
the skills and knowledge associated with curriculum co-ordination would appear
to have been 'caught', no t taught (Webb , 1994) . Curriculum co-ordination,
particularly of the foundation subjects , also needs to be considered against a
background of constant change over the past decade. The introduction of the
national literacy and numeracy strategies and an increased emphasi s on ICT,
accompanied by testing, target-setting and league tables, have all increased
curriculum time spent on 'basic skills', as well as the pressures on teachers.
This is reflected i n the requirement s fo r initial teacher training (ITT) (DfEE,
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1998a), which focus on the cor e curriculum and ICT . Fewer places are allocated for
specialists in the foundation subject s and the time spent on these subjects by non-
specialists has bee n reduced. Thus, this chapter is aimed at supporting practising
teachers without a background in geography as well as encouraging ITT students with
a subject specialism in geography to take a lead in the development of the subject within
a school. It outlines the roles and responsibilities of a geography co-ordinator and the
knowledge and qualities that person needs in order to fulfi l the m and carry them out
successfully. I t also considers the challenges and problems the co-ordinator may face
and how these might be addressed.

The Geography Co-ordinator's Role
Geography co-ordinators should have a clearly denned role, recognized in the school
development plan and backed up by a job description. Essentially , the y are expected
to develop the quality of teaching and learning in geography across the school. This
will involve them in performing a number of different function s (Table 10.1) .

In order to perform these functions successfully , geography co-ordinator s
require expertise i n two main areas: subject knowledge an d interpersona l skills .
The ability to motivate and lea d colleagues i s particularly importan t if geograph y
is not seen as a priority in the school and co-ordinators have to 'sell' the subject.

Table 10.1 The geography co-ordinator's role

Nature of role The geography co-ordinator might:

Initiator • Produce an outline plan for involving the school in the Geographical Association's
Geography Action Week

• Suggest ways in which the school grounds could be used for geographical enquir

Facilitator

Educator

Check that each unit of work is supported by appropriate resources

Pre-OFSTED, be available to discuss colleagues' proposed lessons

Ensure colleagues complete thorough risk assessments before undertaking
fieldwork

Liaise with the feeder nursery and local secondary school to promote continuity
and progression

Teach colleagues how to use new mapping software

Introduce new QCA units of work

Evaluator • Evaluate the school's scheme of work in the light of the National Curriculum (2000)
and Early Learning Goals

• Recommend which digital camera the school should purchas

Monitor • Observe a newly qualified teacher (NOT) colleague who has identified geography as
an area for development

• Plan a staff meeting when colleagues will assess and level children's wor
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Subject knowledge
To be effective geograph y co-ordinators, it is essential that teachers are enthusiasti c
about the subject , committed to its place in the curriculum and keen to develop good
practice. They also need the subject knowledge which has been identified as a precursor
to teaching of high quality. This involves rather more than the skills and knowledge
that hav e bee n acquired through A  level and furthe r study . I t also include s an
understanding of the nature of the subject : knowledge of the factor s which promote
learning in geography, and the skills needed to teach it successfully at different levels
(Knight, 1993) . In practice, this could mean possessing the ability to:

explain 'sustainable development' to a new governor usin g jargon-free vocabulary;
refer colleagues t o appropriate Web sites for weather data ;
teach a colleague how to use a compass correctly an d suggest appropriate activitie s for
children;
suggest appropriate geographical vocabular y tha t should be taught in the nursery; an d
explain t o a colleague wh y children may find learning abou t rive r processes difficul t an d
how their difficulties could be tackled .

Co-ordinators should also feel confident in their knowledge of the local area.
Geography co-ordinators need to understand how the subject fits into the whole

curriculum framework as well as being thoroughly familiar with the National Curriculum
Programme of Study, such as the localities to be studied in depth at each Key Stage
and the themes to be covered at Key Stage 2. They should know where geography
features in the Early Learning Goals and the kind of geographical experiences children
are likely to have had before embarking on Key Stage 1. They will also be aware of the
form that geography takes at Key Stage 3. More specifically, they should understand
how children make progress in each of the fou r aspects of geography.

Geography specialists will have a degree of expertise upon which to build when
they become qualified teachers, but all co-ordinators need to keep abreast of current
developments. These include:

initiatives, whethe r a t local or national level , such as materia l produced by QCA which
would suppor t geography teaching, or opportunities to become involve d i n a Local Agenda
21 project;
OFSTED's reviews o f inspection findings and whether the strengths and weaknesses
identified i n geography teachin g nationall y appl y to their school ;
research int o primary and early years geography .

This information can be accessed through various means such as

LEA geography co-ordinator meetings ;
local Geographical Association meetings ;
conferences such a s the National Primary Geography Conference;
INSET courses ;
summaries o f research suc h as those in publications edited by Scoffham (1998 ) an d
Bowles (2000) , an d briefer accounts in , for example, the Times  Educational Supplement,
Primary Geographer,  Child  Education and Junior Education; an d
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Web sites such as the Staffordshire Learning Net for Geography
(http://www.sln.org.uk/geography).

Simply meeting others involved in geography ca n be a positive experience for
co-ordinators, renewing thei r enthusiasm for the subjec t an d helping with the
isolation an d frustration they may experience in their own schools. However , it is
important that relevant information or ideas acquired from these sources are relayed
to colleagues, perhaps as an item in a staff meeting. Updating their subject knowledge
not only will help co-ordinators i n their own teaching an d when advising others ,
but may also inform discussion abou t the development of the subject .

How a co-ordinator can influence the development of geography teaching

While reviewing the school's scheme of work, some staff say that they think it is

inappropriate to investigate distant localities with young children. The geography co-

ordinator is able to persuade them otherwise. She explains how young children come into

contact with people and places beyond their direct experience on a regular basis. She then

confidently summarizes research indicating that there is a strong link between knowledge of

other people, places and cultures and attitude formation (Wiegand, 1992; Palmer, 1994),

and suggests appropriate activities for the nursery and Key Stage 1 classes.

Continuous professional development (CPD ) ha s bee n identifie d a s essential
to effective curriculum leadership (Krause , 1998) . However, it is unlikely tha t
externally provided INSE T will cater for updating co-ordinators' knowledge and
skills adequately .

One way of enhancing professional development is through undertaking small -
scale research , which might focus on, for example, analysing one's own teaching ,
assessing children's learning or examining children' s understanding o f a particular
aspect of geography. Indeed, research and evidence-based practic e is now encouraged
by th e DfE E (1998b) , an d teacher s ma y be able t o gain fundin g for researc h
through, for example, the Teacher Training Agency's Teacher Research Grant Scheme.
Foskett an d Marsde n (1998 ) an d Bowles (1997 ) provid e comprehensive source s
of information on previous research , whil e Catling (2000) suggest s many areas
of primary geography, suc h as teaching strategies , assessment and the impac t of
resources, wher e there i s a need fo r further researc h i n order to create a  soun d
foundation fo r geography's effectiv e development .

The following titles indicate the type of research that has been undertaken by
practising teachers :

strategies t o encourage children to ask geographical questions (Chapman, 1999) ;
gender differences i n spatial awareness (Till , 1997) ;
young children's perceptions of their immediate environment (Poulter, 2000);
children's perceptions o f farmers and farming (Wilson, 2000).
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The Geography Co-ordinator's
Responsibilities
Documentation

Geography co-ordinators ar e ultimately responsible fo r the production of various
pieces of documentation. Two points ar e worth bearing i n mind here. First , co-
ordinators do not simply generate a sheaf of papers for rubber-stamping by the rest
of the staff. Rather, they consult colleagues wh o contribute to the end product. By
feeling that they have some ownership of, say , a geography policy , staff are more
likely t o fee l willin g an d confiden t about puttin g i t int o operation . Second ,
documentation needs to be used, monitored and evaluated. Revie w points shoul d
be agreed so that policies and schemes of work are not merely written and put in a
cupboard to gather dust .

Consulting colleagues

The school's geography scheme of work had been in place for three years. The co-

ordinator asked all class teachers for copies of units of work they had taught, annotated

with brief comments. This enabled him to identify, for example, where more resources

were required, where the content could be cut in some units and where more variety in

activities was needed. He also took this chance to suggest how opportunities to include

ICT and citizenship could be developed.

The establishment o f OFSTED in 199 2 ha s provide d an adde d impetu s to
ensuring that documentation is in place. It is therefore unlikely that geography co-
ordinators will be required to produce a policy or scheme of work from scratch; they
are more likely to be involved in evaluating and fine-tuning documentation.

Geography policy
Most schools produce policies which follow a similar format, and often one that has
been suggested by the local education authority (LEA) . A geography policy should
be a concise and clearly written document that reflects a  consensus o f staff view s
on the school' s rational e for teaching th e subject . It should identif y th e broad
principles that underpin the way in which the subject is approached and thus provide
a framework for planning. Geography policies will have a number of common features
but they will also reflec t the particular situation and needs of a school such as its
location or the ethnic make-up of the school community.
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Geography policies

A geography policy will usually include brief statements that refer to:

the nature of geography;

the school's aims for teaching and learning in geography;

allocation of time;

curriculum organization;

approaches to teaching and learning;

classroom organization and management;

continuity and progression;

equal opportunities;

differentiation and special educational needs;

meeting the needs of early years pupils;

links with other subjects and elements of the curriculum;

assessment, recording and reporting;

resources;

the role of parents;

health and safety;

links with the wider community;

the role of the geography co-ordinator; and

arrangements for monitoring and evaluation.

Geography scheme of work
A geography schem e of work shows ho w policy is translated int o practice. Based
on statutory documentation , it sets out the detail of the geography curriculum . It is
not something tha t can be produced quickly : i t might be compiled by combinin g
units of work which teachers have taught successfully with appropriate QCA units,
in order to meet statutory an d school requirements.

Geography schemes of work

The following elements should be clearly identifiable:

where the four aspects are taught and assessed;

balanced, integrated study of places, themes and skills;

study of a variety of places, near and far;

progression, for example in the development of mapping skills;

continuity, for example in use of fieldwork;

variety in enquiry-based teaching and learning approaches;

variety in classroom groupings;

how differentiation can be achieved;

provision, for example of resoures, for children with special educational needs;

cross-curricular elements such as citizenship;

links with other curricular areas;

opportunities to develop and reinforce skills in literacy, numeracy and ICT;

how health and safety requirements are met;
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Geography schemes of work can vary in the amount of detail they contain. A
scheme which, fo r example, stipulate s particular localities , lists activities an d
resources an d include s the worksheets t o be used coul d be seen a s a  godsend ,
enabling teachers t o concentrate on differentiation in their short-term planning .
Others would argue tha t this stifles teachers ' creativity. Perhaps a  compromise is
the answer, where learning outcomes or objectives are stated and accompanied by
a list of suggested activities and resources .

Assessment, recording and reporting
Geography co-ordinators are responsible for ensuring that the assessment, recordin g
and reporting of geography ar e carried out to meet statutory requirements . These
processes shoul d also be purposeful, manageable an d of benefit to teachers, pupils,
parents and other interested parties where appropriate. Assessment, recordin g and
reporting of geography shoul d b e in line with whole-school polic y and practice .
However, it is useful i f the geography co-ordinator produces guidelines for colleagues,
linked to the scheme of work.

Guidelines for the assessment, recording and reporting of
geography teaching

Guidelines should include the following information:

what is of significance in geography and what colleagues should be assessing (that is, the

four elements);

the range of assessment methods that could be used;

how and when assessments should be recorded;

suggestions about marking children's work and providing feedback, again reflecting

whole-school policy and emphasizing that it is geographical content that is being

marked, rather than, for example, a child's ability in English;

suggestions as to how colleagues might report on children's work to parents; and

suggestions as to how children can assess their own work.

Geography portfolio
As geography co-ordinators are responsible for monitoring what pupils are learning
as well as what teachers are teaching, it is good practice to collect evidence of children's
attainment. This can be achieved by compiling a portfolio of work. This should cover
the fou r aspect s o f geography, accurately reflect the geography being taught i n the
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details of resources and their location; and
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school, and demonstrate characteristics of children's performance a t differen t levels .
Ideally the contents of this portfolio shoul d have been discussed and moderated, and
levels agreed upon by colleagues. I t can have many uses, such as

developing a shared interpretatio n and understanding of the characteristics an d difference s
between levels ;
demonstrating the standard o f consistency betwee n teachers ;
helping the co-ordinator to monitor the quality and standards o f geography acros s th e
school;
demonstrating continuity and progression acros s the school;
demonstrating how differentiation take s place;
helping teachers understan d progressio n i n learning in geography ;
helping new colleagues t o develop appropriate expectations ;
exemplifying how 'best fit' judgements can be made; and
demonstrating to interested partie s such as OFSTED inspectors, the LEA, governors an d
parents what children are learning in geography an d the standards they are attaining .
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As well as a range of written and graphical work, the portfolio may include:

photographs of models and displays ;
photographs of children using fieldwork skills;
teachers' notes , particularl y on younger children' s attainment, a s evidence of this i s likely
to be more ephemeral;
a range of work from on e pupil to indicate how 'best fit' judgements are made; and
work which demonstrates a range o f achievement within one particular level.

Whatever is included in the portfolio needs to be annotated, wher e appropriate,
to indicate:

the context (wha t instructions wer e given; how much support was given; what resource s
were used; whether th e child worked individually or in a group; any constraints); and
evidence the work provides of geographical knowledge , understanding and/o r skills .

Resources for teaching and learning geography
Geography co-ordinators are responsible for ensuring that teaching an d learnin g
are supported by appropriate resources. Thi s involves:

auditing resources ;
consulting with colleagues o n their needs ;
organizing and maintaining resources; an d
budgeting for , evaluating an d selecting resources .

One of the first tasks of a new geography co-ordinato r shoul d be to undertak e
an audit of resources, including the features of the local area such as people, buildings
and environments .



An audit of resources

What resources does the school have?

Are they reasonably up to date and in good condition?

Is there a range of reference books, maps, photographs, videos and software?

Do resources cater for children of different abilities?

Are they educationally sound, for example avoiding stereotyping?

Do resources support active, enquiry-based learning?

Where are resources stored? How accessible are they?

Expenditure can then b e prioritized to ensure tha t all units o f work focused on
geography are adequately resourced. Co-ordinators can also provide colleagues with
a list of resources and where they are stored. This should include generic ICT software
and hardware as well as children's fiction and non-fiction which could be used to
support geography .

A co-ordinator's ongoing task will be to monitor resources, ensuring that they
are well maintained, disposing of any of poor quality, and cataloguing and labelling
new materials. It is a good idea to photocopy any instruction booklets and keep the
original copy. Acquiring new resources will involve decisions, made preferably with
colleagues, suc h as what is essential and whether class sets are preferable to a more
limited range o f good-quality, mor e interesting equipmen t (which would have
implications for how the subject might be taught). Co-ordinators should be creative
about looking for funding an d resource s beyon d the schoo l budget : the Parent-
Teacher Association, local industry and commerce, charities such as Learning through
Landscapes, European Union funding for European initiatives, and local or national
competitions with geographical themes such as environmental improvement are all
worth considering.

New resources should reflect good geographical and educational practice - for
example, fosterin g enquiry-base d learnin g and avoiding stereotyping as well as
being cost-effective. However, good resources are of little use unless colleagues are
aware of their existence and how they should be used. They could be displayed in
the staf f roo m or made the focu s of an assembly . Educationa l catalogues an d
conference displays can be perused for new resources, and reviews in publications
such a s Primary  Geographer,  Nursery Education  an d th e Times  Educational
Supplement consulted.  Representatives from educational suppliers can be asked to
display and talk about their products. In this case, it is important to be critical: it is
their job to sell!

Communication
Communicating effectively with teaching colleagues i s of considerable importance
and i s considered in more depth in the section on developing good practice across
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a school. However, there are also other individuals, agencies and groups of people
with whom geography co-ordinators may communicate (Table 10.2). They need to
consider their audience carefully and tailor their message accordingly in terms of
content, style and delivery . Co-ordinators should aim to find a  balance between
providing too much information and too little, and should ensure that it is relevant,
clear and, in most cases, free from educational an d technical jargon and unfamiliar
acronyms and abbreviations.

Table 102 A geography co-ordinator's responsibilities for communication

Communication
with

Examples of when co-ordinators may communicate

Engaging the headteacher's interest in geography, if necessary (headteachers can
provide time, money, support and authority)
Keeping the headteacher informed of progress in monitoring geography teaching in
the school

Explaining the geography development plan (governors are responsible for the
curriculum, staff and budgetary constraints and opportunities)

Informing parents through the school newsletter about a local environmental project in
which certain classes are involved
Writing a paragraph on the geography curriculum for inclusion in the school
prospectus
Asking the Parent-Teacher Association for funds for fieldwork equipment
Involving parents in field trips and producing resources such as the laminating of
photographs

Motivating children and raising the profile of geography by involving the school in
Geography Action Week

Acting as mentor to an NOT with geography as a main subject
Inducting and supporting non-specialist NQTs

SENCO

Staff in feeder/
secondary schools

The wider
community

Other
teachers

LEA

Professional
organizations

University
education
departments

• Suggesting appropriate activities for gifted/talented pupil

• Ensuring that children with physical disabilities can participate in fieldwor

• Exchanging information on which localities and issues children have studied and wher
fieldwork has been undertaken

• Contacting people such as shopkeepers who work in the local community, and loc
education and business partnerships, for information and for arranging visits and
visitors

• Planning INSET with another geography co-ordinat
• Emailing other teachers to develop work on contrasting localities (education
publications often include requests for links)

• Arranging an exchange (Central Bureau for Educational Visits and Exchanges

• Making and maintaining contact with the geography adviser and finding out what i
available in terms of advice, support and training

• Becoming a member of the Geographical Associati

• Negotiating placements for geography specialis
• Developing joint research projec
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Communication and liaison with a university education department

The school receives a letter from the local teacher training institution asking if it will take

four final-year geography specialists to focus on curriculum co-ordination. The co-

ordinator attends a meeting at the university to discuss the placement with university

tutors and other primary colleagues. She then negotiates and helps plan a two-week

programme with the students, which will be of benefit to both the school and the students.

This includes them:

contributing to the school's portfolio by assessing and levelling children's work;

planning and teaching geography-related activities in the nursery;

observing each other teaching;

compiling a list of Web sites to support units in the school's scheme of work;

devising and trialling an orienteering course in the school grounds; and

discussing the co-ordinator's roles and responsibilities with her.

Geography co-ordinators wil l also come into contact with OFSTED inspectors .
Inspection i s invariably a  stressful tim e but i t is possible t o minimize the anxiet y
by being well prepared. The responsibilities o f the geography co-ordinato r in relation
to inspection can be summarized as follows (Table 10.3) .

It is worth remembering that critical comments in an OFSTED report can be a
positive force . The y can focu s attention o n a subjec t and goo d practice , attract
resources and indicate wher e staf f development i s necessary.
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Table 10.3 The geography co-ordinator's responsibilities in relation to OFSTED

Comments made on previous inspections have been addressed.
Documentation is in order, up to date, understood by staff and reflected in practice.
Geography is well integrated into the curriculum.
Resources are adequate to support teaching, well maintained and where they should
be.
Colleagues are clear about geography's distinctive contribution to the curriculum as
well as to its wider aims and basic skills.
Colleagues are motivating and challenging children in their teaching.
Fieldwork is not postponed or cancelled: it is part of good practice, and well-planned
and well-organized fieldwork with appropriate follow-up can impress inspectors.
There is evidence in planning and children's work if geography will not be observed.
High-quality geographical work is on display.

Ensure that colleagues are confident about the geography they are teaching by
running through lesson plans with them if necessary.
When interviewed, be truthful; demonstrate knowledge of what is happening in the
school, stress the positive and how teachers are supported, but also indicate an
awareness of what needs doing.
Use the oral feedback session to pick up advice for the future.

Read relevant parts of the published report, including general comments, for example
on assessment, which are applicable; plan to address any weaknesses identified.
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Developing Good Practice across a School
The publication of documentation such as the National Curriculum and schemes of
work for geography have not automatically le d to a dramatic increase in the quality
of geography teachin g i n schools. Improving teaching an d learning geography i s
therefore centra l t o the rol e of co-ordinators, particularl y sinc e research suggest s
that the major facto r in effecting change and development is felt to be the influenc e
of the curriculum leader. Monitoring , in particular, ca n be a very powerful tool for
improving the learning environmen t and raising standard s o f pupil achievement,
although direct monitoring of teaching can be difficult to arrange (OFSTED , 1999).

A number of factors, both external and internal, may stimulate the development
of geography, from ne w statutory requirement s to a general feeling of dissatisfactio n
amongst staf f with the way geography is taught. However, it has been suggested tha t
many co-ordinators fee l more comfortable acting as a helper or fellow worker rather
than as an adviser or decision-maker. They see their role as providers of documentation,
ideas and resources, rathe r than as monitoring and evaluating teaching and learning
and helping colleagues to develop (OFSTED, 1999). Thus the remainder of this chapter
explores how geography co-ordinators can develop the subject by successfully initiating
and implementing change.

Problems and challenges
Geography co-ordinator s hav e a  range of responsibilities, som e o f which, lik e
managing resources , ar e relatively straightforward to manage successfully. However,
developing the subjec t can be more problematic for a variety of reasons:

the history of the school : 'we've never done much geography here' ;
the ethos of the school: the school focuses on the core curriculum in spirit as well as in
practice;
lack of communication and lack of a culture of co-operation amongst staff ;
poor leadership: the head has considerable influence on the culture of the school and thu s
upon its practices and policies;
familiarity: some co-ordinators may find it difficult t o take on a more proactive role with
colleagues i n order to develop good practice as this may be construed a s judgemental ;
hostility: NQTs appointed as geography co-ordinators may face opposition from those who
feel that they have been teaching fo r a long time and there is little anyone can tell them
about teaching geography: 'w e always go to Whitby in June for our geography trip - the
children have a lovely time collecting shells and looking in rock pools . . ."

Teachers' attitudes to change
Underlying many of these problems are teachers' attitudes to change in general. They
may have become accustomed to change but this does not mean that they find it any
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easier to accept, and geography co-ordinators may encounter a range of perspectives,
from the 'rational apathetic' to the 'Stone Age obstructionist' (Doyle and Pounder, 1976,
cited in Pollard, 1997) . Colleagues may feel that their competence is being threatened
and lose confidence if they consider that they do not possess the skills or knowledge
to implement initiatives. Colleagues may object to having established practices challenged
and disrupted. Alternatively, it may be that their own school experience has lef t them
with a dislike of geography. 20 7

Helping a colleague who is unwilling to expand her geography teaching

A Key Stage 1 teacher with some 20 years' experience had shown little interest in

developing the school's geography scheme of work. On reviewing what had been taught over

the first year, the geography co-ordinator found that children in this class had received little

teaching that would have developed their geographical skills, particularly in map work.

Tactful discussion with the teacher revealed that she was fascinated by other places but had

had an unhappy experience of geography at school and had been confused about aspects

of mapping such as scale and grid references. The co-ordinator lent her a book which

explained progression in developing children's geographical skills clearly with exemplar

activities and then helped her plan a forthcoming lesson. She made a note to check with her

colleague after this lesson how effective she thought her teaching had been.

Implementing change
It can be a  daunting prospec t fo r geography co-ordinators , particularl y at th e
beginning of their careers , to attempt to enthuse colleague s an d mak e a case for
the subject to be a priority in the face of a multitude of other pressures. Furthermore,
subject expertise alone will not enable them to bring about curriculum change: co-
ordinators need to possess (or develop quickly) certain personal and interpersona l
skills. Colleagues are more likely to respond positively to initiatives that are led by
a co-ordinator who can answer in the affirmative to most of the following questions.

A co-ordinator's attitudes and approach

Do I appear confident and enthusiastic about geography?

Am I clear about what change is required and why?

Am I positive, whilst recognizing that change is a process that takes time?

Am I well prepared and organized?

Am I aware of my strengths and weaknesses - for example, am I better at leading staff

meetings or supporting staff on a more informal one-to-one basis?

Am I prepared to be challenged about my proposals and can I accept constructive

criticism and acknowledge that I do not know all the answers?

Do I acknowledge that some staff will not follow my proposals and that I may have to

make compromises?

Do I have high expectations but recognize that it is never easy to bring practice into line

with ideals?
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Positive educational developments are almost impossible to sustain withou t
teamwork (Pollard , 1997) . Ensuring progression and continuity in geography, for
example, calls for whole-school co-operation. Teamwork is particularly important
in early years setting s wher e large numbers of staff, teachin g and non-teaching ,
may be involved in children's learning. Consequently, the attitudes of those involved
are a significant factor in the successful implementation of change. However, a co-
ordinator needs to provide leadership and direction , rather than fee d colleague s
theory, give them some new resources and then leave them to get on with it . In
order for co-ordinators to gain colleagues' interes t in and commitment to developing
geography, they need to possess certain interpersonal skills which are identified in
the following questions.

A co-ordinator's interpersonal skills

Do I respect and value colleagues, seeking their ideas and suggestions?

Can I convince colleagues of the need for change?

Am I approachable, willing to listen to colleagues' concerns and prepared to negotiate so

that perspectives are shared and collective strategies for action agreed?

Do I choose my time and place carefully?

Do I encourage and praise colleagues to motivate them?

Do I provide appropriate, focused advice and support and in different ways, such as

working with colleagues on an individual basis and running workshops?

Am I realistic in what I ask colleagues to do, acknowledging their priorities as well as

their strengths and weaknesses?

Am 1 willing to give of my time to talk through a lesson, or look at a half-termly plan?

Geography co-ordinators inevitably have to work within the constraints o f the
nature of their colleagues, and no t everyone may share thei r vision. Presumably
most teachers want the effec t o f their effort s t o be maximized and would like to
teach a s effectivel y a s possible , bu t fo r staf f t o b e committe d to curriculum
development, they have to recognize that change is desirable. This might mean, for
example, that encouraging enquiry-based learning is presented as an opportunity
to develop skills that can be applied in other areas of the curriculum; or that reviewing
the schem e of work could be a way of highlighting interestin g an d meaningful
contexts i n which skills in literacy, numerac y and IC T could be developed and
reinforced. I f change is to last, i t needs to be 'bottom-up' rather than 'top-down' ;
in other words, staff nee d to recognize that change is necessary, know where it is
going, and be agreed on , and involve d in, curriculum development. Finally , any
change shoul d be focused, particularly  at areas where the co-ordinator , staff or
inspectors have identified weaknesses .
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Where to start
New geography co-ordinators will initiall y need to take stock of the situation in
which they find themselves. One way of doing this is through a SWOT analysis:
this involves identifying strengths , weaknesses, opportunities and threats (Tabl e
10.4) i n relation to the development of geography, which can then be built on,
addressed or maximized. This will arise from the responses to a number of questions.

Some questions to be considered in doing a SWOT analysis

Is good practice in geography well established or is radical change required?

Where does geography feature in the school development plan?

What ideas does the headteacher have and what level of support can be expected?

Does the co-ordinator need to respond to a critical OFSTED report and what needs to

be prioritized?

What is the level of staff expertise and interest in geography? Where would they

welcome support?

Is it possible to identify where geography is well taught and where there is scope for

development?

Do children have a recurring, balanced experience of geography (from the scheme of

work)?

What does the present policy say and is this reflected in practice?

What do children's work and displays say about the state of geography?

What resources are available and where are they stored?
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Table 10.4 An example of a SWOT analysis

A range of good-quality resources
Staff generally receptive to change

A number of new staff with little expertise in geography
Children arrive from feeder infant schools with varying experiences of geography

Geography prioritized in school development plan
Local ITT institution looking for schools to support geography specialists, with funding

School is failing to meet targets, so extra time may be allocated to literacy and numeracy
Cut in the school's subsidy for residential fieldwork has been proposed

Table 10.5 Example of an easily achieved short-term target

Target
Criteria for success

Action
Staff responsibl e
Action date
Resources/costs

To develop geography on residential field trips

Clear enquiry-based learning objectives are identified for each visit

Focused planning

Geography co-ordinator and class teachers

End of term

None
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The geography co-ordinato r needs to identify priorities and set realistic short-,
medium- and longer-term aim s with which colleagues agree . Thes e will form a
curriculum development plan, probably for the next three years, as part of the whole
school development plan. Success is motivating, so it is advisable to set some short-
term targets which ca n be achieved reasonabl y painlessly and cheaply . Som e
examples are shown i n Table 10.5 .

Staff development
Once colleagues' strengths, weaknesse s and needs have been identified, geography
co-ordinators ca n plan for staff development. This can take a  variety of forms:

informal: discussing a lesson over coffee a t playtime;
indirect: demonstrating good practice through a  display of children's work on an enquiry or
through describing fieldwork in an assembly ;
good practitioner: co-ordinator s develo p their own classroom a s an example of good
practice and invite colleagues to observe them teaching;
work alongside staff : planning and managing fieldwork with a colleague;
structured: inducting new colleagues and NQTs ;
formal training: school-based INSE T which could be run by the co-ordinator or a well-
briefed visitor and could range fro m par t of a staff meetin g to a whole day involving
support staff an d including fieldwork, demonstrations and workshops. Krause and Garner
(1997) suggest a wealth of activities fo r use in school-based INSE T sessions .

The final section of this chapter looks at how a geography co-ordinator might
respond to an OFSTE D report (Box 10.1), first drawing up an action plan and then
planning an INSET session t o address some of the identifie d targets . Th e geography
co-ordinator analysed and summarized these findings, identifying those aspects i n
which standard s wer e satisfactory and  coul d be built on as wel l as the  area s for
improvement. An action plan was then drawn up for inclusion in the whole-school plan .
It used the same headings as the development plan and identified the following targets:

to produce guidelines on assessment, recordin g and reporting in geography;
to observe all colleagues teachin g geography;
to plan for coherence and progression in the development of children's mapping skills;
to identify opportunitie s for differentiation i n planning and devise appropriate activities for
the less and more able; and
to integrate th e use of ICT into the teaching an d learning of geography.

The following action then took place:

The headteacher agreed to make time available at a staff meetin g to obtain feedback on the
action plan.
The draft proposals were circulated to colleagues .
The proposals were discussed an d agreed a t the staff meeting .
It was decided to start with half a day's INSET focusing on assessment and ICT but which
would also take into account the needs identified i n the co-ordinator's staff audit .
The co-ordinator prepared the programme for this training.
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Box 10.1 Section from an OFSTED report concerned with geography

Geography

119. Only a small number of lessons were observed during the inspection. However, scrutiny of pupils'
work and teachers' planning and discussion with pupils shows that standards in geography are in
line with national expectations at Key Stage 1 and exceeding expectations at Key Stage 2. The
quality of teaching varies between good and satisfactory. This enables pupils to make satisfactory
gains in the acquisition of geographical knowledge, skills and understanding. Often pupils' own
backgrounds are used as a basis for teaching.

120. Good progress is made in Key Stage 1 in raising pupils' awareness of the world. A residential visit
and fieldwork in the local area help pupils to observe similarities and differences in the human
and physical characteristics of a place. Pupils begin to make and use maps although the work is
disjointed and does not build mapping skills sufficiently systematically.

121. By the end of Key Stage 2 pupils have a good understanding of their local environment and the
different countries represented in the school. They can compare and contrast lifestyles in these
places with their own. However, little use is made of ICT, for example when looking for information
on these countries.

122. The quality of teaching is satisfactory overall. Teachers are confident and display a good knowledge
of the subject matter. In a Year 5 class, for example, where pupils were engaged in a debate focused
on the development of tourism on St Lucia, the teacher's enthusiasm and expertise gave them a
clear understanding of environmental and development issues. All lessons observed were well
planned, with the key ideas and concepts identified. However, planning does not always enable
the needs of all pupils to be met. The work for the least able is sometimes too difficult and higher-
attaining pupils are not always given sufficiently challenging work.

1 23. Pupils' attitudes to learning are satisfactory. Pupils enjoy their work in geography and display
interest in the topics they are engaged in. They listen well and pay attention to the teacher. Pupils
work together in small groups and evidence from fieldwork indicates that they work well together
outside school.

124. The subject is effectively led and managed by the co-ordinator. However, because it has not recently
been a whole-school development priority, she has had little opportunity to monitor the quality
of teaching and learning to ensure that the needs of all pupils are met. Assessment and recording
have not been developed systematically and teachers have only limited information about what
pupils already know to help them in their planning.
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Staff were asked to collect examples o f children's work for assessment and levellin g
purposes, familiariz e themselves wit h the levels in geography, an d look at Expectations i n
Geography (SCAA , 1997) .

Co-ordinators need to remember that ther e i s usually pressur e o n the time
available a t staf f meetings and the y nee d to be chaired efficientl y i n order to be
productive. In other words,

discussion is kept on track and to time;
colleagues are encouraged to read any documentation to be discussed beforehand ;
the chair seeks to involve everyone and demonstrate tha t all opinions are valued; and
the chair summarizes discussions, ensures tha t there is agreement on decisions and
ensures tha t these are minuted.
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Box 10.2 Geography INSET

However, staf f ma y no t b e a t thei r mos t creative i n staf f meetings , an d
curriculum development activities are best planned for half or whole days. Box 10.2
outlines a  half-day programme which the geography co-ordinato r migh t hav e
planned.

Planning INSET is similar to lesson planning: it needs to have a clear purpose
which is shared with colleagues an d to be thought throug h carefully so that the
best use is made of the time available. It also needs to address colleagues' needs .
As can be seen, thi s programme does no t try to cover everything a t once . It
focuses on assessment an d ICT, which were identified as weaknesses b y OFSTED.
However, i t also include s activities o n literacy and numeracy , which had been
identified a s concerns by staff. I n this case, the headteacher introduce d the day
(the afternoo n woul d focu s o n history) . Th e geography co-ordinato r the n
explained the purpose of the morning and how it would address staff and school

TEACHING GEOGRAPHY 3-II

9.00-9.10 Introduction (headteacher, followed by geography co-ordinator)

purpose and aims of morning

plan for morning

9.10-10.20 Assessment

what to assess in geography

how to assess in geography

Staff to work in Key Stage groups:

assess and level children's work; which pieces are most useful for assessment

purposes?

devise recording format

10.20 Plenary

feedback from groups

developing self-assessment

10.30-10.40 Coffee break

10.50-1 2.00 Literacy, numeracy and 1CT, and geography

English, maths and ICT co-ordinators to lead mixed-age groups

take two different types of units of work and identify opportunities for skills

development in these areas

plan two activities in detail

12.00 Plenary

feedback from groups

review aims and summarize the morning's achievements

what next?

arrangements for monitoring

12.20 Lunch



Reflective Questions
What do your colleagues think geography is or involves?
Are they confident i n teaching geography?
What geographical work takes place in the nursery?
How far is the geography policy reflected i n practice?
What do you see as futur e development s in geography?
How do you monito r provision and quality in geography?
How do you influence practice across the school?
What opportunities do you have to support staff ?

FURTHER READING AND INFORMATION

Geographical Association: http://www.geography.org.uk

Geographical Association (1 999) Leading Geography: National Standards for Geography Leaders in

Primary Schools. Sheffield: Geographical Association.

Halocha, J. (1998) Co-ordinating Geography across the Primary School. Lewes: Palmer Press.

Teacher Training Agency (1998) National Standards for Subject Leaders. London: TTA.

needs, recapping on the OFSTED report and what was revealed by the staff audit .
She then outline d th e activitie s fo r the morning . Following a brief summary of
assessment in geography, sh e decided to 'float' between groups as they assessed
children's work , using a  pro forma that she had devised, an d then relate d thei r
assessments to aspects of the level descriptions . Plenar y sessions were seen a s
important so that each group would know what the others had been doing .

The co-ordinator delegate d leadershi p o f the nex t session to the relevant 2 i3
curriculum co-ordinators i n order to make use o f their subject expertise a s well
as contributing to their staff development. Colleagues were encouraged to think
carefully about , fo r example, whether children' s writing could take the for m of
a postcard, a poster or a poem, or how they might organize the use of a database.

In the second plenary session, sh e looked at how far the aims for the morning
had been met and indicate d what sh e would do with the materia l that had been
produced. Staff suggested wha t they saw as the next step. Finally, the co-ordinator
put forward her proposals for monitoring teaching for discussion, emphasizing that
these were intended to be supportive rather than threatening .

CO-ORDINATING GEOGRAPHY
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portfolio 149,201
progression 50-5
PSHE 20,30,59,180

recording assessments 1 51-3, 201
reporting to parents 154-5, 201
resources 49, 51, 63, 77, 81, 93, 11 4-33,

171,201-3
risk assessment 123-6

scale 8
scheme of work 200-1
school grounds 122
self-assessment 139
self-evaluation 85-7,91

SENCO 178,204

skills 10,22,27,50-7,60,169-70
special educational needs 176-94, 200

emotional and behavioural difficulties
190-1

gifted and talented pupils 191-3
identification 177-8
learning difficulties 183-90
physical disabilities 180-3
statutory requirements 1 76-7

staff development 210-13
subject knowledge 1-21, 97-8, 102-3
summative assessment 1 39
sustainable development 23, 34-6, 45,

57,170-1

systems 7-8

target setting 75, 151
teaching approaches 55,59,97-110
testing 143
topic work 57-9

units of work 56-62

values and attitudes
110, 157-72

vocabulary 28-9
Vygotsky, L.S. 72, 138

Wiegand, P. 98-9
worksheets 77-8

3, 34-6, 44-5, 50,

QCA scheme of work 24,39,49,56,60,

127-8
questions, use of 22, 26, 55, 63, 76, 92, 142
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